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kxzU° 
 

 

 

¾›=�ÄåÁ ¾›=¢„T>¡e vKS<Á� TIu` Vision 2020 Ethiopia uT>M SÖ]Á u}ŸታታÃ 

uT>Ák`u¨< ¾¨<ÃÃ� SÉ[¡ ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�“ MT� u›=�ÄåÁ' ³_“ ¾³_ HÁ ›Ue� 

¯S� uT>M `°e ›� ØLG<” }jS Ãk[u<� Ø“¬© êG<õ ¾"+� 19 k” 1996 ¯.U. 

u`"ታ ታÇT>� u}Ñ‟<u� uH>M}” J�M ¾Scwcu=Á ›Ç^i k`x ¨<ÃÃ� 

}Å`Ñ<uታM:: }vv] ýaôc` ØLG<” }jS uQÓ ›T"]’�' uÇ‡’�' uQÓ SUI`’� 

uS<Á�¨< ¾[ÏU Ñ>²? MUÉ Á"u~ ¾QÓ UG<` ŸSJ“�¨< Ò` u}KÁ¿ ¾QÓ `°f� 

¾U`U` êG<ö� Ák[u<“ SçNõ ¾Å[c< uSJ’< u`°c< LÃ Ák[u<� êG<õ ÖkT@ታ¨< 

uዕK~ K}Å[Ñ¨< ¨<ÃÃ� w� እ”ÅTÃJ” ÃታS“M:: 

 

¾k[u¨< êG<õ uSeŸ< ¾[ÏU Ñ>²? ¾Y^ MUÉ vL�¨< ¾QÓ vKS<Á� ›� ታU\ 

¨”ÉU ›Ñ‡h# እ“ u¨/a *]Ï“M ¨LdÑ>Ä`Ñ>e ›e}Á¾� እ“ ��� ¾Çu\ eK’u` u¨p~ 

K}Å[Ñ¨< ¨<ÃÃ� ÃuMØ QÃ¨� እ”ÅcÖ¨< G<K< ÃI ዕ�U ¾T>Á’u< ¨Ñ„�U uSeŸ< 

¾uKÖ እ”Ç=Ã’u<“ እ”Ç=S^S\ እ”ÅT>Ñóó�¨< ÃታS“M:: 

 

¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’� SŸu` K›”É Qw[}cw cLU SŸu`' እ”Ç=G<U KþK+" K›=¢„T> 

TIu^© QÃ¨~ TÅÓ“ SuMìÓ Sc[ታ© SJ’< u›G<’< Ñ>²? uSL¨< ¯KU }kvÃ’� 

›Ó‡�M:: }Óv^©’~ Ó” ¾እÁ”Ç”Æ” ²?Ò ”l }d�ö ¾T>ÖÃp እ”ÅSJ’< u`°c< LÃ 

Ó”³u? KTeÚuØ ¾T>Å[Ñ¨< Ø[� ucò¨< SkÖM ÁKu� ’¨<:: ¾›=¢„T>¡e vKS<Á� 

TIu` u²=I [ÑÉ LÅ[Ñ¨< Ø[� UeÒ“ ÃÑvªM:: •እ’@U ¨<ÃÃ~” ucwdu=’� እ”ÉS^ 

K}cÖ‡ °ÉM“ ¡w` ›ScÓ“KG<:: 
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SÓu=Á 

 

u²=I `°e እ”É“Ñ` u›=�ÄåÁ 

›=¢„T>¡e vKS<Á� TIu` 

SÒu²?” ¾’Ñ[‡ ›wa ›ÅÑ@ 

Ê¡}` ›có ›ÉTc? ’¨<:: 

ŸG<K< uò� T%u\”“ ÕÅ†Â” 

እ”ÇScÓ” ÃðkÉM‡ ²”É 

uT¡u` ›devKG<:: ታÇ=Á 

Ów¹¨<” ŸSkuK? uò� G<K� 

ØÁo�” K^c? ›’dG<:: 

¾SËS]Á¨< ŸÖun© ÅS’õc? 

¾S× ÃSeK†M:: ÅV እ”Ç=I 
¯Ã’~ ÅS’õe ›K •እ”È; 

›�uK<‡“:: ØÁo¨< እ”Ç=I 
¾T>M ’u`:: ›”} c¨< 

K=Á“Ó`I ¾T>�M ¾QÓ ØL 

eKS„\“ u=„`e KQÑ< }Ñ» 

uJ’ Y`¯� ¨<eØ eKSÑ‟�I 

U” ÁIM •እ`ÓÖ† ’I;  �”i 

እ”ÅSgu` eM c¨<†¨< እ’@’� 

ÅÓV Ñcî ›Å[Ñ‡' •እ”Ç=I 
wKA' ›G<”e ›u³¤¨<! ¾U” 

ØL ’¨< ¾U�ðMÑ¨<; cw¯© 

õÖ<` ›ÃÅKI �”È; S“Ñ`¢ 

�”ÅSeT� G<K<' �”ÅK?KA� 

}ðØb© vI`Ä�I G<K<' 

¨Å²=I ¯KU Ã²¤¨< 

¾S×¤¨<“ ›waIU ¨ÅSnw` 

¾T>¨`É vI`ÃI ’¨<' T”U 

¾TÃcØI' T”U ¾TÃ’dI' 

•MpÂe ¨ÅÑ<Ç¿ Óv“ 

¾U�K¨<” uM! }TS””' 

�“U ¨Åª“¨< Ñ<ÇÂ }gÒÑ`Ÿ<' 

G<K}†¨<” ØÁoÂ” •SMe 

²”É:: 

 

G<K}†¨< ØÃoÂ ³_ T• 

¾UK¨<” G<K< ¾T>SKŸ� ’¨<:: 

•²=I†¨< LÃ �”"D w²< 

›M}�Ñ`Ÿ<U:: •c¨< Ða K=Ñv 

u=�MU vÃ�MU ¾UK¨< w²< 

›K‡:: ”ÓÓ\ u›T`† u=J”U 

›Mö ›Mö K�’@ SM"U 

¾ScK<‡” ›”Ç”É Øpf�፣ 
ŸQÔ�U፣ ŸUG<^” êG<ö�U 

u}éñu� s”s Öke KTÉ[Ó 

�V¡^KG<:: ÃI” ÁÅ[ÓG<� 

ÁKS<ÁÂ •}[Ñ<TKG< wÂ ¾c¨< 

Y^ LKTq`ðÉ eM ’¨<:: 

K²=IU upÉT>Á Ãp`��G<” 

•ÖÃnKG<:: G<K}†¨< Øó� 

’Ñ` upÖ< TdÖ` ›KS�K? 

ÃSeK†M:: [»S<”“ U“Mv�U 

K›”Ç”Ê��G< ›cM� K=J” 

¾T>�K¨<” ”ÓÓ_” KTÉSØ 

Ø“~” �”Ç=c×�G< •S†KG<:: 

 

ÃI” "MŸ< ¨ÅÑ<ÇÂ MÓv! -

QlL tdR¯ s!¬Y yM>t$ 

NGGÊ b?G yb§YnT½ bFT? 

|R›t$Â CGéc$½ bØd‰l!ZMÂ 

bmÊT _Ãq& z#RÃ y¸Ãtk#R 

YçÂL:: 

 

11..  ¾¾QQÓÓ  ¾¾uuLLÃÃ’’��  KKUU””;;  

 

¾QÓ” ¾uLÃ’� S`I c� 

G<K< ¾^d�”” QM¨<“ KS•ÅÓ 

wK” uk“¯>’� S”ðe 

M”Öwk¨<“ ¡w"u? M“Å`ÓK� 

¾T>Ñv ›e}dcw ’¨<:: uØpM 

›’ÒÑ` QÓ u%w[}cw ¨<eØ 

¾Ò^ QÃ¨� ¾T>S\ cw¯© 

õÖ<^” ÃI” TQu^© 

QÃ¨��¨<” KSÓ³� 

¾T>eTS<v�¨< ¾UÓv[ ew° 

Å”x� ewcw ’¨< u=vM 

ÁeŸ?ÇM:: �`ÓØ G<K<U ¯Ã’� 

¾UÓv[ ew° Å”x� •† ³_ QÓ 

wK” uU”Ö^¨< ewew ¨<eØ 

LÃ�kñ Ã�LK<:: G<K<U Å”x� 

K›ðíìT�¨< ŸË`v�¨< 

¾S”Óe� ÉÒõ ¾L�¨<U“:: 

 

}ðØaU ¾^dD QÓ ›L�:: 

Ÿ^c< Ÿc¨< MÏ w”ËU` 

¾T>ðÖ`u�' ¾T>ÁÉÓu�' 

¾T>ÔKUeu�' ¾T>V�u� QÓ 

�”ÇK¨< G<L�”U ¾U“¨<k¨< 

’¨<:: K?KA� }ðØb© 

¡e}��U �”Ç=G<:: ›”Æ õÖ<` 

ŸK?L¨< Ò` ¾T>„[¨< 

Se}Òw`' S¯M� ŸêMS�' 

¡[U� ŸuÒ' ìÅÃ ŸSç¨< 

¾T>ð^[lu�' ¨²}...' u`"• 

¾}ðØa QÓÒ� ›K<:: 

�”Å}ðØb© ¡e}�� G<K< 

¾c¨< MÏ T%u^© QÃ¨�U 

u²S“� H>Å� ¾T>Kª¨Øu� 

¾^c< QÓÒ� ›K<�:: ›”Æ 

Qw[}cw ŸK?L¨<' ›”Æ 

¾Q´w ¡õM ŸK?KA�' 

S”Óe��    •`e     u`e   

¾T>Ñ“‟<v� <̈ QÓÒ� ›K<::  

 

KÁ´’¨< Ñ<ÇÃ QÓ e”M Ÿ�’²=I 

G<Mq Sdõ`� ŸK?L�¨< 

T%u^©“ }ðØb© Å”x�“ 

¾UÓv[ ew° Ó°³� ¨<eØ 

uS”Óe� °¨<p“ ›Ó‡}¨< 

¾%w[}cw” Ó”‟<’�� KSÓ³� 

ÖkT@� LÃ ¾T>¨<K<�” Å”x� 

TK��” ’¨<:: eK²=IU uQÓ“ 

uS”Óc� SGM ¾Öuk Ó”‟<’� 

›K:: K?KA� ›SK"Ÿ�� ÁK< 

u=J”U uQÓ“ uS”Óe� SGM 

K=„` ŸT>Ñv¨< Ó”‟<’� ›”é` 

ÁK<� ª“ ª“ ›e}dcx� 

uG<K� }ŸõK¨< K=�¿ Ã�LK<:: 

¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�“ MT� u›=�ÄåÁ&  

³_“ ¾³_ HÁ ›Ue� ¯S� 
 

ØLG<” }jS* 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

* tÆÆ¶ PéØsR½ xÄ!S xbÆ †n!vRs!tE& 

  yx!T×ùÃ x!÷ñ¸KS ÆlÑÃãC ¥HbR ÆzUjW R:Y 2020 mDrK yµtET 19 qN 1996 ›.M Ãdrg#T NGGR:: 
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QÓ S”Óe� ¯LT¨<” 

KTeðçU ¾T>ÖkUu� SX]Á 

uSJ’< KS”Óe� SÑMÑÁ 

�”Í= u�`c< LÃ ÑÅw ð×] 

K=J” ›ÃÑvU ¾T>K¨< ›e}dcw 

›”Æ ’¨<:: QÓ uS”Óe� 

¾T>¨× u=J”U ¾Q´w ðnÉ 

SÑKÝ SX]Á ’¨<“ ›”É Ñ>²? 

Ÿ¨× S”Óe�U u=J” KQÓ 

¾SÑ³� ÓÈ� ›Ku� ¾T>K¨< 

K?L¨< ’¨<:: ÖpKM }Å`Ñ¨< 

c=�¿ ¾SËS]Á¨< u›Ñ³´ LÃ' 

G<K}†¨< uQw[}cw ðnÉ LÃ 

¾}Sc[~ ›e}ÇÅa�” vI`Ã 

¾T>Ád¿ “�¨<:: ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�” 

¾T>Áe}Òv¨< ›SK"Ÿ� u²=I 

uG<K}†¨< ¾›e}dcw UÉw 

¾T>ð[Ï ’¨<:: ÃG<”“ ÃI 

¾uLÃ �”Ç=J” ¾T>Öuk¨< QÓ 

¾T>¨×u� ¾^c< Y`¯�“ 

S”ÑÉ ›K¨<:: uÇ=V¡^c=Á© 

›e}dcw uQ´w“ uS”Óe� 

SGŸM LK¨< Ó”‟<’� Sc[~ 

uG<K~ SGM ¾T>Å[Ñ¨< 

T%u^© ¨<M ’¨<:: ŸQÓU 

ŸS”Óc�U kÉV ¾’u\� 

Qw[}cw“ Qw[}cw” 

¾T>ÁslS<� ÓKcx� “�¨<:: 

ÓKcx� ÅÓV ŸMÅ� �cŸV� 

ŸSw� Ò` ¾T>„\ “�¨<:: 

ÃI” Sw��¨<” �”Ç=ÁŸw`“ 

�”Ç=ÁeÖwp' uSGŸL�¨< 

K=’c< ¾T>�K< ›KSÓvv��”U 

uÑKM}†’� �¾}SKŸ} }Ñu=̈ <” 

�”Ç=ÁÅ`Ó ŸSw��¨< 

¾}¨c’¨<” k”c¨< S”Óc� 

wK¨< LssS<� ›"M 

ÃcÖ<•M:: ÃI eÙ•U 

S”Óe�© eM×” ÃJ“M:: 

Ÿ²=I YM×” ¨<eØU QÓ 

T¨<×�“ K¨×¨<U QÓ }Ñ» 

¾SJ” ÓÈ� ÃÑ‡u�M:: 

 

uSJ’<U U”U �”"D QÔ� 

¾T>¨Ö<� Sw� KTeŸu` 

}wKA u=J”U KQÔ� SW[� 

¾J’<� Sw�� ŸQÔc$ S¨<×� 

uò� c� Ã²ª�¨< ¾’u\ 

“�¨<:: QÓ TÉ[Ó ¾T>�K¨< 

KSw�� Ãó© °¨<p“' 

KSŸu^�¨<U T%u^© 

ªe�“' SeÖ� ’¨<:: ¾’í’� 

�Ù�' ¾Sw� S[ÑØ' 

¾›e}ÇÅ` ßq““ ¾›=¢„T> 

w´u³ ¾T>S×¨< S”Óe�' 

u<É„� ¨ÃU ÓKcx� u}KÁ¿ 

S”ÑÊ� ÃI” ›e}dcw 

›MkuM uT>K<u� Ñ>²? ’¨<:: 

 

�Ll ¾cw¯© Sw� }Ÿ^"] 

Ð” KA¡ u›Y^ cv}†¨< U°} 

¯S� “Two Treatises of a Civil 

Government” •¾}vK uT>•¨k¨< 

e”¡d\ �”ÇSKŸ}¨< KS”Óe� 

QM¨<“ S’h¨<U SÉ[h¨<U 

ÃI” ¾²?Ô�” Sw� KTeŸu` 

wKA ¾Ñv¨<” TQu^© ¨<M 

uwn� S¨×� S�K< ’¨<:: 

çNò¨< ÃI” ÓÈ• uÑ>²?¨< 

u�”ÓK=´ QÓ Ÿ’u[¨< ¾›Å^ 

¨<M QÓ Ò` ÁSdcKªM:: 

vK›Å^¨< ›Å^¨<” ¾uL °K� 

uG<K~ SGM ÁK¨< Ó”‟<’� 

K=s[Ø �”ÅT>�K¨< G<K< 

S”Óe�U ÃI” uTQu^© 

¨<M ¾}×Ku�” ÓÈ• 

¾TÃ¨× uT>J”u� Ñ>²? 

u�`c<“ ›Å^¨<” ucÖ¨< Q´w 

SGM ÁK¨< Ó”‟<’� Ãs[×M:: 

¾T>s[Ö¨<U �”Å’Ñ\ G<’@• 

ucLT© S”ÑÉ "MJ’U u›Sê 

’¨<:: Ã¨< ¾Ð” KA¡ ›e}dcw 

’¨< Ÿfe� U°} ¯S�� ›"vu= 

u%EL �.›?..›. u1948 ¾}vu\� 

S”Óe�� É`Ï� v¨×¨< 

¯KU ›kõ ¾ew¯© Sw�� 

SÓKÝ SÓu=Á LÃ' 

".... it is essential, if man is 

not to be compelled to have 

recourse, as a last resort, to 

rebellion against tyranny 

and oppression, that human 

rights should be protected 

by the rule of law."   

}wKA ¾}SKŸ}¨<:: •Ç=Á 

¾T”U Ö?’† c¨< õLÔ� ÃI 

uS”Óe�“ uQ´w SGM ÁK¨< 

TQu^© ¨<M uG<K}†¨< 

›"H@É ¾T>s[Øu� G<’@• 

�”ÇÃŸc� ’¨<:: ¨<Ö?~ ›ÅÑ†' 

¾T>ŸðK¨<U Seª°�’� ¾Ÿó 

ÃJ“M“:: 

 

�”Ç=I ¯Ã’~ TE`� °¨<” 

�”ÇÃJ”U ’¨< uQ´w ðnÉ 

LÃ ¾qS“ ¾QÓ” ¾uLÃ’� 

¾}kuK S”Óe•© Sªp` 

¾ÓÉ ¾T>J’¨<:: uQÓ ¾uLÃ’� 

¾T>S^ S”Óe� ¾}[ÒÑ< 

}sV� ÁK<�' ÓMî ¨<ÃÃ�” 

¾T>kuM' ¾Hdw M¿’�� 

¾T>”g^g\u�' ¨p�© ¾J’< 

’í“ T>³“© U`Ý� }Óv^© 

¾T>Å[Ñ<u�' ¾T>c\�” 

¾T>Á¨<l“ ¾}TEL ’í’� 

ÁL�¨<” ›vL� Ákð ¾QÓ 

›¨<ß ›"M ÁK¨<' î’< GÑ^© 

›”É’� KTeð” uT>”kdke 

›eðíT> ›"M ¾T>"H@É“ 

¾Ócx�”“ ¾%w[}cw ¡õKA�” 

¾}TEL °ÉÑ� KTU×� 

uT>ÁÓ´ ¾›=¢„T> þK=c= 

¾T>S^ K=J” ÃÑvM:: 

 

•LÃ ÖqU KTÉ[Ó 

�”ÅVŸ`Ÿ<� ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’� 

uT“�¨<U K’í’~“ KSw~ 

k“›= uJ’ ÓKcw ›•Ua ¨<eØ 

Se[ê ÁKu� ›e}dcw ’¨<:: 

Ÿ²=I uS’d� e� G<K< 

S”Óe�” uØ`×_ ¯Ã” 

u!SKŸ~� ›”ÉU KSw��¨< 

u”n� ²w SqT�¨<' ÇÓS†U 

S”Óc� ¾Ñvu�” T%u^© ¨<M 

T¡u\” T[ÒÑ×�¨< uSJ’< 

K=u[�� ¾T>Ñv¨< ’Ñ` ’¨<:: 

›w`HU K=”Ÿ” ÃM �”Å’u[¨< 

G<K< ¾c¨<” MÏ ŸU”U ’Ñ` 

uLÃ ¾T>ð�}’¨< eM×”' 

u}KÃU ¾S”Óe� eM×”' 

’¨<“:: ÃI” KSŸLŸM“ 

¾}ð^¨< ¾SÚ[h TE`� 
°¨<” �”ÇÃJ” S”Óe� KQÓ 

}Ñ» SJ” ÁeðMÑªM:: QÑ< 

^c<U S”Óe� ÓÈ�¨<” 

KS¨×� ŸT>ÁeðMÑ¨< uLÃ 

eM×” �”ÇÃ„[¨< ¾T>ÑÉw' 

eM×” LÃ ÁK< c�” ð` 

¾TÁeKpp' ÓKcx�U J’< 

u<É„� ŸQ´w ¾}kuK<�” 

›Å^ ÁK›Óvw K^d�¨< 

SÖkT>Á ›KTÉ[Ò�¨<” 

¾T>Á[ÒÓØ' w²<H’< ¨<G<Ç’<” 

¾TÃ¨<Ö<u�' u<É„� Ócx�” 
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¾TÃÅðØÖ<u�' Ñ<Mu}†¨<“ 

vKÑ>²?¨< Å"T¨<”“ k” 

¾×K¨<” ¾TÁÖnu�” G<’@• 

¾T>ðØ` K=J” ÃÑvM:: •ÉÁ 

ÃI” ScK< QÓ K=¨× 

¾T>�K¨< °¨<’}† ¾I´w 

›S’@�” vÑß“ ¾T>c^¨<” e^ 

upÖ< u}[Ç ¾QÓ ›¨<ß ›"M 

’¨<:: SM"U ›e}ÇÅ`' 

›=¢„T>Á© wMîÓ““ T%u^© 

°ÉÑ�' ¾¨<G<Ç”“ ¾K?KA� 

Óñ›” Sw�� SŸu`' ¨²}' 

G<K< ukØ�U J’ u}²ªª] 

S”ÑÉ ŸIÓ ¾uLÃ’� Seð” 

Ò` ¾}q^‟< “�¨<:: ¾þK+"“ 

¾QÑ-S”Óe� Ñ<ÇÄ� }S^T] 

¾’u[¨< GŸ` cK²=G< Ñ<ÇÃ 

�”Ç=I wKA êö ’u`:: 

 

“ Only if men are allowed to 

govern themselves, will they 

begin to think of themselves 

and for themselves as 

individuals.  Democracy is an 

educational process in which 

men will develop interests of 

their own and in this way 

extend the horizons of their 

personalities.” 

 

XNd¥N¾WM sW S’hÂ uÔ 

U•� ’¨<“ u2020 ÓÉU 

¨Å²=I ¯Ã’~ ›e}ÇÅ` SÇ[h 

�”ÖÒK” ¾T>M `°Ã ›K‡:: 

K?KA��G<U ÃI” `°Ã �Ò\†

L�G< w¿ }eó ›Å`ÒKG<::    

¾²=I Ñ<µ Sc“Ê¨< Ó” ³_ 

¾U”Ñ‡u� G<’@� eKJ’ k×¿ 

ØÁoÂ Ÿ�’²=I Sc[�© 

S`J� ›"DÁ ³_ ÁK”u� 

G<’@� U” ÃSeLM ¾T>K¨< 

ÃJ“M::  

 

¾p`u<” ¾GÑ^�”” ¾•]¡ Ñ<µ 

e”ð�i ›=�ÄåÁ Ÿ1923 ¯. U. 

ËUa ›^� QÓÒ} S”Óe� 

›¨<Ø�K�:: ¾SËS]Á� 

G<K~ (u1923 ¾¨×¨<        

QÑ-S”Óe�“ u1948 ¾¨×¨< 

¾}hhK¨< QÑ-S”Óe�) 

ukÇT>© •ÃK YLc? SM"U 

ðnÉ K›=�ÄåÁ Q´w }cÖ< 

¾}vK< “�¨<:: Ze}†¨< uÅ`Ó 

S”Óe� }"H@Å u}vK ¨<d’@ 

Q´w ¾ìÅk¨< ¾1980 ¯.U. 

¾›=�ÄåÁ Q´v© Ç=V¡^c=Á© 

]ùwK=¡ QÑ-S”Óe� c=J” 

›^}†¨< ³_ ¾GÑ]~ ¾uLÃ QÓ 

J„ �¾}c^u� ÁK¨< ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

ôÅ^L© Ç=V¡^c=Á© ]ùwK=¡ 

QÑ-S”Óc� ’¨<:: 

 

¾SËS]Á� G<K~ QÓÒ} 

S”Óe� ¾S”Óe� eM×” 

Sc[~ ¾Q´w ðnÉ dÃJ” 

¾Ñ»� õLÔ� SJ’< uÓMê 

uT>cu¡u� Y`¯� ¾¨Ö< 

“�¨<:: eK²=IU ›sS<” ÓMê 

vÅ[Ñ Y`¯� ”Ñ<W< 

KT>¨Æ�“ KT>¨Ç�¨< 

Q´v�¨< cÖ<� ¾}vK QÓ 

eKJ’ u•`c< LÃ Ñ>²? ¨eÊ 

S’ÒÑ\ ›G<” KÁ´’¨< Ñ<ÇÃ 

w²< óÃÇ ÁK¨< eKTÃSeK‡ 

u²=G< ›MðªKG<:: Ze}†¨< 

¾Å`Ó S”Óc� ^c?” Ÿ¨•Å^© 

¨Å Q´v© S”Óe�’� 

kÃ_›KG< vKu� Ñ>²? Á¨×¨<' 

u›”É `°Ä} ¯KT© Sc[� 

LÃ ¾qS' ¨<Ö?~ w²<U 

dÃ�Ã uZe� ¯S� ¾ÚpL 

°ÉT@¨< ¾}kÚ QÑ-S”Óe� 

uSJ’< u�`c<U LÃ S¨Á¾� 

u¨Åk Ó”É LÃ Ud` ŸTw³� 

¨<ß ¾T>„[¨< ÖkT@• 

�Uw³U ’¨<:: eKJ’U 

¾”ÓÓ_” �Ÿ<[� ³_ ¨ÇK¨< 

G<’@• •SKdKG<:: 

 

2. ¾ Q  Ó  ¾uLÃ’� 

u›=ôÈ] QÑ-S”Óe� 

 

³_ ÃI� GÑ` �¾}S^�u� 

ÁK¨< ¾uLÃ QÓ ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

wN?a�' wN?[cx�“ Q´x�” 

¾¨ŸK ’¨< ¾}vK QÑ-S”Óc•© 

Ñ<v¯@ %Ç` 29 k” 1987 ¯. U. 

ÁçÅk¨<“ Ÿ’Nc? 15 k” 1987 

¯. U. ËUa uY^ LÃ ¾ªK 

’¨<:: ¾QÑ - S”Óe~” Sc[•© 

¯LT� ŸT>ÑMè� ¾SÓu=Á¨< 

›”kë� ¾SËS]Á¨< ¾T>Ÿ}K<�” 

õ_ ’Ña� ¾Á² ’¨<::  

 

•† ¾›=�ÄåÁ wN?a�' 

wN?[cx�       Q´x�'  

uGÑ^�” ›=�ÄåÁ ¨<eØ 

²Lm ªe�“ ÁK¨< 

Ç=V¡^c= �”Ç=cõ”' 

›=¢„T>Á©“ T%u^© 

°ÉÑ��” �”Ç=óÖ”' 

¾^d�”” °ÉM u^d�” 

¾S¨c” Sw��”” 

}ÖpS”' u’í õLÔ��”' 

uQÓ ¾uLÃ’�“ u^d�” 

ðnÉ LÃ ¾}Sc[} ›”É 

¾þK+" T%u[cw uÒ^ 

KSÑ”v� q`Ö” uS’d�' 

.... 
 

u²=I ›’ÒÑ` SW[� ¾³_ª” 

›=�ÄåÁ ¾Sc[�� wN?a•' 

wN?[cx�“ Q´x� “�¨< 

TK� ’¨<:: uQÑ-S”Óe~ s”s 

¾Ze~ nL� ›”É’� �“ M¿’� 

ÓMê vÃJ”U �’²=I 

¾Qw[}cw ¡õKA� ¾³_¨<” 

¾þK+" T%u[cw ¾Sc[~� 

u}KÃ fe� SW[•© 

ØpV��¨<” KT^SÉ �”ÅJ’ 

}SM¡�M:: ØpV� Ç=V¡^c=” 

Teð”' ›=¢„T>Á©“ T%u^© 

°ÉÑ� TóÖ”“ ¾QÓ” ¾uLÃ’� 

TeŸu` “�¨<:: 

 

�”ÅT>�¨k¨< uQÑ-S”Óc� 

¾T>"}~ lU’Ña� ¾c¨< MÏ 

u�`c<“ uS”Óe� SGM K=„` 

eKT>Ñv¨< Ó”‟<’� K²S“� 

Áu^�¨< Sc[} Gdx� 

“�¨<:: eKJ’U QÑ-

S”Óe�©’� ¾c¨< MÏ K^c< 

’í’� ÁK¨< `°Ã °¨<” 

¾T>J”u� H>Å� ’¨< TK� 

Ã�LM:: �Ç=Á ÃI H>Å� ¾}d" 

¾T>J’¨< QÑ-S”Óe� KÃeS<L 

dÃJ” ¾Q´w” ²Lm �ee` 

KSÓ³� �pÊ uT>¨×u� 

Y`¯� ’¨<:: •`ÓØ 

Ç=V¡^c=Á© ÁMJ’< Y`¯��U 

QÑ-S”Óe� Á¨×K<:: Ÿ^d�”U 

�]¡ ÃI” ›dU[” �“¨<nK”:: 

’Ñ` Ó” u�”Å²=I ¯Ã’� 

Y`¯�� QÑ-S”Óc� 
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¾T>¨×¨< KKu×“ KTeScÁ’� 

’¨<:: ›K< ¾}vK< QÑ-S”ÓS© 

›e}dcx� G<K< u¨<eÖ< K="}~ 

Ã�LK<:: K›ðíçT�¨< Ó” 

T%u^©“ }sT© Sc[� 

�”Ç=G<U þK+"© uÔ ðnÉ 

¾L�¨<U:: ¨<Ö?��¨< dÃ�Ã' 

u}Óv^© }S¡a dÃÇw\' 

¾Q´w ¯S’@�”U dÁÑ‟< K?L¨< 

›UvÑ’” ÃS×“ ¾¨<H i• 

J’¨< Ãk^K<:: 

 

¾³_ HÁ ›Uc� ¯S� ›G<” 

vK¨< ¾GÑ^�” QÑ-S”Óe� 

¾}"}~� Sc[�© lU’Ña� 

ÃI °ÉM ›ÃÑØT�¨<U ¾T>M 

`°Ã ›K‡:: ¨Å²=Á KSH@É Ó” 

�¡¡K†¨<” ðKÓ SÁ´ ÁKw” 

³_ ’¨<:: ÁK¨< QÑ-S”Óe� 

¾Q´w” ÃG<”• vÑ‟ S”ÑÉ 

¾¨× ’¨< ¨ÃU ›ÃÅKU 

uT>K¨< ØÁo LÃ G<L�”U 

M”eTT ¾U”�M ›ÃSeK‡U:: 

ÃIU u^c< ÅÓ ’Ñ` ’¨<:: 

¾Hdw M¿’� ¾T%u^© QÃ¨� 

T×ðÝ pSU ’¨<“ :: ÃG<”“ 

K=ÁeTS<” ¾T>�K< u`"• 

lU’Ña� uQÑ-S”Óe~ ÁK< 

ÃSeK<†M:: eKcw¯© Sw�� 

uQÑ-S”Óe~ U°^õ Ze� 

¡õM ›”É ¾}Å’ÑÑ<� S`J� 

u²=I [ÑÉ K›w’� ¾T>Ökc< 

“�¨<:: u=Á”e ³_ uÅ[c”u� 

Å[Í ¾T>ÁeTS<”” õ_’Ña� 

uSÁ´ KK?KA�U ¾}hK 

Sõ�N? ¾T>S×u�” G<’@• 

ucŸ’ S”ðe S’ÒÑ` 

�”�LK”:: QÑ-S”Óe~ ^c< ÃI 

Sõ�H@ K=S× ¾T>�Mu�” 

kS` Ã³DM“::  

 

ÃI”” �ÓU� ¨<eØ uTeÑv� 

Ÿ²=I u%EL ÁK¨< ¾”ÓÓ_ ¡õM 

u}KÃ uõ�Q Y`¯~ Ã²�' 

uôÅ^K=´U Ñ<ÇÄ�“ uS_� 

ØÁo ²<]Á Á}Ÿ<^M::  

 

 

3. ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�“ ¾õ�Q 

Y`¯� 

 

YH¾WN KFL dGä FT/ 

ngSt$N bm_qS LjMrW:: 

SlnÉ Ä"nT XNÄ!H y¸L 

xNq{ xlW::- 

 

Kc¨< G<K< ¾k“ õ`É 

Ãð`É ²”É' Ç† ¾¨<M 

Ucf ¾SGM �”Ç=K< 

uõ`É Ñ>²? ¾TÁÅK<' ò� 

¾TÃ’c<' STKÍ 

¾TÃkuK< SJ” ›Kv�¨<'... 

õ`Æ” wÁ’@¨<” ŸK?L 

�¾Ö¾k Ÿð[Å Kc¨< 

¾T>[v¨<' ¾T>ÖpS¨< 

’Ñ` ¾KU'... õ`Æ” 

wÁ’@¨<” ŸK?L KSÖ¾p 

uemK QK=“ dK õ[ÉM” 

uÃ”M” wK¨< K=ÁÑw\� 

›ÃÑvU'... õèU °¨<k� 

ÁK¨<' ŸÉ”l`“ ¾^k' 

u[mp Mx“¨< Kc¨< ß”p 

¾J’¨<”' ¾}c¨[¨<” 

õ`É ðêV ¨Å SÓKê 

ÃG<” �”Í=' ¾c¨<” ò� 

›Ã� ŸSõ[É ¾^k 

ÃG<”... 
    

õ�N ’Ñe�' ›”kê 43' u�”} ð�N= 

 

TIu^© Sc[��” U”U ÃG<” 

U” ÃI ¾õ�N ’Ñe~ É”ÒÑ@ 

w²< ¾T>Á¨³Óu” ›ÃSeK‡U:: 

eKõ�Q Y`¯~ ¾T>„[” •Ã• 

¡u<` eKJ’¨< eKc¨< MÏ ’í’� 

"K” ›SK"Ÿ� ¾T>’d K=J” 

ÃÑvM:: u¾�†¨<U Y`¯� 

¨<eØ ›Ñ³²< õ�Q uT>Ñv 

�”Ç=u¾” TÉ[Ó Ÿ}d’¨< 

›"H@Æ ›”Ç� ¨<e×© �Ó` 

ÁKu� SJ’<” ›SL"� ’¨<:: 

Q´w ŸS”Óe� ¾T>ðMÑ¨< 

õ�Q ¾cð’u�” Y`¯� 

�”Ç=Ácõ”K� w� ’¨<:: 

�”ÓÇ=Á¨<T Ñu_¨<U ›`f' 

W^}†¨<U Kõ�' ’ÒÈ¨<U 

’ÓÊ' K?L¨<U �”Ç=G< Åó k“ 

wKA ’¨< ’<a¨<” ¾T>Ñó¨<' 

vDÒ� �”"D” dÃk` bz!h# 

xYnT nW ?Ywt$N 

y¸m‰W:: 

 

¾õ�Q Y`¯~ ¾cS[ c=J” 

¾²?Ô� ¾ÓM“ ¾Ò^ Sw�� 

u›Óvu< ÃÖunK<' ›=¢„T>Á©“ 

T%u^© °ÉÑ� ÃóÖ“M' 

GÑ^© Ø”_ ÃÔKw•M' ¾GÑ` 

¨<eØU J’ ¾¨<ß ›=”ye}a� 

uS<K< Mw ¨Å MT� 

ÃcT^K<:: ÃG<”“ õ�Q” 

Teð” ¾ŸuÅ Y^ ’¨<:: ŸÓM 

õLÔ�“ �U’� �”Ç=G<U ŸÖvw 

É`Ï�© ØpU vhÑ` ¾T>„` 

GÑ^©“ Q´v© ›SKŸ�  

TÇu`” ÃÖÃnM:: u}ªu<“ 

kMw uT>eu< nL� ¾}Ÿg’< 

QÓÒ� T¨<×� ›”É ’Ñ` 

’¨<:: �’c<” }Óv^© TÉ[Ó 

ÅÓV K?L ’Ñ` ’¨<:: u^d�” 

°ÉT@ •” eKõ�Q Teð” 

uG<K<U Y`¯�� w²< }wLDM:: 

ÃG<”“ QÔ�” ¨Å }Óv` 

uTªK< [ÑÉ w²<U 

›McS[M”U:: 

 

¾õ�Q Y`¯~ SÖ“Ÿ` 

uS”Óe� ›eðéT> ›L� 

YM×” LÃ ¾T>ØK¨< MÕU 

Ã„^M:: S”Óe� Ác[¨<” 

K=ð�' ¾Ÿcc¨<” ¨<Ép 

K=ÁÅ`Ó' c=Ÿce K=ð`Éu�' 

ð` c=Kp ð` K=ÁeÃ²¨< 

Ã�LM:: •Ç=Á uÇ=V¡^c=Á© 

Y`¯� ÃI ¾T>ðKÓ“ Ö?’† 

›"H@É ’¨<:: ¾H>Å~ ÉU` 

¨<Ö?� ^c<” S”Óe�” 

}ÖnT> ÁÅ`ÑªM“:: K²=IU 

’¨< eKõ�Q c“ew Ñ<Ç¿” 

›õ”Ý�” Y` K< Ønp” 

�Óa� vhÑ` T¾� ¾ÓÉ 

¾T>J”w”:: 

 

²S“© ¾õ�Q ›e}ÇÅ` 

Y`¯� u²=I� ›Ñ` Ÿ}²[Òu� 

Ÿ›=×K=Á ¨^^ u%EL ÁK¨<” 

G<’@� Ÿ²=I ›”í` S²`²\ cò 

Ñ>²?“ Ø[�” ¾T>ÖÃp uSJ’< 

u›ß\ ’ uTÉ[Ó ›G<” ÁK¨< 

¾þK+ Y`¯� uGÑ^�” 

Ÿcð’u� Ÿ1983 ¯.U. u%EL 
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ÁK¨<” H>Å� w� �”ÅT>Ÿ}K¨< 

KTd¾� •V¡^KG<:: 

 

ukÇT© �ÃK YLc? ²S’ 

S”Óe� G<K� Ñ>²? QÓÒ} 

S”Óe� S¨<×��¨<' u�’²=I 

QÓÒ} S”Óe�“ �’`c<”U 

}S`Ÿ<²¨< u¨Ö< QÔ� SÅu† 

õ`É u?�� uG<K<U ¾GÑ]~ 

¡õKA� u}KÁ¿ �`Ÿ„� 

SssT�¨<' ¾GÑ]~” ¾QÓ 

Y`¯� ²S“© KTÉ[Ó u•kÅ 

S`G Ów` ³_U É[e 

�¾c^”v�¨< ÁK< u`• vI[ 

QÓÒ� u›ß` Ñ>²? ¨<eØ 

�”Ç=̈ Ö< SÅ[Ò�¨<' lØ^�¨< 

�”g ¾TÃvM vKS<Á�” 

u¨<ß GÑ`“ uGÑ` ¨<eØ 

KTcMÖ” ¾}¨cÆ� �`UÍ�' 

u}KÃU ¾›Ç=e ›uv ¿’>y`c=+ 

¾QÓ �UI`� u?� SŸð�' 

KGÑ]~ ¾õ�Q Y`¯� °ÉÑ� 

¾ÔL ›c}ªê* ’u^�¨<:: ŸvÊ 

K}’d“ ¾Ç‡’~” ›W^` 

KSK¨Ø ¾T>Å[Ñ¨< Ø[� 

Ÿ}KÁ¿ ›p×Ý�' u}KÃU 

Ÿ¾›vu=¨< GÑ[ Ñ»�“ 

vLv�� Ãc’²` ¾’u[¨<” ¾Ÿ[[ 

}n¨<V •¾}ssS K}Õ² 

Y`¯� u›Y^ ²Ö‡ S� 

eÉd� ›ÒTi  ›vu= 
¾’u[¨< ¾õ�Q Y`¯~ ¾°ÉÑ� 

Å[Í kLM ÓU�  ¾T>cÖ¨< 

›M’u[U:: 

 

ÃG<”“ Ÿ1967 ¯.U. ËUa 

uGÑ]~ eõ„ uq¾¨< ¨•Å^© 

›Ñ³´ ¾õ�Q Y`¯~ °ÉÑ� 

uT>ðKÑ¨< SÖ” dÃkØM 

K›Y^ cv� ¯S�� q¾:: 

U”U �” ›”Ç”É ¨Ñ„�' 

¾QÓ vKS<Á�U ßU`' 

Å`Ó QÑ S”Óe�” ¾T>e}"ŸK< 

QÔ� ›K<� �ÁK< c=VÓ~” 

u=q¿U ÃI Y`¯� K›Y^ 

fe� ¯S�� ÁIM ¾kÉV¨<” 

QÑS”Óc� ›ÓÊ GÑ]~” 

u^c< S”ÑÉ c=Áe}ÇÉ` q¾:: 

u=J”U Å`Ó ¾õ�Q Y`¯~” 

w²<U �”ÅeÒ� U”ß 

¾}SKŸ}¨< vKSJ’< Y`¯~ 

Á’@U u=J” u}¨c’ SMŸ< 

SÖ’† °ÉÑ� ›dÃ�M:: 

u}KÃU uÑ>²?¨< lØ^�¨< 

u`� ¾J’ ¾QÓ vKS<Á� 

Ÿ›Ç=e ›uv ¿’>y`c=+ •¾}S[l 

¾}¨c’ lØ` ÁL�¨<U 

uUe^p ›¨<aû ¾�UI`� 

}sT� �¾cKÖ’< ¾õ�Q 

Y`¯~” uSkLkL�¨< uc¨< 

�ÃM [ÑÉ õ`É u?�� 

�¾}Ö“Ÿ\ SÖ<:: 

 

uSÚ[h� ›^� ¾eM×” 

¯S•~ ¨<eØ Å`Ó v¨×¨< 

QÑS”Óe� ¾õ�Q Y`¯~” 

¾T>SKŸ~ É”ÒÑ@� 

uSp[è“ ÃI”” }Óv^© 

KTÉ[Ó ›”Ç”É �`UÍ� 

u}KÃ Ÿ^c< ŸÇ‡’� Y`¯~ 

uS¨cÇ�¨< ¾GÑ]~ ÖpLÃ 

õ`É u?� ŸU”Ñ>²?¨<U u}hK 

G<’@• Yg" nbRÝÝ 

 

¾³_¨<” ¾õ�Q Y`¯� 

e”ð�i Ç‡’�” ›eSM¡� 

¾¨×¨< ¾SËS]Á QÓ ¾õ�Q 

›e}ÇÅ`” ŸT“�¨<U ¯Ã’� 

}î°„ ’í KTÉ[Ó ¾¨×¨< 

›ªÏ lØ` 24/1984 ¯. U. ’¨<:: 

�`ÓØ Ÿ²=Á kÅU wKA 

u¨×¨<“ ¾¡MM Se}ÇÉa� 

³_ uÁ²<� SMŸ< u}ssSu� 

u›ªÏ lØ` 7/1984 ¡MKA� 

¾^d�¨<” õ`É u?�� 

�”Ç=ÁslS< J“EM:: ¾›ªÏ 

lØ` 24/1984 Ã²� u”Ñ<c<“ 

uÅ`Ó ²S” Ÿ¨Ö<� ¾õ�Q 

›e}ÇÅ`” ŸT>SKŸ~ QÓÒ� 

Ã²� Ò` }k^^u= ’¨<:: 

ŸkÉV� QÓÒ� ¾’u[¨< 

Sc[�© M¿’� ¾›=Wû ›vM½ 

¾ÅI”’� c^}†“ Ÿõ}† ¾Ù` 

¨ÃU ¾þK=e S¢”” ¾’u[ 

uÇ‡’� K=W^ ›Ã�MU SvK< 

’u`:: ¾²=I SKk!Á T>³“©’� 

³_U É[e �ÁŸ^Ÿ[ ÁK u=J”U 

uÑ>²?¨< u}¨cÆ� �`UÍ� 

uSS²†¨< ¾TÃgð’< Ç•� 

G<K< ÁKðnÇ�¨< ŸY^ 

}c“w}ªM:: Ÿ²=Á u%ELU 

¾õ`É u?��” ›Å[ÍË�“ 

¾Ç‡’� YM×”” ¾T>SKŸ~ 

¾}KÁ¿ QÓÒ� ¨Ø}ªM:: 

›G<” vK¨< ¾òÈ^K< QÑ 

S”Óe� ›”kê 79/2/ LÃ Ç•� 

¾Ç‡’� Y^�¨<” uS<K< ’í’� 

�”ÅT>ÁŸ“¨<’<' ŸQÓ ue}k` 

uK?L uT“�¨<U YM×” 

�”ÅTÃS\ ¾T>Å’ÓÓ ›’ÒÑ` 

�“Ñ†K”:: ŸQÑ S”Óe~ u%EL 

Ñ<Ç¿” ›eSMŸ}¨< Ÿ¨Ö<� 

´`´` QÓÒ� ›”Æ uJ’¨< 

u›ªÏ lØ` 24/1988 SÓu=Á 

LÃ  ¾Ç‡’� ’í’�” KT[ÒÑØ 

ŸT>Áe�K<� SW[�© Ñ<ÇÄ� 

›”Æ“ ª’†¨< ¾Ç•� 

›e}ÇÅ`” ŸT“�¨<U 

¾S”Óe� ›M ¨ÃU vKeM×” 

}î°„ ’í uJ’ G<’@� �”Ç=S^ 

TÉ[Ó ’¨< }wKA 

}SM¡�M:: ukÉV� 

Y`¯�� ¾¨Ö<� QÓÒ�U 

ÃI” ›eSM¡� ¾T>“Ñ\� 

¯LT�¨< Ã¤¨< SJ’<” ’¨<:: 

K?L¨< k`� eS< •Uw³U uuÔ 

¾TÃ’d¨< ¾Å`Ó ¾Ù` õ/u?� 

TssT>Á ›ªÏ lØ` 7/1967 

�” u›”kî 12 Y` Ç•� 

¾Ç‡’� Y^�¨<” uS<K< ’í’� 

ÁŸ“¨<“K<'  ŸQÓ ue}k` uK?L 

YM×” ›ÃS\U' ¾T>M 

›’ÒÑ` Ãµ �“Ñ†ªK”:: 

�¨<’�¨<” Ó” ¾U“¨<k¨< 

�“¨<kªK”:: eK²=I ¾³_�U 

QÔ� ÃI” SHL u=ÅÓS<M”' 

µÉ_�U u† ÃG<”v�G< 

u=K<”' SGL¨<” �”Å¨[Å 

KTe}ÒvT XNCL zND Bz# 

¥yT ÃSfLgÂL:: 

 

¾Ç‡’� Y`¯~ uª’‡’� 

uòÈ^M“ u¡MM õ`É u?�� 

¾}ªk[ ’¨<:: Ÿp`w Ñ>²? 

¨Ç=IU u�MMp Ÿ}V� 

¾T²ÒÍ u?�“ ¾Ÿ}T x� ’¡ 

Ñ<ÇÄ�” ¾T>Á¿ K¾� ÁK< õ`É 

u?�� •¾}ªk\ ’¨<:: ŸY` 

ÅÓV uŸ}T“ uÑÖ` kuK?� 

u}¨c’ ¾Ç‡’� YM×” 

¾T>”kdkc< T%u^© õ`É 

u?�� ›K<:: G<K<U u=J’< ¾c¨< 

�ÃM' ¾ldle' ¾Te�Á 

Yõ^“ ¾uË� �Ó` ›Kv�¨<:: 

¾¨<eØ ›W^^�¨<U u`"• 

Sªp^© �Óa� ›Ku�:: 
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Ñ<ÇÄ� °Mv� dÁÑ‟< ¯S�� 

ÃqÁK<:: ÃI kÉV ¾’u[ 

u=J”U ŸÑ>²? ¨Å Ñ>²? �¾vcu� 

¾S× ÃSeLM:: ›”É cV”T 

ŸS¡ce SŸce ÃS[×M 

¾}vKu� Ñ>²?U ’u`:: MK¨< 

›MðMÓU �”Ï ›´T]U e”‡ 

sØaK� ’u`:: 

 

K?L¨< ¾c¨< �ÃK< ’Ñ` ’¨<:: 

¾õ�Q Y`¯� Ó”v• }sT© 

Ó”v• (Institution Building) ’¨<:: 

u¾Ñ>²?¨< u²=� GÑ` LÃ 

�¾}Kª¨Ö ¾T>’õc¨< ¾þK+" 

’óe vÊ "ek^�¨< }sV� 

¾õ�Q Y`¯~ ÃÑ‡u•M:: 

uGÑ` Å[Í �”Ç=I ÁK¨< }sU 

¾T>Ñ’v¨< u[»U Ñ>²? H>Å� 

’¨<:: ›”Æ ue^¨< LÃ K?L¨< 

c=ÚU`u�' ›”Æ ðkp 

ÁÅ[Ñ¨<” K?L¨< G<K� Ze� 

U°^õ c=ÁeŸ?Å¨<' �”Ç=I 

�”Ç=I �ÁK }sS< �”Å}sU 

ÃÑ’vM:: ¾Ç‡’� ›W^` vIMU 

(Judicial Culture)  •¾uKçÑ 

ÃH@ÇM:: ³_ Ÿõ}† Å[Í 

¾Å[c<� ¾QÓ Y`¯�� Y’-

QÒ�¨<” (Jurisprudence) 

ÁÇu\�' •†U Ÿ�’c< 

�”É”T` ÁÅ[Ñ<�' u²=I 

¾°ÉÑ� ÔÇ“ [»U ¯S�� 

vdKð ¾pwwM Ñ<µ ’¨<:: •†e; 

G<K? ÔÐ ¨ß SJ“C” 

¾T>Áun¨< S� ’¨<; ›G<” 

ÁK¨< Y`¯� Ÿcð’ ¨Ç=I �”"D 

u1983' u1985' �“ u1987 

¾}Å[Ñ¨<” ¾ÏUL g<Ui` 

Áe•¨<dDM:: ^c< Y`¯~ 

uiÓÓ\ ¨p� ¾jT�¨< e”�“ 

e”� Ç•� “�¨< iÓÓ\ c=Áun 

ukLÖ? w� ŸY^ ¾}c“u~�; 

uÅ`Ó-›=Wû Ùe ¾}¨ÑÆ�” 

�}” TK� ’¨<:: uK?L GÑ` 

¨×�� ŸQÓ �UI`� u?� 

c=¨Ö< uÓM“ uK?KA� ²`ö� 

u`"� ¯S�� Ÿc\ u%EL ’¨< 

¨Å Ç‡’� ¾T>SÖ<�:: •²=I 

’Ñ\ ¾}ÑLu=Ùi ’¨<:: ¨×�� 

¨Å Ç‡’� ¾T>Ñu<� w²<¨<” Ñ>²? 

u´Á¨< KS´Kp dÃJ” KMUÆ 

wK¨< ’¨<:: G<K� Ze� ¯S� 

W`}¨< ¨<Mp ÃLK<:: �”ÅÑ“ 

›Ç=f� ÃS×K<:: �’c<U 

ÃH@ÇK<:: Á¨< ®<Å� ›G<”U 

ÃkØLM:: u�”Ç=I ¯Ã’~ Ñ<µ 

¾�U ¾U”Å`e ›ÃSeK‡U:: 

 

Ÿw²< GÑa� MUÉ �”ÅT>�¾¨< 

¾Ç‡’~ Y`¯� Ø”"_ 

¾T>S×¨< Ÿ^c< ŸY`¯~ 

TK�U Ÿ¨<eØ ’¨<:: ›”Ç”ÈU 

Seª°�’� ¾T>ÁeŸõM ’¨<:: 

�”Ç=I ÃJ” ²”É Kx�¨< 

¾T>SÅu<� c� SKŸ=Á 

wn�“ wn� w� SJ” 

ÃÑvªM:: wn� c=vMU u}KÃ 

Y’ UÓv`”' MUÉ”“ �KA�” 

ÁÑ“²u SJ” ÁeðMÑªM:: 

uÇ‡’� S”u` LÃ tqMõ 

lmNGST màgT ktjmr 

Äõ�N? ”Ñ<c? ›”È wK¨<� 

�”Å’u[¨< ¾�”vDÃ "w J„ 

Ãk^M::  

 

4. ¾õ�Q  Y`¯��”” 

�”È� �”�ÅÑ¨<; 

 

¾õ�Q Y`¯��”” S�ÅÓ 

¾T>ÁeðMÑ” ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�” 

KTeð” ’¨<:: ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’� 

uuŸ<K< Kcw¯© Sw� SŸu`“ 

KT%u^© °ÉÑ� SU×� 

¯Ã’}† SX]Á ’¨<:: •ªm¨< 

¾17†¨< U°} ¯S� ¾›=¢„T> 

K=p ›ÇU eT>´ �”ÇK¨< GÑ` 

�”É�KT Q´w ŸS”Óc� 

¾T>Öwk¨< �Ml u[Ÿ� 

¾}ÅLÅK ¾õ�Q Y`¯� 

Teð”” ’¨<:: 

 

“A tolerable administration 

of justice, along with peace 

and low taxes, is all that is 

necessary to carry a state to 

the highest degree of 

opulence.” 

 

¾²S“�” ¾›=¢„T> K=n¨<”�U 

u=J’< ¾}kLÖð“ ’í ¾J’ 

¾Ç‡’� Y`¯� ¾›=¢„T> 

°ÉÑ�” uTóÖ” [ÑÉ Ÿõ}† 

T>“ �”ÇK¨< ÃeTS<u�M:: 

u›”é\ ¾õ�Q Y`¯~ É¡S� 

Ÿõ ÁK Ñ<Ç� �”ÅT>ÁS× 

Ø“�� Á[ÒÓ×K<& KUdK? 

�.›?.›. u1997 ¾¯KU v”¡ 

vKS<Á� 69 uT>J’< GÑa� 

¨<eØ u3600 ¾”ÓÉ }sT� LÃ 

vÅ[Ñ<� Ø“� 70% ¾T>J’<� 

}ÖÁm� KY^�¨< �Ml 

�Ó` ¾T>S×¨< uGÑa� 

¾õ�Q Y`¯� ¨<eØ K¨< 

É¡S� �”ÅJ’ SÓKé�¨<” 

u]þ`��¨< ÖlSªM:: 

 

¾}kLÖð ¾õ�Q Y`¯� uQÓ 

K}[ÒÑÖ¨< ¾”w[� Sw� Ÿõ 

ÁK Øun ÁÅ`ÓK�M' ¨<KA� 

u›Óvu< ÃðçTK<' K›=¢„T> 

°ÉÑ� Ÿõ ÁK ›e}ªê* 

¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ< �MMp ¾¢”e�^¡i” 

Y^� u[»U Ñ>²? H>Å� 

�”Ç=ðçS< ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ< 

eUU’�� Ãð[TK<' ¾u=a¡^c= 

É¡S��“ ¾›W^` �Óa� 

uŸõ}† Å[Í Ãk”dK<:: ¾Ç‡’� 

Y^ k×Ã’� ÁK¨< S<Á 

(Career)  �”Ç=J” TÉ[Ó' 

¾Ç•�” ¾Y^ ªe�“ T[ÒÑØ' 

¾Y’ UÓv` Å”w T¨<×�' 

uY^ ¨<Ö?�T’� LÃ 

¾}SW[} ¾°ÉÑ� ScLM 

S²`Ò�' }Ÿ��Ã“ ¨p�© 

eMÖ“� TH@É' ¾}kLÖð 

ÉÒõ cß ›ÑMÓKA� 

S²`Ò�“' É`Ï�© wn~” 

u›eðLÑ> ldle TÑ²< u²=I 

[ÑÉ Ÿõ}† ¨<Ö?� Ã„[ªM:: 

ÃI” ›eSM¡� Ÿp`w ¯S�� 

¨Ç=I ŸuÔ ›É^Ñ> É`Ï�� 

¾óÃ“”e ÉÒõ uTðLKÓ 

uòÈ^M õ`É u?�� uŸ<M 

�¾}"H@Å ÁK¨< Y^ ›u[�� 

’¨<:: ›”Ç”É ¡MKA�U ÃI”’< 

ðKÓ uSŸ}M LÃ ÁK< 

KSJ“�¨< õ”à� Ã•ÁK<:: 

 

¾Y^ Ý“” uSk’e“ u›eðLÑ> 

Ñ<ÇÄ� LÃ uT}¢` [ÑÉU 

�”ÅÓMÓM vK< ›T^ß 

¾¨<´Ów Sõ� S”ÑÊ� 

SÖkS< KY`¯~U 

K%w[}cu<U Ÿõ}† ÖkT@• 

Ã„[ªM:: K?L¨< ÅÓV ›Ÿ^"] 

ÁMJ’< Ñ<ÇÄ� u›e}ÇÅ` 
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SY]Á u?�� ¨ÃU 

u}ðkÅL�¨< ¾ÓM }sT� 

�”Ç="H@Æ TÉ[Ó ’¨<:: 

Ÿ�’²=IU SGM �”Å’<³²? 

TçÅp' ¨^i’� Td¨p' eU 

TeK¨Ø' ¨²}...' K›w’� 

K=Ökc< Ã�LK<:: 

 

5. ¾Ç‡’� Y^ ›H@É” 

uSg`g` LÃ ÁK< 

›´TT>Á�' 

 

�²=IU LÃ Øm� õ_ ’Ña�” 

K›w’� ÁIM L”d:: uôÈ^K< 

QÑS”Óe� ›”kê 79(1) LÃ 

uôÅ^MU J’ u¡MM Å[Í 

¾Ç‡’� YM×” ¾õ`É u?�� 

’¨< }wKA }Å”ÓÕM:: u›”kê 

78(4) LÃ ÅÓV' 

 

¾Ç‡’� YM×”” 

ŸSÅu† õ`É u?�� 

¨ÃU uQÓ ¾SÇ‟� 

YM×” Ÿ}cÖ¨< }sU 

¨<ß ¾T>ÁÅ`Ó' uQÓ 

¾}Å’ÑÑ” ¾Ç‡’� Y`¯� 

¾TÃŸ}M M¿ õ`É u?� 

¨ÃU Ñ>²?Á© õ`É u?� 

›ÃssUU }wLDM:: 

 

�’²=I QÑS”Óc�© É”ÒÑ@� 

õ`É u?� uT>M eÁT> 

¾T>ssS< M¿ ¨ÃU Ñ>²?Á© 

¾Ç‡’� ›"L�” w� ¾T>SKŸ~ 

›ÃSeK<‡U:: ŸSÅu† õ`É 

u?�� ¨<ß ÁK}Ÿ^Ÿ]� 

ðnÉ ¾T>"H@Æ G<K<”U ¯Ã’� 

¾¨<´Ów Sõ� eM��” 

¾T>ÁÖnMK< “�¨<:: 

 

ÃG<”“ u}KÃ Ÿp`w Ñ>²? ¨Ç=I 

uGÑ^�” •¾¨Ö< }Óv^© 

uSÅ[Ó LÃ ÁK< ›”Ç”É QÔ� 

ÃI” ¾²?Ô�” ¾õ�Q Sw� 

Ÿ}KÁ¿ ›p×Ý� •¾g[g\ 

SJ“�¨< �¾}e}ªK ’¨<:: ª“ 

ª“� “�¨< ¾UL�¨<” w� 

�”ÅT>Ÿ}K¨< ›dÁKG<:: 

 

 

 Kv”¡ wÉ` ªe�“ uSÁ¹’� 

uT>cÖ< ”w[�� LÃ v”¢� 

eKT>„^�¨< YM×” 

 

ÃI” u}SKŸ} Ÿ¾+� ¨` 

1989 ¯. U. �eŸ 1992 ¯. U. 

É[e ¾Q´w }¨"Ä� U¡` u?� 

›^� ›ªÐ�” ›¨<Ø�M:: 

¾�’²=I ›ªÐ� S”ðe uØpK< 

c=�Ã v”¢� ¾cÖ’¨< wÉ` 

›M}ŸðK”U uT>K<u� Ñ>²? 

uªe�“ ¾Á²<�” ”w[� õ`É 

u?� SH@É dÁeðMÒ�¨ •¾gÖ< 

H>du<” KwÉ\ S´Ñ>Á KTªM 

YM×” ¾T>ÁeÑ‡L�¨< ’¨<:: 

ÃI ›"H@É u’v\ ¾õ�N wN?` 

QÓ lØ` 2851 �“ 3060 

uSÁ¹ }kv¿ LÃ ¾}×K¨<” 

¡MŸL ¾T>Áek` ’¨<:: G<K~ 

¾õ�N wN?` QÓ ›”kë� 

›”Æ ¾T>”kdke K?L¨< 

¾TÃ”kdke ”w[� SÁ¹” 

¾T>SKŸ~ c=J’< u�’²=I Å”x� 

Sc[� SÁ¹ cß“ SÁ¹ 

}kvÃ °Ç¨< ÁM}ŸðK �”ÅJ’ 

SÁ¹ }kvÃ K°Ç¨< ¡õÁ 

uTK� uSÁ¹ ¾}kuK¨<” 

”w[� KSgØ ¨ÃU u°Ç¨< 

›ex KTek[� Ã�LM uTK� 

›ekÉS¨< SeTT� ¾TÃ�K< 

SJ“�¨<” ¾T>Å’ÓÑ< “�¨<::  

“Commissaria lex” uSvM 

ŸT>�¨k¨< ¾Ø”� aT¨<Á” 

¾QÓ kS` ¾}kÇ¨< ÃI ›”kê 

�”Ç=I ¾T>M ’¨<:: 

Art 2851(1)  

“Any agreement even 

subsequent to furnishing of 

the pledge, authorizing the 

creditor, in the event of non-

payment on the due date, to 

take possession of the pledge or 

to sell it without complying 

with the formalities required 

by the law shall be of no 

effect”  

 

ÃI Å”w T”†¨<U ŸK?L¨< 

Sw� ¾T>ÖÃp c¨< uKe 

eKk“¨< w� QÑ<” uSÇñ 

uTeÑv� u^c< Ñ<ÇÃ ^c< 

kdi' ^c< ð^Ï“ ^c<U õ`É 

›eðéT> �”ÇÃJ” ¾T>ŸLŸM 

’¨<:: ›G<” ¾¨Ö<� ›^� QÔ� 

Ó” ÃI” Å”w uSW[´ v”¡“ 

}uÇ]¨< v”Ÿ< SÁ¹¨<” SgØ 

�”ÅT>�M ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ<� eUU’� 

ªÒ ›K¨< ¾T>K< “�¨<:: eK²=I 

uv”¢�“ u}uÇ]� SGM 

¾T>Å[Ñ¨ wÉ` G<K< u²=I ÑÅw 

"M�c[ wÉ` ÖÁm� wÉ` 

cKTÁÑ‟< ¨ÅÆU ÖK<U �”Ç=I 

ÁK¨<” ¾¨<M ÓÈ� ŸSkuM 

¨<ß ›T^ß ¾L�¨<U:: 

�`ÓØ uK?KA�U uÇu\ GÑa� 

ÃI G<’@� ›K:: ¾†“ ¾’c< Ó” 

¾}K¾ ’¨<:: �²=I ¾S”Óe�U 

J’ ¾ÓM v”¢� ¾T>”kdkc<� 

ŸwN?^© v”¡ uT>¨×L�¨< 

¾}TŸK ¾wÉ` þK=c= Sc[� 

eKJ’ ›uÇ] v”¢� ÃI” ›W^` 

vÃðMÑ<� �”"D uÓM K=ÁÅ`Ñ<� 

¾T>�K<� ¾}K¾ ’Ñ` ¾KU:: 

�²=Á Ó” ›”Å†¨< v”¡ ÃI” 

›"H@É TK�U (Contractual 

Foreclosure) c=kuM K?L†¨< 

LÃkuM ¾T>�Mu� G<’@• eLK 

}uÇ]� U`Ý ›L�¨<:: 

 

Ã¤? �”ÓÇ=I Ñ<Ç¿” u}SKŸ} 

Ÿ¨Ö<� ›^� ›ªÐ� ¨<eØ 

SËS]Á ¾¨×¨<“ ¾õ�N 

wN?` QÓ ThhÁ ›ªÏ lØ` 

65/1989 •¾}vK ¾T>Ökc¨< 

QÓ ’¨<:: M¡ u¯S~ uv”¡ 

uSÁ¹ eK}Á² ”w[� ¾¨× 

›ªÏ lØ` 97/1990 �“ ¾”ÓÉ 

}sU ªe�“ SÁ¹ ›ªÏ lØ` 

98/1990 �¾}vK< ¾T>�¨l� 

QÔ� ¨Ö<“ ›ªÏ lØ` 65/1989 

}h[:: �’²=I G<K� QÔ� ÅÓV 

¾SÁ¹ cß�” Sw� ¾uKÖ 

¾T>ÁÖu<“ u²=Á¨< M¡ ¾v”¢�” 

Sw� ¾T>Ácñ “�¨<:: u²=I 

SW[� v”¢� SÁ¹�¨<” 

KSgØ ¨ÃU u°Ç¨< ›eu¨< 

KTek[� ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ<� eUU’� 

ªÒ Ã„[ªM:: Ã¤? 

ŸSËS]Á¨< ›ªÏ ¾}¨cÅ 

’¨<:: uSkÖM ÅÓV K?L 

›eÑ^T> ›”kê Ã•ÁM:: 

u�’²=I QÔ� Sc[� ŸLÃ 
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¾}Ökc¨< ¯Ã’� eUU’� 

u=„`U vÃ„`U Ÿ›ªÐ� uò� 

v”¡ uSÁ¹ ¾Á²¨<” 

¾T>”kdke ¨ÃU ¾TÃ”kdke 

”w[� ¨ÃU ¾”ÓÉ SÉuM 

¾30 k” TeÖ”kmÁ uSeÖ� 

w� uN^Ï KSgØ' ¾vKu?�’� 

eS<” KÑ»¨< KT³¨`' Ñ» 

"Mk[u ”w[~” uwÉ` ¨<K< 

¨<eØ ucð[¨< ¾ªÒ ÓU� 

Sc[� K^c< ›ek`� cS<”U 

¨Å^c< T³¨` Ã�LM:: v”¡ 

ÃI” ¯Ã’� �`UÍ uT>¨cÉu� 

Ñ>²? uQÓ vK°Ç¨<”  ¨¡KA 

�”ÅðçS ÃqÖ^M }wLDM:: 

K?L¨< k`� uõ`É u?�� 

uS�¾� LÃ ÁK< ¡`¡a� �”"D 

¨<M u=„`U vÃ„`U Ñ<Ç¿ 

}s`Ù u}SddÃ ›"D%E” K=gÖ< 

�”ÅT>�K< u�’²=I ›ªÐ� 

}Å”ÓÕM:: 

 

Øm� q¾� wKA ÅÓV }ÚT] 

G<’@��” ¾Á² K?L QÓ ¨×:: 

ÃIU  uv”¡ uSÁ¹ eK}Á² 

”w[� ¾¨×¨<” ›ªÏ ThhÁ 

›ªÏ lØ` 216/1992 •¾}vK 

¾T>Ökc¨< QÓ ’¨<:: u²=I 

ThhÁ Sc[� v”¢� uSÁ¹ 

¾Á²<� ”w[� ›MgØ "L�¨< 

 uwÉ\ ¨<M u}SKŸ}¨ 

¾SÁ¹¨< ”w[� ªÒ Sc[� 

Áek^K< ¾T>K¨< G[Ó tsRø 

KSËS]ÁW Ú[� S’h 

u}cÖ¨< ¾ªÒ ÓU� Sc[� 

Áek^K< uT>K¨< G[Ó }}":: 

uG<K~ SGM Ÿõ}† M¿’� 

K=„` �”ÅT>�M S[Ç� 

ÁeðMÒM:: "dg<U' ð^ÌU' 

N^Ï v¿U v”Ÿ< cKJ’ ŸðKÑ 

uSÁ¹ ¾Á²¨<” ”w[� wÉ\” 

c=cØ ”w[~” ŸÑS}u� ªÒ 

›d”f u=gÖ¨< ¨ÃU v’c ÓU� 

^c< u=Áek[¨< ÖÁm ¾Ku�U:: 

ÃI ÅÓV ¾SÁ¹ cß¨<” 

Sw� ¡ñ† ¾T>ÔÇ ’¨<::  

 

¾›ªÐ� ¯LT u}ÑKçu� 

SÓu=Á�¨< LÃ ÃI” ¾ScK¨<” 

Å”w uQÓ T¨<×� eLeðKÑu� 

U¡”Á� ¾}ÑKç¨< uv”¢� 

uªe�“ ¾}Á²< ¾TÃ”kdkc<“ 

¾T>”kdkc< ”w[�� �”Ç=gÖ< 

Kõ`É u?� ¡e ›p`x 

KTe¨c”“ ¨<d’@¨<”U 

KTeðçU ¾T>¨cÅ¨< Ñ>²? 

u×U [ÏU uSJ’< ¨Å²=I†¨< 

›T^ß SH@É ›eðMÕM }wKA 

’¨<:: ŸU”U uLÃ ¾}kLÖð 

¾õ�Q Y`¯� S²`Ò~ 

¾S”Óe� GLò’� ’¨<:: 

S”Óe� ÃI” TÉ[Ó 

›KS�K<” U¡”Á� uTÉ[Ó 

ÃI” ¾ScK¨<” QÓ T¨<×� 

¾T>S[Ö¨< ›"H@É 

›ÃSeK‡U:: 

 

 ¾ì[ S<e“ ¢T>i” ›ªÐ�  

  

u²=IU [ÑÉ Sc[•© 

QÑS”Óe�© Sw��” ŸØÁo 

¨<eØ K=ÁeÑu< ¾T>�K< 

›”kë�” ¾Á²< Ze� ›ªÐ� 

u1993 SÚ[h ›"vu= 

¨Ø}ªM:: �’²=IU ¾ôÅ^M 

Y’-UÓv`“ ì[ S<e“ ¢T>i” 

TssT>Á ›ªÏ lØ` 235/93' 

¾ì[-S<e“ M¿ ¾Y’ Y`¯�“ 

¾Te[Í QÓ ›ªÏ lØ` 

236/1996 �“ ¾²=G< ¾Y’ 

Y`¯�“ ¾Te[Í QÓ ThhÁ 

›ªÏ lØ` 239/1996 “�¨<:: 

u�’²=I ›ªÐ� Sc[� ¢T>i’< 

S<e“” uT>SKŸ~ Ñ<ÇÄ� 

¾þK=e“ ¾®nu? QÓ YM×” 

}cØ�•M:: cK²=IU U`S^ 

¾T"H@É' ¾S„]Á u?��”“ 

K?KA�”U Yõ^�” ¾Su`u`' 

”w[� ¾SÁ´' }Ö`×]�” 

¾Tc`' Ue¡` ›ek`x 

SeT�' ŸT”U e¨< Te[Í 

¾SÖ¾p“ ¾Á³�¨<” c� 

uªe�“ ¾SMkp YM×” 

›K¨<:: ÃG w²<U ¾T>ÁeÑ`U 

›ÃÅKU:: ¾}KSÅ ¾U`S^ 

Y^ H>Å� ’¨<“:: 

 

›Ÿ^"] ¾T>J’<� Ÿ²=Á vhÑ` 

ÁK<�” YM×„� ¾T>SKŸ~� 

›”kë� “�¨<:: u�’²=I ›”kë� 

Sc[� ¢T>i’\ ¨ÃU •`c< 

¾T>¨¡K¨< vKeM×”' 

1. ¾S<e“ õ_ ’¨< ÁK¨<” 

¾T””U c¨< ¾v”¡ H>dw 

¾SS`S`“ uõ/u?� �•³´ 

¾TeŸu` YM×” ›K¨<:: 

2. ¾vKeM×„�”“ ¾K?KA�”U 

›eðLÑ> “�¨< ÁL�¨<” 

c� Gw�“ ¾Ñ”²w ØpU 

S´Óx ¾SÁ´ eM×” 

›K¨<:: 

3. }Ÿdg< ¢T>i’< ¾T>ðMÑ¨<” 

S[Í �”Ç=cØ KTd²´“ 

cKS[Í¨< ›k^[w“ 

cKT>k`wu� ¾Ñ>²? ÑÅw 

}Ñu=¨<” �°³´ �”Ç=cØ 

õ/u?�” ¾SÖ¾p YM×” 

›K¨<:: 

 

�’²=I G<K< }ðéT> ¾T>J’<� 

uS<e“ ¾}Ö[Ö[¨< c¨< ¡e 

}Se`�u� ¾uŸ<K<” ULi 

ŸSeÖ~ uò� ’¨<:: ÃIU 

T”U c¨< Sw~”“ ”w[~” 

ÁKQÓ K=Á× ›ÃÑv¨<U 

¾T>K¨<” S`Q ¾T>ð�}” 

›c^` ’¨<:: "Due process of 

Law" •¾}vK ¾T>•¨k¨< QÑ-

S”Óe•© wH>M uôÅ^K< QÑ-

S”Óc� uÓMî vÃÅ’ÑÓU 

K?KA� eK”w[�“ eKÓKcw 

’í’� ¾}kSÖ<� É”ÒÑ@� 

S`G<” ¾T>kuK<� uSJ’< ¾ì[ 

S<e“ QÑ< QÑ-S”Óe�© SJ” 

u^c< ¾T>’ÒÓ` ’¨<:: ¾c¨< 

”w[� ¾SS´Ñu< Ñ<ÇÃU'  

 

 T”†¨<U c¨< ¾ÓM 

QÃ¨~ ¾SŸu` Sw� 

›K¨<:: ÃI Sw� S„`Á 

u?~' c¨<’~“ ”w[~ 

ŸSS`S`' �”Ç=G<U 

uÓM Ãµ�¨< ÁK ”w[� 

ŸSÁ´ ¾SÖup Sw�” 

Á"�•M:: 
 

}wKA Ÿ}Å’ÑÑ¨< ¾ôÅ^K< QÑ-

S”Óe� ›”kî Ò` ¾T>n[” 

’¨<:: 

 

}Ÿdi u^c< LÃ Te[Í 

�”Ç=Ák`w ¾T>ÑÅÉu� 

Y`¯�U T”U c¨< ^c<” 

LKS¨”ËM Sw� �”ÇK¨< 
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/The right against self 

incrimination/  ¾T>Å’ÓÑ¨<” QÑ-

S”Óe•© S`I ukØ• 

¾T>ÁóMe ’¨<:: ÃI” 

¾T>SKŸ}¨< ¾QÑ-S”Óe~ 

›”kî 19/5/ �”Ç=I ÃLM:: 

 

 ¾}Á²< c� u^d�¨< 

LÃ uTe[Í’� K=k`w 

¾T>�M ¾�U’� nM 

�”Ç=cÖ< ¨ÃU T“�¨<”U 

Te[Í �”Ç=ÁU’< 

›ÃÑÅÆU' uTeÑÅÉ 

¾}Ñ‟ Te[Í }kvÃ’� 

¾K¨<U 
 

Ã¤¨< Sc[•© S`I GÑ]~ 

}kwL ¾QÔ� ›"M vÅ[Ñ�¨< 

¯KU ›kõ ¾c=y=M“ ¾þK+" 

Sw�� eUU’� ›”kî 14(3) 

(c) cõa �“Ñ†ªK”:: 

 

K?L¨< ›ddu= Ñ<ÇÃ u}KÃ 

¾Te[Í ›k^[w” u}SKŸ} 

uì[-S<e“ M¿ ¾Y’ Y`¯�“ 

¾Te[Í QÓ ›ªÏ lØ` 

236/1993 ¾}kSÖ<�” É”ÒÑ@� 

¾T>SKŸ� ’¨<:: u�’²=I 

É”ÒÑ@� SW[�' 

1. ›”É }Ÿdi Y^¨< 

¾S”Óe� ¨ÃU ¾Q´w 

›ÑMÓKA� ŸJ’“ ¾ì[- 

S<e“ ®nu? QÓ ÃI c¨< 

ŸÑu=¨< uLÃ S„\” ¨ÃU 

ŸIÒ© Ñu=¨< uLÃ Gw� 

T"u~” Te[Ç� Ÿ�K 

¾Te[Ç� g¡S< ¨Å}Ÿdg< 

Ãµ^M:: 

2. }Ÿdg< Áð^¨< Gw� ¨Å 

3† ¨Ñ” u=}LKõU u}Ÿdg< 

vKu?�’� ¨ÃU Ãµ• Y` 

�”ÇK ÃqÖ^M:: 

3. ¾®nu? QÓ Tc[Í Ÿ}cT 

u%EL }Ÿdg< ´U�” ŸS[Ö 

¨ÃU SMe SeÖ� 

"MðKÑ õ`É u?� Ñ<ÇÄ” 

�”ÇS’¨< ›É`Ô ÓU� 

Ã¨eÉu•M:: 

4. ¾}Ÿdg< ¾eM¡' 

¾›?K?¡�a’>¡e“ ¾ÅwÅu? 

Ó”‟<’� �”Ç=ÖKõ õ`É 

u?� T²´ Ã�LM:: 

uTe[Í QÓ Sc[} Hdw' 

u}KÃU u¨”ËM Ñ<ÇÄ�' 

Ÿ®nu? QÓ ¾T>Öuk¨< 

¾Te[Ç� ÓÈ� u›”é^© 

SMŸ< c=�Ã Ÿ}Ÿdg< u×U 

¾ŸuÅ ’¨<:: u}KSÅ¨< ¾Te[Í 

›k^[w Y`¯� ®nu? QÓ 

¡c<” ŸØ`×_ ¨<ß (beyond any 

shadow of doubt) Te[Ç� 

›Ku�:: ÃI” TÉ[Ó "M�K 

¡c<” ÃKnM' }Ÿdg<U u’í 

Ãc“u�M:: Te[Í dÃk`wu� 

k`�  k`xu� �”"D u=J” Ã²~ 

›Ö^Ö] ŸJ’ }Ÿdg< 

¾Ø`×_¨< }ÖnT> ÃJ“M:: 

ÃIU ®nu? QÓ ¨¡KA 

uT>Ÿ^Ÿ[¨< Ó²<õ S”Óe•© 

›"M“ uÓKcu< SGM ¾K¨<” 

¾�ÃM T>³”'  �”Å²=G<U 

T”U c¨< ÁK¨<” ”ì<I J„ 

¾SÑS� QÑ-S”Óe•© 

Sw�“ K?KA�U lU’Ña� 

u�du=’� uSÁ´ ¾}c“Ç ¾²?Ô� 

¾Sw� TeŸu`Á kS` ’¨<:: 

ŸÑu=I uLÃ „[HM ¨ÃU Ÿ²=Á 

uLÃ ”w[� ›õ`}HM“ Ÿ¾� 

�”S×¤¨< �’@ vL¨<kU 

›”}¨< ›e[Ç TK� ”êI“I” 

›e[Ç ŸTK� ¨<ß K?L K=J” 

›Ã�MU:: Øó}‡’��¨< 

�e"M}[ÒÑÖ É[e ¾}Ÿcc< 

c� ”ì<I J„ ¾SÑS� Sw� 

›L�¨< ¾T>K¨<”“ uQÑ-

S”Óe~ ›”kê 20(3) 

¾}kSÖ¨<” É”ÒÑ@U �ð}“ 

LÃ ¾T>ØM ’¨<:: }SddÃ 

S`J� GÑ]~ u}kuK��¨< 

¯KU ›kõ ¾cw¯© Sw�� 

SÓKÝ ›”kê 11(1) �”Ç=G<U 

u¯KU ›kõ ¾c=y=M“ ¾þK+" 

Sw�� eUU’� ›”kê 14(2) 

}kUÖ¨<  �“Ñ†K”::  

 

¨ÅK?L c¨< u=³¨`U uS<e“ 

¾}Ÿcc c¨< ›ekÉV Ãµ� 

¾’u[ ”w[� ¾�`c<¨< �”ÅJ’ 

ÃqÖ^M ¾T>K¨< É”ÒÑ@U 

Sc[�© ¾”w[� vKu?�’� 

Sw�”“ ¾%w[}cu<” ¾ÓwÃ� 

ªe�“ ›ÅÑ† G<’@• LÃ ¾T>ØM 

’¨<:: QÒ© Y`¯�” ›TEM� 

up” Mx“ ¾K?L c¨<” ”w[� 

uÓ» ¨ÃU uK?L S”ÑÉ u•Ì 

ÁeÑv c¨< u´Á ”w[� LÃ 

S<K< Sw� Ã„[ªM:: ÃI 

›e}dcw K²S“� }kvÃ’� 

ÁÑ‟ Sc[�© ¾”w[� Sw� 

’¨<:: uõ�N wN?\ QÓU 

uÓMê }kU×DM:: ›Ç=c< QÓ 

u�`ÓØ }Óv^© ¾T>J” ŸJ’ 

cß ¨ÃU ›e}LLò u”w[~ 

LÃ KT>’d ðKT KÑ»¨< ¨ÃU 

”w[~ K}LKðu� c¨< ªu? ’¨< 

¾T>K¨<” ¾ÓÈ�� QÓ 

Sc[�© Å”w ¾T>Áe}Gp` 

’¨<:: Ÿ›G<” u%ELU ueÙ•' 

uK¨<Ø' ¨ÃU uÓ» ”w[� 

¨ÃU Ñ”²w ŸSkuL�” uò� 

›e}LKð¨< ŸS<e“ ¾çÇ 

eKSJ’< T[ÒÑØ K=„`w” ’¨< 

TK� ’¨<:: ¨Ñ„�! u•`ÓØ 

ÃI ¾T>ÁeŸ?É ÔÇ“ 

ÃSeL�%EM”; KSJ’< ›”É 

c¨< Ÿ›pS< uLÃ ¾T>„` ’¨< 

KTK� ¾U”ÖkUu� K=K" 

¾T>�M SS²† �“Ñ‡ ÃJ”; 

u¾°K~ ¨<eŸ= eKÖ×; àT 

eKq[Ö; ÅÓf eLuL; q”Ð u?� 

¨<eØ cK„[; ûÍa eK’Ç;  

 

¾}Ÿdg<” ¾eM¡' ¾›?K?¡�a’>¡e“ 

¾ÅwÇu? Ó”‟<’� ¾TcÖKõ 

eM×”’<U ŸQÑ- S”Óe~ 

›”kî 26(2) Ò` ›e}ÁÁ��G< 

wÁ’@¨<” ^d�G< �”É�cÖ<u� 

›MðªKG<:: 

T”†¨<U c¨< uÓM 

¾T>êó�¨<“ ¾T>ééó�¨<' 

uþe� ¾T>M"�¨< 

ÅwÇu?�' �”Ç=G<U 

u�K?ö”' u�K?¢S<’>Ÿ?i”“ 

u›?K?¡�a’>¡e SX]Á� 

¾T>ÁÅ`Ò�¨< Ó”‟<’�� 

›ÃÅð\U 

 

¾ªe�“ Sw�” ß`e ›É`Ô 

¾T>²Ò K?L ¾ì[-S <e“ ›ªÏU 

¨Ø�M:: ¾SËS]Á¨< ¾ì[ -

S <e“ ¾Y’-Y`¯�“ ¾Te[Í 

QÓ c=¨× cKªe�“ ¾T>K¨< 

’Ñ` ›M’u[U:: ÃI”’< kÇÇ 

uSÖkU ›”Ç”É }Ÿdj� 

¾ªe�“ ØÁo uTp[w Ÿ•Y` 
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c=¨Ö< �”Å’u` QÑ< u¨× cV” 

¾’u[¨<” Ó`Ó` ¾}Ÿ�}M’¨< 

G<K< �“¨<nK”:: ÃG<”“ ¨^�U 

dÃqÃ QÑ< }hhK }vK“ 

ThhÁ¨<  uS<e“ ¨”ËM 

}Ö`Øa ¾}Á² c¨< ¾ªe�“ 

Sw� ›Ã„[¨<U ¾T>M 

}ÚT] ›”kê Ãµ ¨×:: ¾^c< 

ÑÅw u=„[¨<U ÃIU Å”w 

¾}Á²< c� uªe ¾Sð�� 

Sw� ›L�¨< uTK� uQÑ-

S”Óe~ ›”kê 19(6) 

¾}kSÖ¨<” É”ÒÑ@ ªÒ 

¾T>Ád× ’¨<:: 

 

5.3. ›Ç=c< ¾Ñu= Ów` ›ªÏ 

 

ŸÓw` ÓÈ• Ò` }ÁÃ²¨< 

K=ðçS< ¾T>�K< ¾¨”ËM 

Ñ<ÇÄ� G<’@� �”Å}Öuk J„ 

uSW[~ ¾Ów` ÓÈ• ¾Ów` 

Ÿó¿” Gw�“ ”w[� uTeŸu`“ 

uTegØ ¨ÃU uK?L ›S� 

S”ÑÉ Kfe}† ¨Ñ” uT³¨` 

K=ðçU ¾T>�M ¾õ�Q wN?` 

ÓÈ� ŸSJ” ¨<ß ¾T>²M 

›ÃÅKU:: eKJ’U ¾Ów` 

ÓÈ�¨<” ÁM}¨× c¨< ÃI” 

ÓÈ�¨<” �”Ç=¨× uõ�Q 

wN?` Y’ Y`¯� QÓ ¾¨<d’@ 

›ðéçU Å”x� SW[� 

ÃÑÅÇM:: Ÿ1953 ¯.U. ËUa 

›Ç=c< ¾Ñu= Ów` ›ªÏ 

�eŸ¨×u� �eŸ 1994 ¯.U. 

SÚ[h É[e Y^ LÃ ¾’u[¨< 

¾kÉV¨< ¾Ñu= Ów` ›ªÏ ÃI” 

›"H@É ¾T>Ÿ}M ’¨<:: ›Ç=c< 

QÓ Ó” ÃI” ¾T>kÃ`“ ¾Ów` 

¨<d’@ ›W×Ø”U J’ ¾¨<d’@¨<” 

›ðéçU YM×” ¨ÅÓw` 

ewdu=¨< SY]Á u?� 

¾T>Á³¨<` ’¨<:: 

 

�`ÓØ ’¨<' u¾�†¨<U ¯Ã’� 

Y`¯� Ów` S¨c”“ Scwcw 

¾S”Óe� ›eðéT> Sªp` 

YM×” ’¨<:: ÃG<”“ S”Óe� 

ÃI” eM×’<” }Óv^© 

¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ¨< uQÓ Sc[�“ 

¾Ów` Ÿó¿” %w[}cw Sw�“ 

�KA� �ÓU� ¨<eØ veÑv 

S”ÑÉ ’¨<:: Ów` S¨c” 

›e}ÇÅ^© ¨<d’@ �”ÅSJ’< 

SÖ” Ów` Ÿó¿ u¨<d’@̈ < 

Ÿ}eTT ¾}Ö¾k¨<” ÃŸõLM' 

"M}eTT ¾}²[Ò¨<” Y`¯� 

}Ÿ�KA p_�¨<” Ák`vM:: 

ukÉV¨<U J’ u›Ç=c< QÓ ÃG 

Y`¯� }²`Ó�M:: ´`´` 

›ðéçS< Ó” M¿’� ›K¨<:: 

u’v\ QÓ ›”É Ów` }ÖÁm 

¾Ów` ¨<d’@ Te•¨pÁ 

uÅ[c¨< u30 k” ¨<eØ ›Óvw 

LK¨< ›"M ÃÓv‡ "Lk[u Ów` 

ewdu=¨< vKeM×” ¾¨c’¨< 

¨<d’@ ¾SÚ[h“ }ðéT> 

ÃJ”u�M:: ›Ç=c<U QÓ 

}SddÃ ›”kê ›K¨<::  

 

’Ñ` Ó” ukÉV¨< QÓ Ów` 

cwdu=¨< vKeM×” ¨<d’@¨<” 

¾T>ÁeðêS¨< �”ÅT”†¨<U 

¾õ�N wN?` ¾õ`É vKSw� 

uSÅu† õ`É u?� ›T"Ã’�“ 

eKõ`É ›ðéçU uõ�N wN?` 

Y’ Y`¯� QÓ ¾}kSÖ<�” 

Å”x� SW[� uTÉ[Ó ’¨<:: 

¾›G<’< QÓ Ó” ÃI” ›"H@É 

›ÃkuMU:: uÓw` Ñ<ÇÃ 

Ÿdg<U' ð^ÌU' õ`É 

›eðéT>¨<U Á¨< Ów` ÖÁm¨< 

›"M ’¨<:: ÃIU uw²< SMŸ< 

¾Ów` vK°Ç ¾}vK¨<” c¨< 

Sw� ¾T>Á×ww SJ’<” 

u=Á”e u²=I ›W^` H>Å� 

}S¡a ÁK” G<K< ¾U“¨<k¨< 

’¨<:: 

 

ŸMUÉ �”ÅT>�¨k¨< uÓw` 

›ðéçU ¡`¡` Ñ>²? ¾Ów` 

vK°Ç ’¨< ¾}vK¨<” c¨< Sw� 

K=�ÅÑ< ¾T>�K< u`"� õ_ 

’Ña� K=Ÿc~ Ã�LK<:: KUdK? 

›”É ¾S”Óe� W^}† ’ÓÅI 

›�`ðHM }wKA w` 200.000 

Ów` ¡ðM u=vM“ �`c< Ó” 

¾}vK¨<” Y^ ›MW^G<U u=M 

Ów` u}Ö¾ku� Ñ<ÇÃ Ów` 

ŸóÃ uT>K¨< ¾QÑ< �`Ñ<U 

›Ãgð”U:: �”Ç=I ÁK¨< c¨< 

¾›ðéçU ¡e uõ`É u?� 

u=k`wu� ÁK›Óvw ¾k[uu�” 

ØÁo KSŸLŸM Y^¨<” 

›Mc^G<U TK~ ÃunªM:: 

u›Ç=c< ›"H@É Ó” ÃI c¨< 

^c<” ŸvK°Ç’� SŸLŸM  

u=ðMÓ LMc^¨< Y^ u›ªÌ 

›”kê  107(2) SW[� ÓTg<”' 

TK�U w` 100.000' ›eÃµ 

ÃÓv‡ TK�“ [»S<” ¾¡`¡` 

ÔÇ“ SÕ´ K=„`u� ’¨<:: Ów` 

u}Ö¾ku� ²S” ¾Ÿc[¨< Ów` 

ŸóÃ �× ó”�U Ÿ²=I ¾}K¾ 

›ÃJ”U:: uSc[~ c¨<¾¨< 

Ÿe_ÁKG< "K K´Á ²S” Ów` 

ŸóÃ uT>K¨< N[Ó �`Ñ<U 

›Ãgð”U:: Ów` S¡ðM ÁKu� 

Á}[ð¨< c¨< w� ’¨<“:: 

u}KÃU u¨<d’@ ›ðéçU Ñ>²? 

uY’ Y`¯� QÑ< ¾T>’c< 

u`Ÿ� ÁK< Ñ<ÇÄ� ›K<:: ´`´\ 

cò cKJ’ ÃI” ÁIM "MŸ< 

¾T>un ÃSeK†M:: 

 

5.4. ¾1994 ¯. U. ¾K=´ ›ªÏ  

 

�²=I Yõ^ eK›ªÌ ¾T’d¨< 

u×U ¾}¨c’¨<” Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<:: 

›G<” ¾T¾¨< QÑ< ¾S_� 

Ãµ�” TeKkp u}SKŸ} 

K›e}ÇÅ` SY]Á u?�� 

¾T>cÖ¨<” YM×” w� ’¨<:: 

�”Å ›ªÌ ŸJ’ ¾T>SKŸ}¨< 

›"M ¾Ÿ}T x� Ãµ�” 

TeKkp ¾T>�K¨< ¾x•¨< ¾K=´ 

Ÿ=^Ã dÃŸðK¨< c=k`' ¾x•¨< 

›ÖnkU uvKÃµ�¨< ¨<d’@ w� 

c=K¨Ø' x•¨< KQ´w ØpU 

}wKA �”Ç=Kkp c=Å[Ó' ¨ÃU 

¾K=´ ²S’< "Kk“ ¨<K< 

"M•Åc' ¨ÃU QÑ-¨Ø Ãµ• 

’¨< }wKA u›e}ÇÅ` SY]Á 

u?� c=¨c” ’¨<:: QÑ-¨Ø Ãµ• 

Ÿ}vK ¾›e}ÇÅ` SY]Á u?~ 

¨<d’@¨<” ÁKU”U }ÚT] 

ÑÅw ¾þK=e •ÃM uSÖkU 

TeðçU Ã�LM:: Ãµ•¨< 

QÒ© ’¨< uTK� uvKÃµ•¨< 

¾T>’d ¡`¡` K=cT ¾T>�Mu� 

SÉ[¡ ÁK ›ÃSeMU:: 

 

QÒ© “�¨< ¾}vK< Ãµ��”U 

u}SKŸ} ›ªÌ ›ddu= 

›”kë�” Ãµ ¨Ø�M:: 

¾T>SKŸ}¨< ›"M T”†¨<U 

c¨< Ãµ�¨<” �”Ç=Kp S¨c” 
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Ã�LM:: u¨<d’@¨< p_• ÁK¨< 

c¨< ÃÓv‡ ¾T>K¨< K²=Á¨< 

x�¨<” Mkp LK¨< ›"M ’¨<:: 

¾p_•¨< Ã²�U u=J” x�¨<” 

›MKpU uT>M õ_ ’Ñ` LÃ 

¾T>Sc[� dÃJ” "X ÃŸðK‡ 

¨ÃU �”Ç=ŸðK‡ ¾}¨c’¨< "X 

›”fw†M uT>K< ’Øx� LÃ w� 

¾}SW[} SJ” ÁeðMÑªM:: 

p_� ›p^u=¨< u¨<d’@̈ < 

"M}eTT ›G<”U u"X¨< Ñ<ÇÃ 

w� uT>kØK<� 30 k“� ¨<eØ 

 ¾Ÿ}T x� TeKkp Ñ<ÇÄ� 

ÃÓv‡ cT> Ñ<v¯@ (Urban Land 

Clearance Appeals Commission) 

uSvM KT>�¨p“ �”Å’Ñ\ 

G<’@� uŸ}T ¨ÃU u¡MM 

Se}ÇÉa� KT>ssU ›"M 

ÃÓv‡ TK� �”ÅT>�M 

}SM¡�M:: uÑ<v¯@¨< ¨<d’@ LÃ 

KŸ}T ’¡ ÃÓv‡ cT> õ/u?� 

¨ÃU KŸõ}†¨< õ`É u?� 

ÃÓv‡ TK� ¾T>�M c=J” 

¾õ`É u?~ ¨<d’@ ¾SÚ[h 

ÃJ“M:: ª“¨< lU ’Ñ` Ó” 

õ`É u?�U u=J” c¨<¾¨< 

x•¨<” �”Ç=Kp ¾}LKð¨<” 

¨<d’@ ›Óvw’�  ¾SSMŸ� 

YM×” ¾}’ðÑ¨< SJ’< ’¨<:: 

õ`É u?� ¾T>ÁÁ¨< "d ÃŸðM 

¨Ãe ›ÃŸðM' ÃŸðM Ÿ}vK 

u´�M ¨Ãe ›”dDM ¾T>K¨<” 

ßwØ w� ’¨<:: ÃG ›"H@É 

uQÑ S”Óe~U J’ u^c< uK=´ 

QÑ< eKS_� Ãµ� ªe�“ 

¾}Å’ÑÑ<�” ›”kë� óÃÇ 

›’ÒÒ] ¾T>ÁÅ`Ó ÃSeK†M:: 

�”Ç=Ie J’” ’¨< ›=”ye�S”�” 

Sdw ¾U”�K¨<; 

 

5.5.  ›ÅÑ† x²’@’�” eKSªÒ� 

up`w ¾¨×¨< ›ªÏ 

 

QÑ< u’Ò]� Ò²?× vKS•}S< 

u´`´` MK¨< ¾T>�K¨< 

›Ã„[‡U :: eKQÑ< uSÑ“† 

w²<H”' uS”Óe�U ßU`' 

¾}LKñ�” ²Ñv� KcT Ó” 

u=Á”e ŸIÒ©’� ›”é` 

¾T>Á’ÒÓ\ w²< õ_ ’Ña�” 

�”ÅÁ² SÑS� ŸvÉ ›ÃJ”U:: 

ªe�“ u²=IU ›ªÏ SŸMŸK< 

›”Æ ’¨<:: KþK=e ¾}cÖ¨< 

cò YM×” K?L¨< ’¨<:: 

  

5.6.  ¾QÔ�” QÒ©’� KT¾� 

¾T>Áe�K” S’ê`e 

Ã„[” ÃJ”; 

 

Ÿ²=I uLÃ K›w’� �Á’d” 

¾}SKŸ�“�¨< ¾}KÁ¿ QÔ� 

¾GÑ]~” õ`É u?�� ¾Ç‡’� 

YM×” ¾Sg`g` ›´TT>Á 

ÁL�¨< SJ’< ¾T>ÁŸ^Ÿ` 

›ÃSeK‡U:: ÃI G<K< �¾J’ 

ÁK¨< ÅÓV Ñ“ ŸTKÇ¨<  
¨`nT ¾õ�Q ²S”  
�”Åeð’u� u}“Ñ[” Y`¯� 

’¨<:: QÑ S”Óe~ ¾GÑ]~ 

¾uLÃ QÓ �”ÅJ’“ K?KA� 

QÔ�' MTÇ© ›c^a�' ¨ÃU 

¾S”Óe� ¨<d’@� G<K< Ÿ•`c< 

Ò` "M}eTS< ªÒ ›Mv 

�”ÅJ’< uÓMê }Å”ÓÕM:: u²=I 

SKŸ=Á ¾T>ð}’< K?KA� u`"• 

QÔ� u=„\U u=Á”e Ÿõ c=M 

Á¾“�¨< QÓÒ� �Ó` 

¾Kv�¨<U wKA ¾T>¨^[Å‡ 

c¨< Ã„^M w¿ ›MÑU�U:: 

 

kØKA ¾T>’d¨< ØÁo •ÉÁ 

�’>I” QÔ� u¾�†¨< SÉ[¡ 

LÃ �”ð�“�¨< ¾T>K¨< 

ÃJ“M::  ¾}KÁ¿ ¾QÓ Y`¯�� 

K�”Ç=I ¯Ã’~ �Ó` ¾¾^d�¨< 

¾Sõ�N? S”ÑÊ� ›LD�¨<:: 

›”Ç”Ê� �”Ç=I ÁK< Ñ<ÇÄ�” 

¾T>Á¿� “ Judicial Review ”  

�¾}vK uT>�¨k¨< ²È ’¨<:: 

u²=I ›"H@É ¾GÑ]~ ¾uLÃ õ`É 

u?� QÓ ›¨<ß¨< ›"M 

Á¨×�¨<” QÔ� ¨ÃU 

›eðéT>¨< ›"M 

¾T>Ác}LMó�¨<” ¨<d’@� 

ÁhhLM ¨ÃU ¨<Ép ÁÅ`ÒM:: 

u²=IU ¾GÑ\” QÑ-S”Óe•© 

QÓ ›e}dcw ÁÇw^M' 

›”Ç”ÈU KK?KA� Ã}`óM:: 

›"H@Æ ¾S”Óe� YM×” uQÓ 

›¨<ß' u›eðéT>“ uÇ‡’� 

cT> ›"M SGM u}Ñu=¨< T>³” 

SÅ[e Ã„`u�M' ÃIU K²?Ô� 

Sc[�© ¾’é’� ªe�“ ÁeÑ†M 

¾T>K¨<” ¾va” Ç= V”�e¢ 

¾S”Óe� YM×” ¡õõM“ 

¾�`eu`e lØØ` ›e}dcw 

ukØ• }Óv^© ¾T>ÁÅ`Ó 

’¨<:: ¾›T@]" ÖpLÃ õ`É u?� 

u²=I [ÑÉ K›w’� ¾T>Öke 

¾Ç‡’� ›"M ’¨<:: 

 

K?KA� GÑa� ÅÓV Ñ<Ç¿” 

¾T>Á¿� ’í J„ u}ssS“ 

ŸK?KA� õ`É u?�� ¨<ß J„ 

uT>c^ ¾QÑ S”Óc� õ`É 

u?� ’¨<:: õ`É u?�� uQÑ 

S”Óe� ²<`Á ÖKp ÁK 

�¨<k� vL�¨<“ ¾[»U 

²S“� ¾Y^ MUÉ vŸu~ 

Ç•� ¾}VK< c=J” �”Å’Ñ\ 

G<’@� u›”É Å[Í ¨ÃU 

u}KÁ¿ Å[Í� uT>c¾S< 

�KA�� Y^�¨<” ÁH@ÇK<:: 

¾ð[”XÃ“ ¾Ë`S” ¾QÑ 

S”Óe� õ`É u?�� Ÿ›õ]"U 

¾Åu<w ›õ]" ¾QÑ S”Óe� 

Ñ<ÇÄ� õ`É u?� u²=I†¨< 

UÉw K=Ökc< Ã�LK<:: uZe}† 

Å[Í ÁK< GÑa� ÅÓV �”Ç=I 

ÁK< Ñ<ÇÄ�” }KÃ}¨< u}c¾S< 

›"L� �”Ç=�¿ ÁÅ`ÒK<:: 

 

uGÑ^�” QÓ ¨ÇK¨< G<’@• 

ò��”” c”SMe QÑ 

S”Óe�© Ñ<ÇÄ�” ¾T¾� 

YM×” ¾õ`É u?�� dÃJ” 

¾ôÈ_i” U¡` u?� ’¨<:: 

�”Ç=I ¾SdcK<� Ñ<ÇÄ� KU¡` 

u?~ ¾T>k[u<� ¾QÑ S”Óe� 

Ñ<ÇÄ� ›×] Ñ<v¯@ }wKA 

uT>�¨p“ ¾ôÈ^M ÖpLÃ 

õ`É u?� ý_´Ç”�“ U¡�M 

ý_´Ç”�' eÉe� ¾S”Óe� 

}T>� �“ Ze� ¾ôÈ_i” 

U¡` u?� }¨"Ä�” u›vM’� 

uT>Ã´ 11 c� vK<u� }sU 

›T"Ã’� ’¨<:: ›vL~ 

¾Ñ<v¯@̈ <” Y^ usT>’� ¾T>c\ 

›ÃÅK<U:: G<K<U ¾¾^d�¨< 

�Lò’�� ›K<v�¨<:: �”Ç=IU 

J„ Ñ<v¯@̈ < ›”É Ñ<ÇÃ ¨ÃU 

›u?~� QÑ S”Óe�© ØÁo” 

¾T>Ád’d ’¨< ¨ÃU ›ÃÅKU 

¾T>K¨<” ßwØ ¾S¨c”“ QÑ-

S”Óe�© �`Ñ<U ÁeðMÑªM 

uT>K¨< Ñ<ÇÃ LÃ }Ñu=¨<” 
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Gdw KôÅ_i” U¡` u?� 

KSÚ[h ¨<d’@ ¾Tp[w 

GLò’� }cØ�•M:: 

 

u²=I [ÑÉ ¾ôÅ_i” U¡` u?� 

u›”Ç”É ¾%w[}cw ¡õKA� 

¾T”’� ØÁo LÃ ¨<d’@ 

SeÖ~ ŸScT~ ue}k` 

u}KÃ ¾QÔ�” QÒ©’� 

KT[ÒÑØ ¾k[uK� ØÁo ¨ÃU 

¾cÖ¨< ¨<d’@ cKS„\ uuŸ<K? 

S[Í ¾K‡U:: ’Ñ` Ó” ÃI ›"M 

u�`ÓØ ÃI” ScK<” Ñ<ÇÃ 

u=SKŸ� }Ñu= ÃJ“M”; �”Ç=I 

uTÉ[Ñ <e QÒ©’�” 

ÁeÖwnM”; ¨²}...' ¾T>K<� 

ØÁo� K�’@ u=Á”e ¾²=I ›Ñ` 

Ñ<ÇÃ ÃSKŸ}“M ¾U”M ²?Ô�” 

G<K< K=Á’ÒÓ` ¾T>Ñv ßwØ 

SeKA Ã•¾†M:: 

 

6. ôÈ^L© ›e}ÇÅ`' 

 

uSW[~ ôÅ^L© ›e}ÇÅ` 

›eðLÑ> ¾T>J’¨< 

K=Áe}de\ª�¨< ¾T>�K< •]"©' 

›=¢„T>Á©' vIL©“ þK+"© 

l`‡�� ÁK<ª�¨<” ¾}KÁ¿ 

Q´x� M¿’��¨<” �”ÅÁ²< 

u›”É ¾þK+" T%u[cw 

KTq¾� c=vM ’¨<:: Q´x� 

¾¾^d�¨< ¾M¿’� vI`Á� 

u=„^�¨<U }KÁÃ}¨< ŸS„` 

}de[¨< u›”É’� SkÖL�¨< 

u›”É uŸ<M Ö”"^ T°ŸL© 

›e}ÇÅ` uSõÖ` Sw�“ 

ØpV��”” u}hK S”ÑÉ 

ÁeÖwpM“M' uK?L uŸ<M 

¾T”’��”“ ¾ØpV��” SÑKÝ 

¾J’<� MÄ’���” ÃŸu\M“M 

wK¨< uT>ÁU’< Ñ>²? uÒ^ 

eUU’�“ SÓvv� ôÅ^L© 

›e}ÇÅ`” uSGL�¨< ÁslTK<:: 

 

¾Q´x� ›"vu=Á© ›cóð`' 

¾²` T”’�' s”s' ¾›=¢„T> 

�ee`' vIL©“ Y’ Mx“© 

›”É’�' HÃT„•© 

}k^^u=’�' ¾Ò^ ¾SŸLŸÁ“ 

¾ìØ• ØpU' ¨²}' G<K< 

KòÈ^L© ›e}ÇÅ` UY[• 

S’h K=J’< Ã�LK<:: ÁU u=J” 

¾Q´x�” M¿’� u›”É’� 

›×ØV uÒ^ KT„` òÈ^L© 

›e}ÇÅ` w�†¨< Sõ�N? ’¨< 

TK� ›ÇÒ� ’¨<:: ’Ñ\ 

�”Å�]"©“ }Úvß G<’@�¨< 

¾T>KÁÃ ÃSeK†M:: ŸVL 

ÔÅM ›”É ›Ã’� ¾²` T”’�' 

Y’ Mx“© ›”É’� ÁL�¨<“ 

}SddÃ s”s ¾T>“Ñ\� 

Ë`S„� uòÈ^L© ›e}ÇÅ` 

¾}dc\ c=J’< uØla�“ 

u’à�' uØla�“ uØla�' 

�”Ç=G<U u’à�U SGM ßU` 

u`"� M¿’�� LK<v� Åu<w 

›õ]" ¾}S[Ö¨< òÈ^L© 

dÃJ” ›GÇ© ›e}ÇÅ` ’¨<:: 

 

¨Å GÑ^�”U SKe c”M 

ôÅ^L© ›e}ÇÅ` Ÿ›GÇ©¨< 

ÃS[×M ŸT>K<� SGM 

wJ”U w�†¨< ›T^ß ’¨< 

¾T>M k„“© ›sU ¾K‡U:: 

U“Mv� upÖ< eLL¾G<� 

ÃJ“M �”Í= K?LU ›T^ß 

K=„` Ã�LM:: òÈ^L© SJ” 

"Ku�U ›G<” �”Å}Á²¨< 

›¨nk\ ¾Q´x�” s”s“ ¾²` 

T”’� w� SW[� ›É`Ô 

K=J” ÃÑvM ¾UMU c¨< 

›ÃÅKG<U:: ÃI”” S”Óe� 

^c< Ñ“ ŸÖª~ u}¨c’ Å[ÍU 

u=J” ¾}kuK ÃSeK†M:: 

¾Åu<w wN?a� wN?[cx�“ 

Q´x� ¡MM K=Sc[� 

¾�Kv�¨<” þK+"© G<’@�� 

�²=IÒ ªu? SØke Ã�LM:: ÃI 

›”Æ ›"H@É K=J” Ã�LM' 

w�†¨< ›T^ß Ó” ›ÃÅKU:: 

¾cLK?¨< *aV Ÿx[“¨< *aV 

Ò` ›”É s”s u=“Ñ`U 

Ÿ›cóð`' ŸvIM' ŸHÃT„�“ 

Ÿ›=¢„T>Á© �ee` ›”é` 

S`Gu?� ¨ÃU ÔGêÄ” Ç`� 

ŸT>„[¨< ¾›T^ Q´w Ò` 

¾T>Áe}de\� w²< ’Ña� ›K< 

wM Ÿ�¨<’� ›M`pU:: 

¾g_¨<” �Ó^ªÃ Ÿ}Ÿ²? TÊ 

"K¨< Ô”Å_ Ò` ¾T>ÁÃ²<� 

u`Ÿ� ÁK< Ñ<ÇÄ� ¾T>„\ 

ÃSeK†M:: ¾òÈ^L© 

Se}ÇÉ` c=�cw ¾›e}ÇÅ` 

›S�’� �“ ›=¢„T>Á© 

�ee`U �ÓU� ¨<cØ SÓv� 

ÁKu� õ_ ’Ñ` ’¨<:: ›ÇT 

(“´_�) u^ñ LÃ KT>Ñ†¨< 

¾g”¢^ ¨ÃU ¾U”Í` ›T^ 

ŸeÉe� S� Ÿ=KA T@�` uLÃ 

q`Ù vI` Ç` S´Kle U” 

ÁIM Ã[vªM; 

 

uK?LU uŸ<M KòÈ^L© 

Se}ÇÅ` S’h U¡”Á� 

¾T>J’<� Ñ<Ç� ¾}KÁ¿ u=J’<U 

µa µa M¿’�” u›”É’� 

¾T>Á×ØU ¾þK+" kS` 

�”ÅSJ’< SÖ” ª“¨< SW[~ 

¾Q´x� ðnÅ‡’� ’¨<:: 

ðnÅ‡’~ ¾T>ÑKç¨<U uQ´x� 

}kvÃ’� vÑ‟ QÑ S”Óe�“ 

ÃI” QÑ S”Óe� Ãµ KG<K<U 

uÒ^“ u�Ÿ<M’� uT>ÁÑKÓM ’é 

Ç‡’�' vM}TŸK ›e}ÇÅ`' 

u}TEL ›"vu=Á© ¾¨<eØ 

›e}ÇÅ` Sw�' ¾s”s ' 

¾T”’�“ ¾vIM Sw�� 

u�Ÿ<M’� SŸu^�¨< 

u}[ÒÑÖu� Y`¯�' }S××‡ 

¾Gw� ¡õõM” SW[� vÅ[Ñ 

¾›=¢„T>   Ó”‟<’�' ¾¨<G<Ç”” 

Sw� uT>ÁeŸw`“ ¾G<K<”U 

¨Ñ„� T>³“© }d�ö v[ÒÑÖ 

T°ŸL© ›e}ÇÅ` ’¨<:: 

 

¾³_¨< ¾›=�ÄåÁ òÈ^L© 

Se}ÇÉ` Ÿ²=I ›"DÁ �”È� 

Ã�ÁM; ³_ ¾²=I� GÑ` 

S”Óe�© ›¨nk` òÈ^L©“ 

Ç=V¡^c=Á© �”ÅJ’ ¾QÑ 

S”Óe~ ›”kê 1 ÓMê ›É`Ô 

ÁekU×M:: u›”kê 47 Sc[� 

ôÈ_i’<” ¾SW[~� ²Ö‡ 

¡MKA� “�¨<:: �’²=I ¡MKA� 

uQÓ ›Óvw ¾}ssS<� 

¨�Å^©¨< S”Óe� ¨Éq 

¾iÓÓ\ S”Óe� �”Å}SW[} 

u¨×¨< uwN?^© ¡ML© 

¾iÓÓ` Se}ÇÉa� ›ªÏ 

lØ` 7/1984 ’¨<:: ÃI ›ªÏ ³_ 

u²=I� ›Ñ` ÁK¨< ôÈ^K=´U 

Sc[� ¾}×Ku� QÓ ’¨< 

TK� Ã�LM::  Ÿ´Á uò� 

¾GÑ]~ S”Óe•© ›¨nk` 

›GÇ© ’u`:: ÃIU kÇT© •ÃK 

YLc? u1948 ¯. U. v¨Ö<� QÑ 

S”Óe�“ ¨�Å^©¨< S”Óe� 

^c<” Q´v©“ Ç=V¡^c=Á© 

vKu� ¾1980 ¯. U. QÑ 
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S”Óe� uÓMê }kUÙ ’u`:: 

¾³_�” ¾iÓÓ` S”Óe� 

›vM ¡MKA� ›Sc^[� e“Ã 

�’²=I ¡MKA� ¾}ðÖ\� 

u[»U H>Å� ¨<eØ vKð 

¾þK+" T”’� dÃJ” uiÓÓ\ 

S”Óe� ’u`:: Á’@U u=J” 

•ÉÁ wN?^© ¡ML© 

Se}ÇÉa� uT“�¨<U [ÑÉ 

¾iÓÓ\ S”Óe� ¾u�� ›"L� 

�”Å’u\ u›ªÌ }SM¡�M::  

 

H>Å~” Mw wKA K}Ÿ�}K Ó” 

¾^c< ¾QÑ< ›ðéçU �eŸ 

iÓÓ\ TKmÁ �”"D ¾›ªÌ” 

S”ðe }Ÿ�KA ¾kÖK 

›ÃÅKU:: QÑ< ¨Ø� ›”É 

¯S� ›"vu= �”ÅJ’¨< u¡MM 

cÉc�'cv�'eU”�'²Ö‡'›Y

`“ ›Y^ ›”É ÁK< ›`v 

›Ue� wN?` wN?[cx�“ 

Q´x� þK+Ÿ•� }cveu¨< 

¾³_¨<” ¾Åu<w ¡MM 

KSSe[� �”Å}eTS< SÑ“† 

w²<H” ’Ñ\”:: 

 

ŸUY[� ›"DÁU ôÅ^L© 

›e}ÇÅ` uG<K� S”ÑÊ� 

K=S× �”ÅT>�M ŸQ´x� 

}S¡a S[Ç� Ã�LM:: 

¾SËS]Á¨< }KÁÃ}¨< ÃÑ‟< 

¾’u\ ¾þK+" ›GÊ� uScvcw 

M¿’��¨<” �”ÅÁ²< ¾Ò^ 

¾þK+" T%u[cw 

¾T>Sc`~u� ›"H@É ’¨<:: 

G<K}†¨< u›GÇ© S”Óe� Y` 

¾’u\ ¾%w[}cw ¡õKA� 

Ÿ}TŸK ›e}ÇÅ` ¨Å ôÈ^L© 

›e}ÇÅ` ¾T>SÖ<u� S”ÑÉ 

’¨<:: u�”ÓK=´†¨< s”s 

¾SËS]Á¨< “Integrative” ¾%EK†

¨< ÅÓV “Devolutionary”  

¾T>vK<� ¾ôÈ^L© ›e}ÇÅ` 

VÈKA� “�¨<:: �LÃ "¾’¨< 

¾GÑ^�” G<’@� ›"DÁ ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

ôÈ^K=´U YM×”” ŸT°ŸM 

¨Å ¡MM ¾T¨<[É ›´TT>Á 

¾T>�Ãu� ›"H>É uSJ’< 

uG<K}†¨< VÈM ¾T>ð[Ï 

’¨<:: ¾YM×” ¡õõM” 

u}SKŸ} ÅÓV ¾ôÅ^K<” 

S”Óe� ´`´` YM×” 

uSÓKê k] ¾YM×” Ñ<ÇÄ�” 

(residual powers) K¡MM 

Se}ÇÉa� ¾T>Kp ’¨<:: 

ÃI”” ¨ÅT>SKŸ~� ¾QÑ 

S”Óe~ ›”kë� e”S× 

�²=IU LÃ w²< ›’ÒÑ] Ñ<ÇÄ� 

›K<:: Ñ>²? KSqÖw eM �’c<” 

›Mô ¾ôÅ^K=´U S`J�” 

›ðéçU u}SKŸ} w� ®uÃ� 

Ñ<ÇÄ�” uØpK< T”d�” 

•S`×KG<:: 

 

¾ôÅ^K=´U ›"H@É uT°ŸM“ 

u¡MM SGM ¾K<¯L©’� 

YM×”” uTŸóðM uG<K~ 

SGM ÁK¨<” T>³” ¾T>Öwp 

’¨<:: u=Á”e uS`I Å[Í:: 

�Ç=Á ³_ ¾U“¾¨< Y°M °¨<” 

ÃI” ¾T>Á[ÒÓØ ’¨<; 

Á’ÒÓ^M:: u’@ �U’� 

ôÈ^K=´U“ É`Ï�© ›W^` 

›w[¨< ›ÃH@ÆU:: É`Ï•© 

›W^` uôÈ^K=´U ¨<eØ 

W`Ô ŸÑv ¾“l¾W 

Ã’õeu�M:: Ÿ1992 ¯. U. 

U`Ý ¨Ç=I ÁK¨<” �¨<’� 

�”"D w“Ã uU`Ý YM×” Á²< 

Ÿ}vK<� ¾¡MM S^H@ 

S”Óe�� SGM ¾�Ó^¿' 

¾*aT>Á¨<' ¾fTK?¨<' ¾Åu<w 

Q´x�' ¾ÒUu@L¨<' �”Ç=G<U 

¾›Ç=e ›uv¨< c¨< ›G<” •²=Á 

S”u` LÃ ¾K<U::  KU”; 

¾}nÑ[”” w� �”S” �”È; ³_ 

¾ôÅ^M“ ¾¡MM Se}ÇÉa� 

�¾H@Æu� ÁK¨< S”ÑÉ G<K< 

�`ÓØ Ú`p ’¨<”; u¾¡MK< 

lMõ ¾YM×” �`Ÿ„� ÕÇ 

ÁK<� "É_� U” •¾c\ 

�”ÅJ’ SÑS� w²< Ã�Ó[“M; 

É`Ï�© ›W^` ¾T>vK¨<e 

ðK=Ø U” ÁIM �’‡I” c� 

u’í’� ÁW^�ªM; u¾¡MK< 

ÁK<� Óß�� G<K<U ¾ì[ - 

cLU u<É„� ¨ÃU ¾h°u=Á 

Sc`Ã É`Ñ>� ¨<Ö?�� “�¨<; 

\p d”H@É Ÿp`w ¯S�� 

¨Ç=I uc=ÇT' uu?”� TÍ=' 

u¨KÒ' uÒUu?L' ¨²}... 

SÉ[d�¨< cK}’Ñ[” ÅU 

Áðcc< Óß�� e“ew JÇ�” 

Ãgu^M:: ¾GÑ^�” Ñ<ÇÃ 

’¨<“:: G<K<U ¡MKA� uMT� 

ÔÇ“ T>³“© uJ’ S”ÑÉ 

�¾}^SÆ ’¨<”; ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

Q´x� k`}” T”U Q´w 

¾T”U Uk† ¾T>J” 

›ÃSeK‡U:: ¾MT�“ ¾›=¢„T> 

õ�H©’� Ã’<̀  TK�U Uk‡’� 

›ÃÅKU::  

 

cK²=I ôÈ^K=´U Kw²< �Óa� 

SÉ%’>� ¾SJ’<” ÁIM upÖ< 

"MÁ´’¨< S`´ ’¨<:: ¾T`hM 

+�” ÄÔ´Ly=Á �”Ã:: �²=IU 

›”Ç”É õ”à� �¾�²w” ’¨<:: 

’Ó[“M' u?� ÃnÖLM 

wK“M' ÁK�¨< °wÉ �”u=� 

�”ÇÃS× Ø”no¨< K=¨cÉ 

¾T>Ñv¨< ³_ ’¨<:: ¾2020 

›=�ÄåÁ�” `°Ã wK” 

uÁ´”L� ¾MT� ÔÇ“ SÕ´ 

��M ²”É!  

 

7. ¾S_� Ãµ�“ ¾MT� 

Ñ<ÇÃ' 

 

›LcM��G<“ ÃI””U ¡õM 

uT>kØK¨< ¾Ð” KA¡ Øpe 

�”ÉËU` w�ðpÆM‡ Åe ÃK†

M:: 

“God and his reason 

commanded man to subdue 

the earth, i.e. improve it for 

the benefit of life, and therin 

lay out something that was 

his own, his labour. He that 

in obedience to this command 

of God, subdued, tilled and 

sowed any part ot it, thereby 

annexed to it something upon 

it that was his property, 

which another had not title, 

nor could with out injury take 

from him.” 

/Second Treatise on Civil 

Government/ 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

It was my childhood friend, Doctor 

Assefa Admassie, who told me of 

the invitation extended to me by the 

Ethiopian Economic Association to 

speak on this topic. I would first of 

all like to seek your permission to 

extend my thanks to the Association 

and to this friend of mine. Now, 

before accepting the invitation, I 

posed myself two questions. The 

first question was prompted, I think, 

by the lawyer‟s instinct in me. I 

hope to be spared the question of 

whether there indeed is such an 

instinct in the first place! The 

question was: “Listen, Mister, how 

certain are you about the existence 

of any legal security that guarantees 

your right to speak, and if indeed 

such guarantee exists, how really 

certain are you that you are part of a 

system that recognizes the 

supremacy of the Law?” When I 

started feeling the jitters in the face 

of such a question, my individual 

self gave me a slight shove of 

admonition, thus: “Listen now you, 

you‟re going too far! What 

protective shelter are you seeking? 

You‟re a human being after all, 

aren‟t you? You see, speech, just 

like hearing and all the other human 

attributes, is something you brought 

with you into this world and that 

would keep you company to your 

grave, an attribute that nobody gives 

or denies you. Just go directly to the 

topic and say what you have to 

say!” We agreed, me and my-self, 

as they say! This prompted me into 

going on to the main subject at 

hand, with the view to answering 

the second question. 

 

The second question has to do with 

all the things that I have to say here 

tonight, regarding which I didn‟t 

run into that much difficulty. I have 

much to say, whether whatever it is 

that I am going to say finds its way 

into people‟s ears or not. In the 

course of my presentation, I shall 

occasionally indulge myself in 

including some quotes that I think 

are appropriate from legal as well as 

other scholarly documents. This is 

as it should be. My shortcoming, I 

think, lies in my inability to cut 

things short. It is, therefore, my 

earnest wish that you will be able to 

muster all the endurance and 

patience to listen to my speech that 

may prove, at some points, rather 

wearisome.  

 

Having said this, I shall now go into 

the topic. When seen in a nutshell, 

my speech tonight mainly focuses 

on the Rule of Law, the judicial 

system and its constraints, the 

question of Federalism and land 

tenure. 

 

 

I.   WHY RULE OF LAW? 

 

The principle of Rule of the Law is 

an idea or notion that all of us, as 

human beings, should zealously 

protect and foster in order to nurture 

our very existence and livelihood. 

Generally speaking, it would make 

sense if one were to think of the 

Law as a system of human values 

and ethical codes, in accordance 

with which people leading a 

common life within a social 

framework agree to guide and 

govern their social interactions. It is 

true that not all human values and 

ethical codes can be subsumed 

under what we today recognize as 

and call a system of laws. For not 

all values and ethical codes come 

with the support of governments 

behind them. 

 

Nature, too, has its own laws. To 

begin with humanity itself, we all 

know that there are laws by which 

people come into this world, grow 

up into adolescence and adulthood 

and, finally, face the inevitability of 

death. The same goes for other 

natural phenomena, which come 

into and go out of being in 

accordance with the laws of nature. 

There are numerous natural laws, in 

accordance with which one creature 

interacts with another, and winter 

and summer as well as spring and 

autumn alternate, each biding its 
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time. The social life of human 

beings, too, has, just like natural 

phenomena, its own laws, in 

accordance with which it changes 

through time. There are laws by 

which a given society, social group, 

or government each interacts with 

its respective counterpart elsewhere. 

 

For our purpose here and now, what 

we refer to as the law constitutes 

those innumerable social and 

natural rules and human ethical 

codes from among which 

governments select and give 

recognition to and apply to the 

governance of society‟s interaction. 

This, therefore, means there is a 

strong relationship between laws 

and governments. Although there 

also are other views with respect to 

this issue, the views regarding the 

relationship that creates the bond 

between governments and laws can 

be considered under two main 

categories. One view proposes that, 

because the Law is an instrument by 

which governments implement their 

aims and objectives, it is not 

something that should serve as a 

mechanism to restrict their 

activities. The other view advocates 

that, although laws are certainly 

promulgated by governments, 

because they are put in place as 

expressions and embodiments of the 

will of peoples, governments, too, 

must be subject to those laws once 

they have been put in place. When 

we look at the two in combination, 

we find that the first represents a 

governance system that emphasizes 

government‟s sovereignty, while the 

second represents a system of 

governance based on the 

sovereignty of the Will of the 

people. The view that adheres to the 

principle of the supremacy of the 

Law falls under this second 

category. Be that as it may, this 

Law that is expected to reign 

supreme has its own system and 

mechanism according to which it 

comes into being. According to 

democratic thinking, the basis for 

the relationship that exists between 

peoples and governments is the 

social contract that the two parties 

[freely] enter into. For, after all, the 

existence of societies and the 

individuals who constitute and 

found those societies precedes that 

of the Law and governments. And 

individuals live with rights from 

birth until the time of their death. It 

is individuals who relinquish some 

of those rights to the bodies they 

institute as governments, with the 

mandate to ensure the respect and 

protection of their rights and take 

the appropriate steps, as the neutral 

bodies that they are supposed to be, 

to settle what misunderstandings 

may arise among the people. It is 

those rights relinquished to 

governments that constitute the 

power that they wield. The 

responsibility to promulgate laws 

and the duty to be governed by 

those laws constitute part of the 

power so instituted.  

 

Although laws are promulgated to 

ensure respect for and protection of 

rights, the rights that form the basis 

of those laws have always belonged 

to the people by their very nature. 

What laws can do, therefore, is 

simply accord official recognition to 

those rights and provide social 

guarantee for the respect and 

protection due to those rights. 

Denial of freedom, violation of 

rights, political oppression and 

economic exploitation all ensue in 

situations where governments, 

groups or individuals refuse, in 

various ways, to accept this 

principle. 

 

As the great advocate of human 

rights, John Locke, in his Two 

Treatises of a Civil Government has 

pointed out in the seventeenth 

century, that the alfa and omega of 

a government‟s existence is 

determined by its ability to live up 

to the social contract it entered into 

in order to ensure respect and 

protection to the rights of its 

citizens. The writer compares this 

duty of governments with that 

articulated in the English law of 

bailment at the time. Just as the 

relationship between two parties is 

terminated when one of the parties 

violates the trust endowed upon it, 

so also does the relationship 

between governments and the 

people who entrusted them with the 

protection of their rights when the 

former fail to live up to that trust. 

Such a relationship gets terminated, 

depending upon circumstances, 

either peacefully or, otherwise, by 

force. It is this principle of John 

Locke‟s that was cited, three 

centuries later, in the preamble of 

the United Nation‟s 1948 Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights: 

 

. . . it is essential, if man is 

not to be compelled to have 

recourse, as a last resort, to 

rebellion against tyranny 

and oppression, that human 

rights should be protected by 

the rule of law. 

 

It is, consequently, the wish of 

every sane person not to see the 

termination of any such social 

contract as entered into between 

governments and peoples face the 

risk of having to resort to the 

second recourse, i.e. rebellion. If 

and when such a recourse is 

resorted to, the result becomes 

dangerous and the sacrifice paid 

gruesome. 

 

A government structure founded on 

the will of the people and that 

recognizes and accepts the Rule of 

Law becomes necessary precisely in 

order to prevent such “augury” from 
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becoming a reality. A government 

that is guided by the principle of the 

Rule of Law must be one that has 

the following attributes: it must 

have stable institutions of 

governance; it must accept the 

principle of open dialogue; it must 

be ready to entertain differences of 

opinion; it must be one in which 

timely and fair elections are 

concretely guaranteed; it must 

consist of a legislative body 

comprising of members who know 

what they are doing and perform 

their duties with full freedom or 

independence; it must be led by an 

executive body actively engaged in 

promoting and ensuring strong 

national unity and guided by an 

economic policy that helps bring 

about the full development of 

individuals and social groups. 

 

As I have tried to point out above, 

the principle of the Rule of Law is 

something that must be instilled in 

the minds of all individuals who are 

zealous about the protection of their 

freedoms and rights. If, from this 

perspective, people tend to regard 

governments with some suspicion, 

it should be understood and, 

therefore, appreciated that they do 

so, on the one hand, as sentinels 

who make sure their rights are 

guarded and protected and that 

governments are respecting the 

terms of the social contract they 

entered into with the people, on the 

other. Such a stance on the part of 

the people must, therefore, be 

encouraged, for, as Abraham 

Lincoln once said, it is power, but 

particularly the power of 

governments, that always poses, 

more than anything else, the 

greatest threat to people. It follows, 

then, that any government must 

submit itself to the Rule of Law to 

avoid such confrontation and if the 

feared “augury” mentioned in the 

citation from Locke must be 

prevented from becoming a reality. 

And the Law itself must be so 

formulated as to ensure that 

governments have restrictions 

imposed on them to operate only 

within the limits of the power 

necessary for carrying out their 

duties and responsibilities; such a 

law must make sure that public 

officials do not act outside the limits 

of their mandates; that individuals 

or groups do not use the public trust 

bestowed upon them for their own 

private gains; that the majority shall 

not willfully trample upon the rights 

of the minority; that groups shall 

not squash the rights of individuals; 

that the powerful and the fortunate 

shall not perpetrate violence against 

the weak and the unfortunate. Such 

a law can only be promulgated by a 

legislative body that has gained the 

people‟s genuine trust and fully 

knows what it does. Good 

governance, economic prosperity 

and social development, respect for 

the rights of minorities and other 

marginalized groups, etc. are all 

directly or indirectly tied to the 

ascendancy of the Rule of Law. The 

political scientist and constitutional 

scholar Hucker had written on this 

issue as follows: 

 

Only if men are allowed to 

govern themselves will they 

begin to think of themselves 

and for themselves as 

individuals. Democracy is an 

educational process in which 

men will develop interests of 

their own and in this way 

extend the horizons of their 

personalities. 

 

Since I start out, like everybody 

else, on a note of optimism, I hold 

onto a vision that we shall approach 

the threshold of such system of 

governance about the year 2020 

(E.C.). I also hope that the rest of 

you will share this vision of mine. 

Since, however, the preparations we 

make towards that end are 

undertaken within the context of the 

present situation, my next task is to 

address the question of what the 

present looks like as it relates to 

these fundamental principles. 

 

When we look into the recent 

history of our country, we see that 

Ethiopia has promulgated four 

Constitutions since 1930. The first 

two (the Constitution issued in 1930 

and the 1955 Revised Constitution) 

are those considered as granted to 

the people of Ethiopia through the 

“Good Will” of Emperor Haile 

Selassie I. The third is the 

Constitution of the Peoples 

Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 

which the people are said to have 

adopted in accordance with a 

referendum said to have been 

conducted by the Dergue regime. 

The fourth is the Constitution of the 

Ethiopian Federal Democratic 

Republic now in force as the 

Supreme Law of the Land.   

 

The first two Constitutions were 

issued within the framework of a 

system that openly proclaimed that 

the foundation of government 

authority was the disposition of 

rulers rather than the collective will 

of the people. Because these two 

Constitutions are considered as 

given by the Emperor to “his 

beloved and loving subjects” under 

a system that openly expressed such 

a position and, also, because it 

seems to me that talking about those 

Constitutions does not have much 

relevance to the issue at hand, I 

shall skip them. Similarly, because 

the third Constitution, which stood 

on a single ideological base, was 

issued at a time when the Dergue 

regime declared itself as having 

transformed itself into a people‟s 

government and, also, because it 

was nipped in the bud, in just a 

matter of three years, before it had 
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anything to show for itself, there is 

little use in talking about it, too, for 

engaging in the exercise would 

prove nothing more than beating a 

dead horse. I shall, therefore, steer 

my focus in the direction of what 

we have at present. 

 

II.  RULE O F L AW I N  

THE CONSTITUTION 

OF  FDRE 

 

The supreme law by which this 

country is governed today was 

ratified on December 8, 1994 by a 

Constitutional Assembly said to 

represent the Nations, Nationalities 

and Peoples of Ethiopia, and 

entered into force on August 21, 

1995. Among the provisions that 

articulate the fundamental 

aims/objectives of the Constitution, 

the first one [the Preamble] states 

the following: 

We, the Nations, Nationalities 

and Peoples of Ethiopia: 

Strongly committed, in full 

and free exercise of our 

right to self-determination, 

to building a political 

community founded on the 

rule of law and capable of 

ensuring a lasting peace, 

guaranteeing a democratic 

order, and advancing our 

economic and social 

development . . .. 

 

According to this part of the 

Preamble, it is her Nations, 

Nationalities and Peoples that 

established today‟s Ethiopia. 

Although the identity and difference 

between the three terms is not clear, 

these social categories founded the 

present polity to promote three of 

their fundamental interests, namely: 

guaranteeing a democratic order; 

advancing economic and social 

development; and ensuring the rule 

of law.  

As is well known, the issues to be 

articulated in a Constitution are 

fundamental principles that 

humanity has developed for 

centuries regarding the relationship 

that ought to exist between itself 

and governments. Consequently, it 

can be said that constitutionalism is 

a process by which humanity‟s 

vision about its own freedom is 

articulated and assumes concrete 

form. But this process can succeed 

only in a system designed to 

manage and regulate the sustainable 

interaction between people, not if it 

is randomly addressed as a mere 

matter of paying lip service. It is 

true that even non-democratic 

systems issue constitutions. And we 

very well know this to be the case 

from our own history. What is also 

true is that constitutions are issued 

in such systems tongue-in-cheek or 

just for the appearance. All 

constitutional principles that one 

could think of can be included in 

such constitutions. But when it 

comes to their implementation, they 

lack social and institutional basis as 

well as political good will. Before 

such constitutions begin to show 

any result or are developed through 

practical experience and gain, in the 

process, the confidence of the 

people, they remain a mirage with 

the coming onto the political scene 

of yet another dictator. 

 

It is my vision that, twenty-five 

years from now, the fundamental 

principles now embodied in our 

Country‟s present Constitution 

would not meet with such fate. But 

in order to move in that direction, it 

is today that we must embark upon 

the right path. I do not think that all 

of us can agree as to whether or not 

the present Constitution came into 

being with the consent of the people 

behind it. Even this much is a good 

sign in and of itself, for differences 

of opinion constitute the spice of 

humanity‟s social life. Be that as it 

may, I think there are several issues 

in the Constitution about which we 

can arrive at some kind of 

consensus. The principles of human 

rights articulated in Part I of 

Chapter Three of the Constitution 

are a case in point in this regard. If 

nothing else, we could at least pick 

out those issues that we can agree 

upon at this current stage in our 

history and discuss, with 

composure, some of the ways in 

which other issues can be better 

resolved. For the Constitution itself 

has embodied the mechanism by 

which such solutions could be 

attained. 

 

Taking all this into account, I shall 

focus, in the remaining parts of my 

presentation, on the issues of the 

country‟s justice system, federalism 

and the land question. 

 

III.  RULE OF LAW AND 

THE  JU DI C IAL 

SYSTEM 

 

Let me start this section by a 

citation from the Fitiha Nagast. The 

document has the following to say 

about the objectivity of judges 

(Article 43): 

Kc¨< G<K< ¾k“ õ`É 

Ãð`É ²”É' Ç† ¾¨<M 

Ucf ¾SGM �”Ç=K< uõ`É 

Ñ>²? ¾TÁÅK<' ò� 

¾TÃ’c<' STKÍ ¾TÃkuK< 

SJ” ›Kv� <̈'... õ`Æ” 

wÁ’@¨<” ŸK?L •¾Ö¾k 

Ÿð[Å Kc¨< ¾T>[v¨<' 

¾T>ÖpS¨< ’Ñ` ¾KU'... 

õ`Æ” wÁ’@¨<” ŸK?L 

KSÖ¾p uemK QK=“ dK 

õ[ÉM” uÃ”M” wK¨< 

K=ÁÑw\� ›ÃÑvU'... 

õèU °¨<k� ÁK¨<' 

ŸÉ”l`“ ¾^k' u[mp 

Mx“¨< Kc¨< ß”p 

¾J’¨<”' ¾}c¨[¨<” õ`É 

ðêV ¨Å SÓKê ÃG<” 

�”Í=' ¾c¨<” ò� ›Ã� 

ŸSõ[É ¾^k ÃG<”... 
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[Freely rendered in English the 

citations reads as follows: that 

the [judges] may deliver just 

judgment, they shall not yield 

to either part at the time of 

judgment [nor shall] they 

accept bribes. . . .they shall 

not make distinction between 

person and person. . . .they 

shall not make judgment or 

make decisions dependent on 

the [opinions of others], for it 

will be of no benefit to people. 

. . .[and people] should not 

persist in emploring them to 

judge in their favor. . . . they 

must have intelligence with its 

knowledge. . . .gifted enough 

to discern the questions 

intelligently, far from 

blindness. . . .subtle enough to 

solve difficult and obscure 

cases. . .] Article 43. 

 

Whatever our social background, I 

do not think that this Article of the 

Fitiha Nagast is such as it would 

invite controversy. Our understanding 

of the justice system should base 

itself on our perception of the 

inviolability of humanity‟s freedom. 

In any system, if the mode of 

governance fails to see to it that 

justice has been properly 

administered, it is an indication that 

the system is inherently flawed. 

What people seek from their 

governments is the assurance, on 

the part of the latter, that justice 

prevails. It is only when this has 

been assured that farmers, workers, 

merchants, and even mendicants go 

about their respective business of 

making their living.  

 

When the justice system is 

righteous, both the individual and 

collective rights of citizens will be 

accorded due protection; economic 

and social development will be 

facilitated; national solidarity will 

be strengthened; and both national 

and international investors will 

engage in development 

enthusiastically. But the task of 

making sure that justice prevails is 

difficult. It requires the 

development of national and 

popular outlook that goes beyond 

individual motives and beliefs and 

the narrow interests of groups or 

organizations. It is one thing to 

promulgate laws embellished with 

beautiful and alluring words. But it 

is altogether another thing to 

implement those laws in concrete 

terms. Much has been said by 

governments even in our own time 

about making justice prevail. When 

it comes to implementing laws, 

however, it does not appear that we 

have ever been blessed. 

 

The strengthening of the justice 

system imposes conditions on the 

powers of executive bodies. The 

justice may set free those detained 

by Government law enforcement 

organs, rescind indictments brought 

against citizens, render decisions 

against the government, and 

reprimand the wayward. Such 

moves are desirable and healthy in a 

democratic order. For the 

cumulative effect of the process 

also makes of governments 

beneficiaries in such orders. That is 

why it behooves us to be farsighted 

and try to look beyond the 

immediate when we think of justice. 

 

Because going into the details of the 

nature of the Country‟s judicial 

system since the advent of modern 

government following the Italian 

invasion of the Country would 

require much time and great effort, I 

shall limit myself to touching upon 

the issue by way of a cursory glance 

and try to demonstrate what the 

justice system under the present 

political system looks like since its 

establishment in 1991. 

 

The issuance of two Constitutions 

under the rule of Emperor Haile 

Selassie I, the establishment 

throughout the country of regular 

courts of law operating at different 

levels in accordance with laws 

promulgated on the basis of those 

Constitutions, the promulgation of 

numerous codes of laws in 

accordance with a program of 

modernizing the Country‟s legal 

system, the steps taken to train legal 

professionals both domestically and 

abroad, whose number cannot be 

underestimated, and the 

establishment of the Law School as 

part of Addis Ababa University 

have all contributed greatly to the 

development of the Country‟s legal 

system. The level of development of 

the judicial system that prevailed in 

the mid-1960s [E.C.] cannot be 

underestimated, given the nature of 

a system that started out from nil 

and proceeded with perseverance in 

the face of strong opposition 

coming from different directions, 

but particularly from the different 

provincial governors and members 

of the nobility, and attempting to 

reverse what had been thus far 

achieved. 

 

However, the development of the 

judicial system could not proceed as 

desired and remained as it had been 

for seventeen years under the 

military regime that took over in 

1974.  Although there had been 

some, including legal professionals, 

who argued that the Dergue regime 

had laws matching those in a 

Constitution, the regime, however, 

had abrogated the then current 

Constitution and ruled the country 

in its own arbitrary way. Yet, 

because the Dergue had not seen the 

judicial system then as a source of 

worry, the system had shown, in a 

limited way, some development. As 

a result of the increasing number of 

graduates from the Law School of 
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Addis Ababa University as well as 

the number of professionals trained 

in Eastern Europe at the time, courts 

of law had managed to build up 

their manpower capacity. 

 

In the last four years of the Dergue 

regime provisions relating to the 

judicial system had been included in 

the Constitution, and the Country‟s 

Supreme Court had found itself in a 

much better position than ever 

before. 

 

When it comes to the present legal 

system, the first law issued 

concerning the administration of 

justice was Proclamation 

No.24/1992, which proclaimed the 

independence of the judiciary from 

any kind of interference. It is, 

however, true that Regional 

Governments have been granted the 

right to establish their own courts of 

law on the basis of Proclamation 

No.7/1992, the same Proclamation 

that formed the basis for the 

establishment of the various 

Regional States. The substance of 

Proclamation No. 24/1992 is similar 

to those laws pertaining to the legal 

system that had been promulgated 

under the regimes of the Emperor 

and the Dergue, respectively. The 

fundamental difference the 

Proclamation has with the previous 

ones lies in the fact that it clearly 

spells out the ineligibility of 

members of the Workers Party of 

Ethiopia (WPE) and those of the 

security forces and senior military 

or police officers to hold positions 

in the Judiciary. Although the issue 

of the fairness of this criterion still 

remains controversial until this day, 

those judges to whom the criterion 

did not apply had all been relieved 

of their responsibilities against their 

wishes. Since then different laws 

pertaining to the organizational 

structure of courts and the powers 

of judges have been issued. 

Article 79(3) of the Federal 

Constitution stipulates that judges 

shall exercise their functions in full 

independence and shall be directed 

solely by the law. In the Preamble 

of Proclamation No. 24/1996, which 

is one of the laws promulgated on 

the issue, we read the following:  

 

. . . one, and the major, of the 

fundamental factors that help 

realize the constitutionally 

guaranteed independence of 

the judiciary is to have 

judicial administration 

directed in a way free from 

the influence of Government 

organs or officialdom. 

 

The laws promulgated under the 

previous regimes regarding this 

issue declare this as their aim. Even 

the infamous Proclamation No. 

7/1975 to Provide for the 

Establishment of a Military Court 

states under Article 12: “Judges 

shall perform their functions in full 

independence; they shall be guided 

by no other authority than that of 

the law.” But when it comes to the 

reality on the ground, those of us 

familiar with the situation know it 

for what it actually was. 

Consequently, if the present laws 

reiterate this promise and 

Government cadres try to plead 

with us to please take them upon 

their words; we still need to see 

more in action before we are ready 

to echo their vows in toto.  

 

The judiciary is in the main 

organized in the form of Federal 

and Regional court structures. Of 

late, special courts handling cases 

pertaining to municipal 

administration and urban land 

ownership and administration are 

being established in the major cities. 

And down the line in the 

administrative hierarchy, there are 

social courts operating with limited 

judicial powers. All of these, 

regardless of the administrative 

levels in question, have constraints 

related to manpower, facilities, 

court rooms, and budget. They also 

suffer from several structural 

problems in terms of their internal 

functioning. Cases lie around for 

years before they are given final 

decision. Although this has been the 

case in the past as well, it 

nevertheless appears to have 

deteriorated from time to time. 

There were even moments when 

being a defendant rather than a 

plaintiff in a suit was much more 

preferred. Even ministrels have 

composed some couplets about this 

issue, but decorum requires that I 

leave them unexpressed. 

 

The other issue has to do with 

manpower. The building of a 

judicial system is also a question of 

institution building. The judicial 

system is one of those institutions 

that have been left incapacitated by 

the repeatedly changing climate of 

the country‟s political system. It 

takes a long process to build such 

an institution at a national level. 

Such an institution is built as an 

institution when one system chips in 

its share on what its predecessor has 

already put in place and when one 

advances the initiatives taken by 

another by two or three leagues. In 

this manner judicial culture keeps 

getting enriched. Those judicial 

systems that have today attained the 

highest possible level of 

development managed to develop 

and enrich their jurisprudence and 

helped us draw lessons from their 

experiences through a relay process 

by which succeeding systems built 

upon what the preceding systems 

had put in place to begin with. But 

what about us? When are we going 

to extricate ourselves from the habit 

of setting up house anew every time 

things change? Without going back 
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too far into the Country‟s history, 

one need only recall the massive 

rearrangement of musical chairs that 

took place in 1991, 1993 and 1995 

under the present system. How 

many were the judges appointed by 

the present system itself during the 

Transitional Period that were 

unceremoniously relieved of their 

responsibilities through mere 

administrative edict, and I mean 

leaving aside those removed 

because of their Dergue-WPE-

connection? In other countries, 

when young people graduate from 

law schools/institutions, they are 

required to work in the private and 

other sectors for long years before 

they assume positions in the 

judiciary in one status or another. 

Here, things are the exact reverse. 

Young legal professionals go into 

the judiciary just to accumulate 

some experience rather than 

continue as part of the system. They 

usually abandon the system after 

working for only two to three years. 

Then new ones come, only to end 

up doing the same. And the cycle 

continues. I do not think we would 

get anywhere in this manner. 

 

As the experiences of many 

countries show, the strength of the 

judiciary comes from within the 

system itself. Sometimes this 

requires sacrifice. In order for this 

to happen the one criterion for 

assigning people to positions in the 

system should be capability and 

capability alone. And such 

capability as required by the system 

should especially include 

professional ethics, experience and 

ability. When we reach a moment 

when people ascend the seat of 

justice only to justify governments, 

things will begin to turn into „a 

house of cards‟. 

IV.   HOW  SHOULD  WE 

FOS TE R OUR  

JUDICIAL  SYSTEM 

 

We need to nurture our judicial 

system in order to ensure the Rule 

of Law. Rule of Law for its part is 

an essential instrument for ensuring 

respect of human rights and 

bringing about social development. 

As the famed 17th century 

economist, Adam Smith put it, in 

order for a country to develop, what 

people expect of a government is 

the ensuring of the ascendancy of a 

just system. He put is thus:  

 

A tolerable administration of 

justice, along with peace and low 

taxes, is all that is necessary to 

carry a state to the highest degree 

of opulence. 

 

Our own contemporary economists, 

too, agree that an efficient and 

independent judicial system plays 

an important role in facilitating 

economic development. Conversely, 

there are studies that have 

confirmed that weaknesses in the 

judicial system entail serious 

damages to development. To cite an 

example, in 1997, World Bank 

experts had conducted a study on 

3600 business enterprises in 69 

countries, in which they reported 

that 70% of those who responded to 

questionnaires had stated that the 

main constraint their businesses 

faced was a result of the flaw within 

their respective judicial systems. 

 

Where there is an efficient judicial 

system, the right to property 

guaranteed by law will be protected; 

contracts will be properly executed; 

long-term agreements will be signed 

for the undertaking of huge 

construction projects that will 

contribute highly to economic 

growth and development; 

bureaucratic bottlenecks and 

performance constraints will 

diminish highly. Transforming the 

judicial profession into a career, 

ensuring the job security of judges, 

issuing professional codes of ethics, 

laying down guidelines for 

promotion based on the efficacy of 

one‟s performance, conducting 

successive and timely training 

programs, laying down an efficient 

support service structure, helping 

the judiciary‟s organizational 

capacity by providing the necessary 

resources will all bring about good 

results. In this regard, the recent 

measures being taken on the part of 

the Federal court system with the 

help of funds obtained from donor 

institutions is one encouraging sign. 

There are also indications that some 

Regions are emulating this project. 

With regard to easing the workload 

of judges and focusing on important 

issues, resorting to such alternatives 

of conflict resolution as arbitration 

will be of great benefit both to the 

judicial system and the society as a 

whole. Another alternative is to 

seek resolution to issues that do not 

require legal action or litigation 

through administrative institutions 

or private agencies so permitted by 

law.  Probation of wills, declaration 

of inheritance titles, petitions for 

name changes may be cited as 

examples here. 

 

V.  T E N D E N C I E S  

UNDERMINING 

JUDICIAL BUSINESS 

 

Let me raise, by way of providing 

examples, some issues related to 

this problem. Article 79(1) of the 

Federal Constitution has stipulated 

that judicial powers are vested in 

the courts, both at the Federal and 

State levels. Further, Article 78(4) 

stipulates: 
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Special or ad hoc courts which 

take judicial powers away from 

the regular courts or 

institutions legally empowered 

to exercise judicial functions 

and which do not follow legally 

prescribed procedures shall not 

be established.  

 

I do not think, however, that these 

provisions apply only to those 

special or temporary judicial bodies 

specifically established under the 

nomenclature of “courts.” Rather, 

they also apply to those conflict 

resolution systems established 

outside of the regular courts and 

adjudicating cases without the 

consent of the people involved in 

the conflicts. 

However, some laws have been 

issued and are being implemented, 

especially recently, which 

undermine this constitutional right 

of the people to seek justice through 

the appropriate channels. I shall 

point out those I consider are the 

major ones in the following manner. 

 

5.1 Concerning the powers of 

banks with regard to 

property mortgaged or 

pledged with banks 

 

The House of Peoples‟ 

Representatives has, between 

February 1997 and 2000, issued 

four proclamations pertaining to this 

issue. The general thrust of these 

proclamations is that, when banks 

decide that the loans they granted 

have not been paid on time, they 

can sell the property pledged to 

them by mortgagors and use the 

proceeds from such a sale to pay for 

the loan without being required to 

take the case to a court of law. This 

procedure does away with the 

restrictions imposed on the 

mortgagee provided for under 

Articles 2851 and 3060 of the Civil 

Code. While these two provisions of 

the Civil Code are respectively 

concerned with mortgaging 

movable and immovable property, 

both of them stipulate, however, 

that the mortgagor and the 

mortgagee cannot enter into any 

prior agreement to the effect that the 

mortgagee can either sell or transfer 

the property mortgaged to itself in 

the event that the mortgagor could 

not pay his debt on the agreed upon 

time. This legal provision, which 

was adapted from a principle of an 

ancient Roman Law, known as 

„commissaria lex‟, stipulates as 

follows.  Article 2851(1): 

 

Any agreement even 

subsequent to furnishing of 

the pledge, authorizing the 

creditor, in the event of non-

payment on the due date, to 

take possession of the pledge 

or sell it without complying 

with the formalities required 

by the law shall have no 

effect. 

 

This law prohibits any person 

demanding a right from another 

person from playing plaintiff, judge 

and the executor all at once, simply 

because that person happens to have 

come across some windfall or 

godsend. But the four proclamations 

recently issued nullify the provision 

cited above and stipulate that the 

agreement arrived at between the 

borrower and the bank validate the 

right of the bank to sell the 

mortgaged property. Accordingly, 

then, because people who apply for 

loans from a bank cannot get any 

loan unless the stated condition has 

been met, such persons have no 

alternative but to accept the terms of 

the agreement, whether it is to their 

liking or not. It is true that there are 

some such conditions in operation 

in some developed countries. But 

their situation and ours are at 

variance with each other. In our 

case, banks, whether Government or 

private, operate in accordance with 

a loan policy centrally issued by the 

National Bank of Ethiopia, so that, 

even if lending banks may not find 

such procedure undesirable, there is 

nothing else that they can do on 

their own. In the developed 

countries, however, because there is 

an alternative whereby some banks 

accept this procedure of contractual 

foreclosure, while others can reject 

it, borrowers have alternatives. 

 

This is the first of the four 

proclamations promulgated with 

regard to this particular issue, and 

which is known as “Civil Code 

(Amendment) Proclamation No. 

65/1997.” Exactly within a year of 

the issuance of this Proclamation, 

Proclamation No. 97/1998, which 

pertains to property mortgaged or 

pledged with banks, and 

Proclamation No. 98/1998, which is 

about business mortgage, were 

issued, thereby repealing 

Proclamation No. 65/1997. These 

two Proclamations serve to further 

restrict the rights of mortgagers, 

while, conversely, extending the 

rights of banks. Accordingly, 

agreements made between banks 

and borrowers to the effect that 

banks can sell mortgaged property 

or retain it as their possession is 

valid as having legal force. This one 

comes from the first Proclamation. 

There is yet another amazing 

provision. According to these 

Proclamations, whether or not the 

said type of agreement exists or not, 

banks can, on serving a 30-day 

advance notice to debtors, sell by 

auction any mortgaged moveable or 

immovable property and transfer the 

title deed to the buyer or, in the 

event that there comes no buyer, 

retain the mortgaged property as 

provided for under the terms of the 

agreement and transfer the title deed 

in their own name. When banks 
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take such measures, they are 

considered as legally representing 

the debtors. Not just that. Even 

cases that have been brought to a 

court of law and are under litigation 

can be suspended and property 

mortgaged with the banks sold 

under similar procedures. So has it 

been promulgated in the said 

Proclamations. 

 

Sometime later another law 

addressing other additional issues 

was promulgated. This is the 

“Proclamation to Amend Property 

Mortgaged or Pledged with Banks 

Proclamations No. 216/2000. 

”According to a provision of this 

Amendment Proclamation, the 

clause in Article 3 of Proclamation 

No. 97/1998, which reads “. . . in 

consideration of its estimated value 

as specified in the contract of the 

loan” is deleted and the phrase “. . . 

if no buyer appears at the second 

auction, to acquire the property at 

the floor price set for the first 

auction and have the ownership of 

the property transferred to it” is 

inserted after the word „buyer‟ on 

the eighth line of the Article.”  It 

must be realized that there could be 

a huge difference between the two 

clauses. Because the bank happens 

to be the plaintiff, the judge, and the 

auctioneer, all in one, it can, if it so 

wishes, sell or retain for itself the 

property mortgaged or pledged to it 

by the borrower at the time of 

concluding the loan for less than the 

estimated value of the property, no 

questions asked. Needless to say, 

this constitutes a serious harm to the 

rights of the borrower.  

 

The reason given in the preambles 

of the Proclamations as having 

necessitated their promulgation is 

that “the time it takes to secure the 

decision of a court allowing the sale 

of both immovable and movable 

property pledged with banks as 

mortgage is very long” and, hence, 

the need to resort to this alternative. 

It is, above all, the responsibility of 

any government to lay down an 

efficient judicial system. And I do 

not think the promulgation of such 

laws by the Government on account 

of its inability to do so is the 

desirable way of doing things.  

 

5.2 Proclamations pertaining 

to the Ethics and Anti-

Corruption Commission 

 

In this respect, three Proclamations 

were issued towards the end of 

2001, in which have been 

incorporated provisions that put into 

question some fundamental 

Constitutional rights. These are: 

Proclamation No. 235/2001, which 

provides for the establishment of 

the Federal Ethics and Anti-

Corruption Commission; 

Proclamation No. 236/2002, which 

provides for Special Procedure and 

Rules of Evidence on Anti-

Corruption; and Proclamation No. 

239/2001, issued to amend the Anti-

Corruption Special Procedure and 

Rules of Evidence Proclamation.  

According to these Proclamations, 

the Commission has been vested 

with the powers of the Police and 

the Prosecutor with regard to 

matters of corruption. On the basis 

of these Proclamations, the 

Commission has the power to 

conduct investigations, to search 

residences and other places, to seize 

property, incarcerate suspects, call 

on and hear testimonies of 

witnesses, ask for 

information/evidence from any 

person, and release people on bail. 

This is not much to wonder about, 

for it constitutes the conventional 

investigative process. 

 

It is the provisions pertaining to 

those powers of the Commission 

beyond the ones indicated that tend 

to be of interest here. According to 

those provisions, the Commissioner 

or the person delegated by the 

Commissioner has the power to: 

 

1. investigate the bank accounts 

of any person suspected of 

having obtained the money 

through corruption and have 

the same attached by an order 

of a court; 

2. to register and maintain records 

of properties and monies of 

public servants and others that 

it deems necessary to be looked 

into; 

3. to ask a court of law to issue 

the relevant orders to have any 

[prospective?] defendant 

provide to the Commission all 

required evidence and to 

determine the manner and the 

time limit for providing the 

required evidence. 

 

All these things are to be carried out 

before the person suspected of 

corruption is indicted and has the 

chance to respond to any allegation. 

Such procedure goes against the 

principle that no person shall be 

deprived of his/her rights and 

property without due process of 

law.  Although the constitutional 

principle known as “due process of 

law” has not been clearly articulated 

in the Federal Constitution, the 

other provisions pertaining to rights 

to property and individual freedom 

[tacitly] recognize this principle. 

Accordingly, the constitutionality of 

the anti-corruption law itself is 

questionable. Taking inventory of a 

person‟s property violates the 

following provision of the Federal 

Constitution, which states: 

 

Everyone has the right to 

privacy. This right shall 

include the right not to be 

subjected to searches of his 

home, person or property, or 

the seizure of any property 

under his personal possession. 

 

The provision forcing an accused 

person to provide evidence against 
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himself contradicts the 

constitutional principle of the “right 

against self-incrimination.” Article 

19(5) of the Federal Constitution, 

which pertains to this issue 

stipulates the following: 

 

Persons arrested shall not be 

compelled to make confessions 

or admissions which could be 

used in evidence against them. 

Any evidence obtained under 

coercion shall not be 

admissible. 

 

We find this fundamental principle 

articulated under Article 14(3) (g) 

of the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights, which 

Ethiopia has ratified and 

incorporated as part of its own laws. 

 

The other critical problem regarding 

the production of evidence concerns 

the provisions of Proclamation No. 

236/2001, providing for special 

procedures and rules of evidence on 

anti-corruption. According to these 

provisions: 

 

The other critical problem regarding 

the production of evidence concerns 

the provisions of Proclamation No. 

236/2001, providing for special 

procedures and rules of evidence on 

anti-corruption. According to these 

provisions: 

1. If a person accused [of 

corruption] is in a government or 

public service and the Anti-

Corruption Prosecutor can show 

that the defendant has lived, or 

has accumulated wealth beyond 

his legal means of income, the 

burden of proof shifts from the 

persecutor to the  accused. 

2. Even if the wealth so 

accumulated by the accused has 

been transferred to a third party, 

it shall be deemed to have been 

owned or possessed by the 

accused. 

3. If the accused prefers to remain 

silent after the prosecution has 

made its case, the court is 

required to consider the silence, 

or refusal to respond as 

admission. 

4. The court may order the 

interception of correspondence 

by telephone, telecommunications 

and electronic devices as well as 

by postal letters. 

 

It is an established principle of 

evidence, especially in criminal 

cases, that the standard and burden 

of proof expected of the prosecution 

is much stronger than those 

expected of the accused. The 

Prosecutor must be able to prove the 

guilt of the accused beyond any 

shadow of doubt. If the Prosecutor 

fails in this endeavor, he will be 

forced to drop the case and the 

accused shall be set free. Let alone 

in the absence of evidence, even if 

there were any evidence against the 

accused and yet the substance of the 

evidence is found to be in doubt, the 

accused benefits from any such 

doubt. This is a principle set down 

for the protection of the rights of 

citizens, taking into consideration 

the balance of power between the 

monolithic governmental body and 

the individual as well as the 

constitutional right of any person to 

be presumed innocent until proven 

guilty and other similar issues. To 

force a person to admit that he/she 

is living or has obtained property 

beyond what his/her income permits 

and, accordingly asking the accused 

himself/herself to provide proof that 

this is so because the Prosecutor 

can‟t prove his allegation is nothing 

other than asking the person to 

prove his/her innocence. Such 

procedure is a challenge to Article 

20(3) of the Federal Constitution, 

which stipulates that accused 

persons have the right to be 

presumed innocent until proved 

guilty according to law. We find 

similar principles articulated under 

Article 11(1) of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights and 

Article 14(2) of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights. 

 

The provision stating that the 

property of a person accused of 

corruption that has been  transferred 

to a third party prior to the arrest of 

the accused shall be considered 

his/her own exposes the 

fundamental right of people to own 

property and the society‟s guarantee 

to freedom of transaction. Any 

person who legally and in good 

faith acquires and owns the property 

of another person through purchase 

or by any other means of exchange 

has full right to that property. This 

principle is a fundamental property 

right that has been in existence and 

has gained acceptance for centuries 

in the past. This right has been 

clearly articulated in the Country‟s 

Civil Code. If this new law goes 

into force, it means that, before we 

take into possession any property 

through gift, exchange, or sale or 

receive money from another person, 

we have to first make sure that the 

person transferring the property is 

free from corruption. My dear 

kinsfolk! Do you really believe this 

is the right path to follow? Would 

we ever be able to find any 

computable criterion by which to 

determine that a person is living 

beyond his/her means? Would that 

person be so considered merely for 

drinking whiskey everyday? For 

consuming choma (fatty raw meat)? 

For entertaining friends/relatives at 

his/her home? For living in a 

beautiful house? For owning a four-

wheel drive? 

 

As for the provision allowing for 

tapping the telephone and 

intercepting the electronic and 
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postal correspondences of the 

accused, all I can do is to let you 

compare this provision with the 

contents of Article 26(2) of the 

Constitution and make your own 

judgment. Sub-Article (2) of Article 

26 reads: 

 

Everyone has the right to the 

inviolability of his notes and 

correspondence, including 

postal letters, and 

communications made by 

means of telephone, 

telecommunications and 

electronic devices. 

 

There has also been promulgated 

another Anti-Corruption 

Proclamation that completely 

annuls the right to bail. The 

previous Proclamation providing for 

special procedure and rules of 

evidence on anti-corruption had 

nothing to say about bail. Those of 

us who have been following the 

controversy at the time of the 

issuing of the Proclamation know 

how some persons accused of 

corruption used that loophole to 

post bail and get out of prison. 

However, before the law had gone 

into force even for months, it was 

said that the Proclamation was 

amended, with the additional 

provision that “a person arrested on 

suspicion of corruption shall have 

no right to bail.” This provision 

abrogates the provision under 

Article 19(6) of the Federal 

Constitution, which stipulates: 

“Persons arrested have the right to 

be released on bail,” though this 

provision itself has its own 

conditions. 

 

5.3 The New Income Tax 

Proclamation 

 

Without prejudice to the issues of 

crimes committed in relation to tax 

obligations, tax obligation is 

nothing more than an obligation 

under the civil law to be fulfilled by 

attaching and selling or transferring 

to a third party by other means the 

property of the tax payer. 

Accordingly, a person who has 

failed in his obligation to pay tax 

shall be obligated to do so in 

accordance with the relevant 

provision of the Civil Procedure 

Code. The Income Tax 

Proclamation that had been in place 

from 1961 until the issuance of the 

new Income Tax Proclamation in 

2002 followed this procedure. The 

new Law has changed this 

procedure and transferred the power 

of determining income tax and the 

manner of implementing the 

decision to the Tax Authority. 

 

It is true that, in any system of 

government, the power to determine 

the amount of tax and to ensure its 

collection is vested in the 

government‟s executive body. 

However, governments exercise 

such power by taking into 

consideration the society‟s rights 

and its capacity to pay taxes. 

Determining the amount of tax is an 

administrative decision and, as 

such, the tax payers shall pay what 

they are asked if they agree with the 

decision and register their 

grievances, according to the 

established procedures, if they don‟t 

agree with the decision. The 

procedures for registering such 

grievances have been laid down in 

both the previous and the new laws, 

with differences, however, in the 

procedures of their implementation. 

Under the previous law, when tax 

payers receive notices of payment, 

unless they register their complaints 

to the relevant authority within 

thirty days of the issuance of the 

notices, the decisions made by the 

revenue collecting authority shall be 

final and enforceable. The new law, 

too, has a similar provision. 

 

However, under the previous law, 

the tax authority implements the 

decision, just as in the case of any 

other decree holder under the civil 

law, through regular courts and on 

the basis of the provisions 

embodied in the Civil Procedure 

Code. By contrast, the present law 

does not recognize this procedure. 

So, when it comes to payment of 

taxes, the plaintiff, the judge and the 

executor of judgment is the same 

body empowered to collect taxes. 

That such a procedure narrows, in 

many respects, the scope of the 

right of the person said to be in debt 

is something well known at least to 

those of us with the experience in 

such procedures. 

 

As is well known from experience, 

there might emerge many issues 

that could benefit the alleged debtor 

at times of litigations pertaining to 

payment of taxes. For instance, if a 

government employee is asked to 

pay tax in the amount of Birr 

200,000 on account of having 

allegedly made profits by engaging 

in some business enterprise, and if 

the person so accused denies the 

allegation, the definition of the term 

“tax payer” as inscribed in the law 

does not apply to that person‟s case. 

If an execution proceeding is 

brought to court against such a 

person, it would be enough for that 

person to simply deny the allegation 

in his defense. Under the new law, 

however, if such a person wants to 

defend himself against this claim, 

he has to post half--i.e. Birr 

100,000--of what is demanded of 

him with an appellate tribunal in 

accordance with the provisions of 

107(2) of the Proclamation and start 

the long process of litigation. The 

fate of the tax payer who had not 

made any profit in the year payment 

is demanded is not any different 

from that of the person in the above 

example. Basically, if the person 
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from whom payment is demanded 

says that he has not made profit in 

the year when the demand was 

made, the definition of the term “tax 

payer” as inscribed in the law does 

not apply to that person, since it is 

only the person who made profit 

during the tax year who is liable to 

the payment of taxes. There are 

many issues in the Civil Procedure 

Code that can come to light during 

the implementation of decisions. 

What I have tried to explain so far 

should suffice, as the details are far 

too many to deal with here. 

 

5.4 T he   2 0 0 2  L e a s e  

Proclamation 

 

 What I am going to raise here about 

the Proclamation is limited to the 

powers the Law has vested in 

government administrative 

institutions with regard to 

deprivation of land holding rights. 

According to the Law, the relevant 

authority can deprive a person of 

urban landholding when the lessee 

fails to pay his due, when the 

manner of use of the land is 

changed by the unilateral decision 

of the holder of the land, or when 

the land is required for public use, 

or when the tenure of the lease 

expires or is not renewed, or when it 

is decided by the relevant 

administrative body that the land 

has been held illegally. If it has 

been determined that the holding of 

the land is illegal, the administrative 

agency can, without any additional 

condition, implement the decision 

to remove the landholder by using 

law-enforcing police institutions. In 

such a case, there appears to be no 

venue where the landholders 

argument to the contrary can be 

given a hearing.  

 

The Law has embodied some 

critical provisions concerning even 

those lands considered as lawfully 

held. The relevant authority can 

decide to clear any person from the 

land he holds. If the landholder who 

is asked to clear the land has 

complaints to register, he can only 

appeal to the same body that 

required his removal from the land. 

Even then, the substance of the 

complaint cannot dwell on the issue 

of whether or not the person should 

have cleared the land; it should 

rather be limited to the question of 

demanding compensation or to the 

inadequacy of the compensation so 

paid. If the appellant still is not 

satisfied with the decision, he can, 

within thirty days of the delivery of 

the decision, appeal to the Urban 

Land Clearance Appeals 

Commission or, depending on 

particular situations, to bodies 

established for the purpose within 

the jurisdiction of City or Regional 

governments. Appeals may be made 

against the decisions of these organs 

either to the appellate division of 

the respective Municipal Court or 

the High Court, the rulings of which 

shall be final. The main thing, 

however, is that even such courts 

are denied the right to look into the 

propriety of the decisions made 

against the person to clear the land 

he holds. The courts only looks into 

questions of whether or not the 

person cleared from the land should 

be paid compensation, and if 

decided that he should be paid, 

whether or not the compensation so 

paid is adequate. Such procedure 

puts into question the relevance of 

the provisions related to 

landholding security that have been 

stipulated in the Constitution and 

the Lease Proclamation themselves. 

The question, then, is: Is this how 

we are going to attract investment? 

 

5.5 The Recent Proclamation 

to Combat [Notorious] 

Vagrancy 

 

 I have nothing to say in any detail 

about this issue, since the 

Proclamation has not yet been 

published in the Negarit Gazeta. 

However, whoever has heard the 

reports broadcast by the media and 

the Government as well, would not 

find it difficult to gather that there 

are many issues that can be debated, 

at least from the point of view of 

legality. One such issue is the denial 

of the right to bail under this 

Proclamation. The other is the 

extensiveness of the powers given 

to the Police. 

 

5.6 Are there special spectacles 

to enable us to discern the 

legality of our laws? 

 

I do not think it is open to argument 

that the different laws that we 

looked into so far provide good 

examples of laws that tend to 

undermine the judicial powers of 

the Country‟s courts. And all this is 

happening under the same system, 

with regard to which we have been 

told from its early days that it has 

ushered “the Golden Age of 

Justice.” It has been clearly 

stipulated that the Constitution is 

the Supreme Law of the Land, and 

that, “any law, customary practice 

or a decision of an organ of state or 

a public official which contravenes” 

the Constitution “shall have no 

effect.” Although there are several 

other laws whose validity can be 

tested against this criterion, I do not 

reckon there would be anyone who 

would bet with me that the laws that 

we have looked into above have no 

problems at all.   

 

The question that should follow is: 

what platform is available to us for 

testing these laws? Different legal 

systems have their own respective 

ways of resolving such problems as 

the said laws entail. Some systems 

consider such issues through a 

method known as “Judicial 
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Review.” Through such methods, a 

given country‟s supreme court shall 

either amend or render null and void 

the laws promulgated by the 

legislative body or the decisions 

made by the executive body. In this 

manner the supreme court develops 

and strengthens the country‟s 

constitutional laws and, sometimes, 

benefits others. This procedure puts 

into practice Baron de 

Montesquieu‟s principle about 

power-sharing among government 

branches and the accompanying 

checking mechanisms, which states 

that government power should be 

distributed with the appropriate 

balance among the legislative, 

executive and judiciary branches of 

the government, and doing so will 

obtain in guaranteeing the 

fundamental freedoms of the 

country‟s citizens. The Supreme 

Court of the United States of 

America is one such court to be 

cited as a good example. 

 

Other countries review such cases 

in Constitutional Courts specially 

established independently of other 

courts. While such courts are staffed 

with judges knowledgeable in 

Constitutional matters and with 

many years of experience behind 

them, they may carry out their 

functions in one tribunal or different 

tribunals called into session at 

different levels. French and German 

Constitutional Courts, in Europe, 

and the South African 

Constitutional Court, in Africa, fall 

under this category. A third group 

of countries have such cases 

reviewed by courts specially 

assigned for this purpose. 

 

Coming to our own situation at 

home, the power to review 

constitutional matters lies with the 

House of Federation, not with the 

Courts. Such cases are presented to 

the House of Federation through the 

Council of Constitutional Inquiry 

consisting of 11 members, including 

the President and Vice-President of 

the Federal Supreme Court, six 

legal experts, appointed by the 

Government, three persons 

designated by the House of the 

Federation among its members. The 

members of the Council execute 

their responsibilities in addition to 

the other responsibilities they 

already carry. Even then, when the 

Council finds that any issue or 

complaint involves constitutional 

dispute, or finds that it needs 

constitutional interpretation, it has 

the responsibility of presenting the 

case to the House of the Federation 

for final decision.  

 

With regard to this particular issue, 

except for the fact that the House of 

the Federation has taken decisions 

on the issues of identity of some 

social groups, I have no evidence, 

for my part, of any question 

presented to it regarding the 

verification of the legality of laws. 

But the question still remains: Is it 

proper that this body see or review 

such cases? Would it really ensure 

constitutionality if did so, etc.? I, 

for my part at least think the issue is 

something that needs deliberation 

by all of us citizens that consider 

the concerns of this Country as our 

concerns as well.  

 

VI.   F E D E R A L  

ADMINISTRATIVE 

STRUCTURE 

 

One fundamental reason why a 

Federal system of governance is 

needed is to keep under one 

political community different 

peoples with common historical, 

economic and cultural links, while 

at the same time recognizing their 

differences. Although the peoples 

have their own identities that make 

them different from each other, they 

opt to form one economic and 

political community, rather than go 

their separate ways, with the belief 

and conviction that, by creating a 

strong central government, their 

rights and interests would be 

protected, on the one hand, while, 

on the other, the distinct differences 

that make up their identities and 

serve their particular interests would 

be respected and, accordingly, reach 

mutual consensus to establish a 

federal system of governance 

serving their common interests.  

 

The peoples‟ ethnic identity, their 

languages, their economic ties, their 

cultural and psychological unity, 

similarity of their religions, their 

common defense and security 

interests, etc. all can serve as a basis 

for the establishment of a federal 

form of administration. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to 

categorically assert that a federal 

form of administration is the only 

solution to harmonize and 

accommodate all peoples‟ 

differences and govern them as one 

polity. The issue involved differs 

according to the particular historical 

and concrete situations in which the 

different peoples find themselves. 

While the Germans, who more or 

less have one racial and 

psychological identity with a 

common language are governed by 

a federal system of government, in 

South Africa, however, where there 

are many differences between the 

Blacks and the Whites, as also 

among the Blacks themselves and 

within the White communities, too, 

it is a unitary form of government, 

not a federal system, that the people 

opted for. 

 

When it comes to the situation in 

our Country, although I am among 

those who find a federal system 

preferable, I am not so dogmatic as 
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to say that it is the only alternative 

available to us. Maybe, I have not 

had the opportunity to look into the 

matter closely, but it is possible that 

there are other alternatives. If one 

should insist that the federal 

alternative is better, I am not of the 

belief that such a system should 

base itself on the peoples‟ 

languages and ethnic identity alone. 

The Government itself, it appears to 

me, has recognized this from the 

early days of its establishment. One 

could cite the political 

circumstances under which the 

Southern Nations, Nationalities and 

Peoples‟ Regional State came into 

being as one example. This could be 

one way to go about it, but, again, it 

is not the sole alternative available 

to us. I wouldn‟t be too far removed 

from the truth if I were to venture 

the idea that, although the Oromo of 

Selale speak the same Language as 

the Oromo of Borana, there are 

many things that tie the Selale 

Oromo to the Amhara living in 

Merhabete or the areas adjacent to 

Goha Tsion in terms of 

geographical location, culture, 

religion and economy. I similarly 

believe there are several factors that 

link the Tigreans of Shire with the 

Gonderes living across the Takaze 

River. So, when one thinks of a 

federal form of government, one 

should also take into consideration 

administrative conveniences and 

economic ties. What does it benefit 

the Amhara of Shenkora or Minjar, 

who live only a stone‟s throw from 

Adama (Nazereth) to traverse a 

distance of over six-hundred 

kilometers to go to Bahir Dar? 

 

While, on the other hand, there are 

several other issues that could serve 

as a basis for the establishment of a 

federal structure of governance, 

because it is a system that attempts 

to accommodate differences within 

the framework of a common 

economic and political community, 

the important thing is that the 

system bases itself on the common 

will of the different peoples. This 

common will of the peoples is 

expressed or manifested through: a 

Constitution that has the consent 

and endorsement of the peoples; an 

independent judicial system that 

serves one and all with equality; a 

decentralized administrative 

structure;  rights to full regional 

administrative autonomy; a system 

of governance in which rights to a 

people‟s identity and culture are 

guaranteed respect; an economic 

system that is based on the equitable 

distribution of wealth; and, finally, 

a system of centralized governance 

that ensures the balanced 

participation of all the peoples. 

 

Thus, how does one view Ethiopia‟s 

present federal system of 

governance? Article 1 of the 

Constitution clearly stipulates that 

the Country‟s State structure is 

Federal and Democratic. According 

to Article 47 of the same 

Constitution, it is nine Regional 

States that constitute the Federation. 

These Regional States were legally 

established in the aftermath of the 

fall of the Dergue‟s regime and the 

subsequent establishment of the 

Transitional Government of 

Ethiopia, in accordance with 

Proclamation No. 7/1992, which 

provides for the establishment of 

National/Regional Self-

Governments. One can say that this 

Proclamation was the Law forming 

the basis of the establishment of the 

Country‟s present Federalist 

Government structure. Prior to that, 

the Country‟s structural 

organization was unitary. This had 

been clearly stipulated in the 1955 

Constitution under the Government 

of Emperor Haile Selassie I and the 

1987 Constitution on the basis of 

which the then Military 

Government proclaimed itself a 

People‟s Democratic Government. 

When we look at the manner of 

establishment of the member 

Regional States during the 

Transitional Government, we see 

that they were not a creation of a 

long process of political evolution 

but a result of a declaration into 

being by the Transitional 

Government itself. Even at that 

moment, too, it has been clearly 

pointed out in the Proclamation that 

the Regional States were, in every 

respect, subordinate to the 

Transitional Government. 

 

But to one who has followed up the 

process of this formation, the 

implementation of the Law had not 

followed the spirit of the 

Proclamation even until termination 

of the Transitional Government. 

Just about a year after the issuance 

of the Proclamation, the mass media 

informed us that politicians from 

forty-five Nations, Nationalities and 

Peoples had come together and 

agreed to form the present Southern 

Regional State. 

 

From the perspective of the 

formation of federalism, experience 

has shown us that a federal form of 

governance can come about in 

either of two ways. The first is that 

whereby political units that were 

previously separate and self 

contained create a common political 

community while still maintaining 

their differences. The second way is 

that whereby communities that were 

previously under one unitary State 

create a federal arrangement out of 

a once-centralized State structure. 

The first is known as „Integrative‟, 

while the second as 

„Devolutionary‟. Since, as we have 

seen above, the Ethiopian 

Federalism moved along the line of 

devolving centralized power down 

to the Regional level, it falls under 
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the second model. And when it 

comes to the sharing or distribution 

of power, we see that the 

Constitution enumerates the powers 

and functions of the Federal 

Government and relinquishes all 

residual powers to the Regional 

States. When we look at the 

provisions of the Constitution 

pertaining to this issue, we see that 

there are many questions that invite 

debate. Because of time constraint, I 

shall skip the details and focus on 

the issues pertaining to the 

implementation of the principles of 

federalism.  

 

Federalism proceeds according to 

the principle of the distribution of 

sovereign power between the 

Central Government and those of 

the Regions and keeping the two in 

balance, at least in principle. Is the 

picture that we see today, however, 

a confirmation of this principle? It 

is debatable. It is my conviction that 

Federalism and partisan (party) 

politics do not go together. If 

partisan politics infringes upon 

Federalism the latter will become 

tainted. Even when we limit 

ourselves to looking at the situation 

following the 2000 elections, of 

those Regional State Presidents who 

were said to have come to power 

through election, those of Tigray, 

Oromiya, Somali, Southern 

Peoples‟, Gambella and Addis 

Ababa are not in that position at 

present. But why? Should we 

simply accept as true what we have 

been told? Are the paths taken by 

the Federal and Regional 

Governments really a bed of roses? 

Would it be that much of a mystery 

to us what the Government Cadres 

behind the key positions are really 

up to? How much does what is 

conven t ional ly cal led  

“organizational regulations” have to 

give those individuals by way of 

latitude? Are all the clashes we 

witness in the different Regions  

outcomes of the machinations of 

anti-peace groups or the Sh’abiya? 

We don‟t need to go too far, but 

look at the bloody clashes that we 

have been told took place only 

recently in Sidama, Bench-Maji, 

Wollega, Gambella, etc. and see it 

they do not make us sick to our 

stomachs. Are all Regions treading 

the tracks of development equally in 

an equitable manner? Let alone we 

Ethiopians resenting each other, no 

one people can begrudge another 

people for what it has. To speak out 

for equity in development and 

economic growth is not jealousy. 

 

Consequently, just as Federalism 

can be a cure for many problems, to 

the same extent can it also be one‟s 

death if not applied properly. Let us 

look at what happened to Marshall 

Tito‟s Yugoslavia. We are seeing 

some indications here at home, too. 

Care must be taken from the outset, 

lest the prophetic warning of the 

mad woman about “houses going 

down in blazes unless. . .” become a 

reality. And this, if our Ethiopia 

must take the path of development 

that we have envisioned for her in 

the Year 2020 E.C.! 

 

VII.  LAND TENURE AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

I hope I would not be boring you if 

I prefaced this section, too, with a 

citation from John Locke. Here 

goes: 

God and his reason 

commanded man to subdue 

the earth, i.e. improve it for 

the benefit of life, and therein 

lay out something that was his 

own, his labour. He that, in 

obedience to this command of 

God, subdued, tilled and 

sowed any part of it, thereby 

annexed to it something upon 

it that was his property, which 

another had not title, nor 

could without injury take 

from him. 

(Second Treatise on Civil 

Government) 

 

Issues of land and humanity‟s 

existence are very much linked to 

one another. Every human effort 

and vision emanates from the right 

humanity has and believes it must 

have over land. It is this right to and 

close link with land that forms the 

basis of national identity, the 

powers of government and for the 

overall social development of 

humanity as a whole. To the 

ordinary people land is a matter of 

survival and the issue, therefore, is 

close to their hearts. And to 

governments, land forms the basis 

of their powers, and so, they see it 

with a special regard. 

 

When we take this fact as a 

launching ground, since this 

constitutes the germination of the 

poetry of our visions, whatever it is 

that we say about the land question 

now, it is with the belief or vision 

that the Ethiopian peasantry would, 

if only partially, cover some 

distance in its journey to transform 

itself into a sector of modern 

farmers that I would like to say a 

few things on this particular score. 

Whether we call the 

users/beneficiaries of the land 

„peasants‟ or „sons of the soil‟, 

„farmer‟ or „pastoralist‟, our land 

policy and laws can only change  

the livelihood of the rural 

populations when the economy 

follows paths that would lead to the 

modernization of farming and 

livestock production. The Ethiopian 

Constitution now tells us that land is 

the common property of the 

Nations, Nationalities and Peoples 

of Ethiopia and shall not be subject 

to sale or other means of exchange. 
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And the Regional State 

Constitutions, for their part, tell us, 

somewhat tangentially, that land is 

the common property of the peoples 

of the Regions and shall not be 

subject to sale or any other form of 

exchange. It is a matter of historical 

record that land ceased to be 

anyone‟s private property under the 

Dergue‟s Land Tenure 

Proclamation, which it considered 

its own version of “Noah‟s Dove.” 

Well, as we have heard it said that 

one thing leads to another, I took a 

trip on memory lane to one of the 

Dergue‟s numerous proclamations 

and recalled the one about this 

“Dove” as it was read by that 

articulate announcer and revisited 

the March 4, 1975 issue of Addis 

Zemen. I found the very 

announcement about the “Dove.” 

The title of the announcement was 

“The End of the Tears of 

Suffering,” and the particular words 

I remember read as follows: 

 

The [Land] Proclamation is 

Noah’s Dove sent to the 

Broad Masses of the People 

from the Provisional Military 

Government to declare the 

dawning of the Day, the 

Elimination of Darkness, the 

Restoration of Land to the 

Tiller, the Annulment of 

Tenancy, the Establishment of 

a System free from Looting 

and Plundering. 

 

The Editorial of the Newspaper, 

which is condemned to echo the 

Government‟s boast in different 

words wrote, under the title 

“Removing the Tumor,” that the 

“Curse that had made a beggar of 

Ethiopia over the years has now 

been lifted,” only to repeat for us 

the Dergue‟s „glad tidings‟. 

 

Today, too, the current Land Policy 

follows the same pattern as the 

Dergue‟s “Noah‟s Dove.” Because 

land is characterized by the 

essentially utilitarian value it has 

and also because it cannot be 

distributed to everyone in the 

desired amount, it has a market 

value attached to it. It therefore 

meets the criterion by which the 

value of property is measured. What 

renders land not subject to sale or 

exchange is not any quality that 

inheres in its nature but the 

Government. So the question to be 

addressed is: How much benefit is 

there in making land not saleable or 

exchangeable for all eternity to 

come? We need to look into this 

question time and time again. It has 

now been almost three decades 

since land has been declared 

unsaleable or nonexchangeable.  But 

has the curse of beggary that the 

then Addis Zemen declared had 

been really lifted today? The way I 

look at it the situation has only 

deteriorated. So it has now been 

quite sometime since we have 

arrived at that point when we should 

look at the problem squarely in the 

face. The belief that land should not 

be private property is only a 

political slogan not some divine, 

religious dogma descended from On 

High. 

 

When it comes to the subsequent, 

subsidiary laws, the major land use 

laws promulgated at the level of the 

Federal Government are 

Proclamation No. 89/1997, 

providing for administration of rural 

land and the Urban Land Lease 

Proclamation promulgated in 1994, 

and which was superseded by 

another Proclamation (No. 

272/2002) issued in 2002. 

According to these Proclamations, 

while urban land is under the free 

possession of peasants and 

pastoralists, land lease is a tenure 

system applying only to urban 

areas. According to the Land Use 

and Administration Proclamation, a 

person who is not a peasant or a 

pastoralist has no right to free land 

tenure. Other than this, people who 

can use rural land are only those 

natural or legal persons meeting the 

criteria of “investor,” as defined by 

the Proclamation and who, 

accordingly, rent land from 

Regional Governments for a 

specified period of time. 

 

Even when it comes to the peasants 

and the pastoralists, the 

Proclamation has not managed to 

allay their fear of tenure insecurity. 

Peasants primarily use land for 

purposes only of agriculture. And 

when farmers rent out their holdings 

to others, those renting the land 

cannot use it for purposes other than 

agricultural activities. Then, the 

Proclamation provides that farmers 

can bequeath their holdings, but 

with the restriction that only 

members of their families have the 

right to inheritance. And, even then, 

whoever is going to inherit the land 

should himself/herself be engaged 

in agricultural activities. The 

Proclamation further stipulates that 

a farmer can bequeath his/her land 

only as long as the tenure lasts, 

thereby putting into question the 

holder‟s security of tenure. 

Moreover, the only person that is 

considered a family member is he 

who lives as a dependent of the 

farmer who bequeathee.  What all 

this consequently boils down to is 

that, first of all, a peasant cannot 

bequeath his land to his offspring 

who do not happen to be engaged, 

like him, in farming. Secondly, even 

if the person to inherit the land 

happens to be a farmer, he cannot 

do so unless it is proven that he was 

a dependent of the one who 

bequeathed at the time the 

inheritance is made. Because the 

core provision of the land 

redistribution Proclamation 

empowers Regional Governments 

to redistribute or reallocate land any 

time they deem it necessary, this in 

itself contributes to the undermining 

of the tenure security of the farmers. 

Because the Proclamation has no 
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provision as to whether or not the 

peasants could secure loans from 

institutions or individuals with their 

holdings as collateral, one can say 

that there are no mechanisms laid 

down for farmers to get loans either 

individually or collectively. 

Consequently, the chances for them 

to develop their land through the 

use of modern technology products 

and inputs are slim. 

 

All in all, if the land tenure system 

continues the way it is, I think it 

will only make of the peasant a 

permanent tiller for ages to come. 

Not only this. The population of the 

Country is increasing at an alarming 

rate. The professionals and experts 

tell us that the present population 

will increase two-fold twenty-five 

years from now. Famine and 

drought has become a phenomenon 

occurring every three or four years 

now. Famine has become a problem 

to do not only with unbearable 

hunger but it is also posing a 

challenge to our national dignity. 

This is of course, unless you ask me 

what dignity a hungry person has to 

boast! Therefore, whether we like it 

or not, it is time now for us to 

explore better alternatives. In 

former times, one system compared 

itself with another system by 

boasting of its ability to have 

created conditions in which its 

citizens at least had enough to it. 

Today, however, things seem to 

have changed altogether. The nature 

of such a boast today seems to 

revolve around the “tragic lament” 

of telling us: „We are not them! We 

have informed the International 

Community about the famine in due 

time.‟ If our vision of Ethiopia in 

the Year 2020 E.C. is to be a dream 

come true, such mode of thinking 

must be changed before it is too 

late, which is now! 

 

Regarding urban land, the main 

tenure system is, as I have already 

pointed out, lease. The lesser is the 

Government, while the lessee is the 

investor. The Proclamation 

stipulates that land can be given to 

individuals, outside of the lease 

system, for purposes of building 

low cost homes or set aside for 

purposes of providing social 

services. Although much can be 

said about the details of the 

Proclamation, I will cut it short at 

this point. Payment for any lease-

hold is to be determined by 

Regional Governments. For 

example, the minimum rate of land-

lease payment for Addis Ababa, as 

it appeared in Addis Lissan issue of 

October 8, 2003 gives a good 

indication of the direction in which 

our urban land tenure system is 

moving. The city of Addis Ababa 

has been divided into three zones 

for this purpose: 

 

1.     Central Business Zone 

Level One minimum lease-payment 

rate in square meters Birr 1297; 

Level Five minimum lease-payment 

rate in square meters Birr 688. 

2.     Intermediate Zone (?) 

Level One minimum lease-payment 

rate in square meters Birr  796; 

Level Five minimum lease-payment 

rate in square meters Birr  427. 

3. Expansion Areas 

Level One minimum lease-payment 

rate in square meters Birr  237; 

Level Five minimum lease-payment 

rate in square meters Birr   147. 

In all three zones, there is another 

lease-payment rate for land 

categories between Level One and 

Level Five, intermediate between 

the minimum and maximum rates. 

The above figures indicate only the 

minimum, not the maximum rates. 

The same pattern has been 

witnessed in other Regional cities 

and towns. Could one really say that 

this tendency encourages 

investment? I would rather you 

yourself answered this question. 

Incidentally, speaking of 

investment, how many of us know 

that seven Investment 

Proclamations and Amendments to 

those Proclamations and five 

Investment Regulations and 

Amendments to those Regulations 

have been issued since 1991? 

 

Let me pass now on to my conclusion. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 

We can say a lot more about laws 

and their legality, about the rule of 

law and the protection of human 

rights, about legality and economic 
development by drawing on the 

provisions of the Constitution and 

comparing them with the concrete 

reality around us. Had it not been 

for the limited scope of the forum, 

time constraint and the limitation of 

my own capability, I think much 

more than what has been presented 

here could have been said about, to 

mention but a few examples, free 

political activities, election laws and 

their implementation, the press and 
the right to freedom of expression, 

the contents of the Investment 

Proclamations, free business 

enterprise, etc. I could only hope, at 

this point, that others would pick up 

where I left and chip in their share 

of ideas and opinions. 

 

Thanks are due to the Ethiopian 

Economic Association for its effort 

in organizing this Vision 2020 
Forum and providing us all with the 

opportunity to say whatever it is 

that we had to say. I wouldn‟t hence 

consider myself a coward. For I 

have put something in the pot. 

Thanks are also due to you, 

distinguished guests, for hearing me 

out with the patience of Job. 

 

Let me be allowed to wind up my 

vision of Ethiopia with a couplet 
from a certain songstress, which I 

have always found touching: 

 

Ethiopia shall rise once again 

A pinnacle of nationhood 

High as the mountains we 

behold!! 
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}ÑMë& ¾K?KA� GÑa�” MUÉ 

"d¿” u%EL Ñ<Ç¿ ¨d‡ eKJ’ 

�”’ÒÑ`u� uTK� �M÷M:: 

eK²=I u²=� ›Ñ` ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’� 

cõ„ ¾U”ÔS»K�” MT� 

KTU×� Ÿ³_ ËUa uÒ^ 

¾U”c^¨<” T”d� ¾ÓÉ ’¨<:: 

›� ØLG<” #u2020 ÓÉU 

¨Å²=I ¯Ã’~ ›e}ÇÅ` SÉ[h 

�”ÖÒK” ¾T>M `°Ã ›K‡$ 

wKªM:: K’@ S”ÑÆ“ ²È¨< 

uÓMê ›M•Ã wKA†M:: K²=IU 

U¡”Á� ÅÓV ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�” 

u�¨<’� SW[� LÃ KS×M 

¾}sT� ¾²?Ò¨<“ ¾S”ÓY� 

É`h S�¨p ›Ku� eKUM 

’¨<:: KUdK? ¾}’c<�” ¾S_� 

Ãµ� ôÈ^K=´U ’í Ç‡’�” 

bxè _§h#N tëm {/#F §Y yqrb xStÃyT¿  

 

*]Í=“M ¨MÅÑ>Ä`Ñ>e 
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T’¨< ¨ÅU”ðMÑ¨< ›p×Ý 

¾T>¨eÇ�¨<; 

 

3. uSW[~ KQÓ ¾uLÃ’� 

Seð” ¾S”ÓY� ›S×Ø ^c< 

¨d‡ ’¨<:: uÖS”Í ›ðS<´ 

ŸS× ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�” Ãð^M& 

uQÓ ›Óvw "MS× S”ÓY� 

¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’� ›ÃÖwpU& 

eK²=IU ŸQÓ ¾uLÃ’� Ò` 

¾}q^‟<� SM"U ›e}ÇÅ` 

uQÓ ›Óvw SS^� (due 

process of law) u²=I ¯Ã’� 

Y`¯� ¨<eØ     ›ÃÑ‟<U:: 

QÑ S”ÓY�  u=¨×“ Sw� 

u=Å[Å` KÃeS<L ’¨<:: 

KTeðçU ¾T>ÁeðMÑ <̈ SW[~ 

"KQÓ ¾uLÃ’� ›Ã×MU“:: 

QÓ ^c< ¾}¨c’ ¯LT 

TeðìT>Á c=J” K›”É ¾Y^ 

²`õ w� ›ÁK? QÔ� uLÃ uLÃ 

�¾¨Ö< KlØ` Á�¡�K<& QÔ� 

¾T>qS<u� SW[� ¾}Ö““ 

eUU’� ÁÑ‟ ¾Q´w �”Ç=G<U  

¾›Ñ` Ñ<ÇÃ dÃJ” ¾ÓKcx� 

U•� ukM“ õLÔ� LÃ 

Á’×Ö[ eKJ’ ’¨<:: 

 

4. KQÓ ¾uLÃ’� Seð” 

›Ò» ¾T>J’< TIu^�U ›K< 

KUdK? uK?KA� ›Ña� ¾Öuq� 

TIu^� u^d�¨< ›vL� 

ÃS[×K<& S}ÇÅ]Á Å”v�¨<” 

Á¨×K<& ¾S<Á Y’ UÓv` 

SS]Á Á[nK<& K›vL~ 

¾Øwp“ ðnÉ Ãc×K<& ›vK< 

u›Óvu< Y^¨<” vÃc^ 

¾Ç=c=ýK=” �`UÍ (uØwp“ 

õ/u?� SqU •eŸSŸMŸM) 

Ã¨eÇK<:: ¾S<Á ThhÁ ¢`e 

K›vL~ Ãc×K<:: eK²=IU u×U 

¾}Ÿu\ }sT� “�¨<:: KQÓ 

¾uLÃ’�“ KQÓ M°M“ SŸu` 

›”É ›Ò» “�¨<:: ŸS”ÓY� 

²`ö� ›Óvw ÁMJ’ ’Ñ` u=Á¿ 

uÓ”v` kÅU�’� Ñ<ÉK~” 

uTd¾� ›Mö }`ö ¡e Se`� 

uSŸ^Ÿ` ßU` ¾TÃ“p 

›e}ªî* ÁÅ`ÒK<:: u•† GÑ` 

ÃI ›G<” ›KS’d~ ›ÃÑ`S‡U 

Ó” K¨Åò~ K=�cwu� ¾T>Ñv 

Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<:: 

 

u�’@ ÓU� u}¨c’< ¾S¨ÁÁ 

’Øx� Y` ¨Å ´`´` Ñ<ÇÃ 

SÓv� Ã�LM: 

 

K¨<ÃÃ� S’h ¾T>J’< 

Ñ<ÇÄ� 

 

¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’� SW[~ 

¾Ç=V¡^c= S„` ’¨<& 

Ç=V¡^c= ÅÓV u¨[k� LÃ 

eK}éð ¨ÃU �”Å¨<Çc? unM 

eK}ÅÒÑS ›ÃS×U: ¾¨<Ü 

HÑ` c� uleL�” LÃ �”Ú� 

c=cÆ #•†U ŸU”U }’e}” 

’¨< Ç=V¡^c= ¾Ñ’v’¨<$ ÃLK<& 

Ÿ¨Ç=I ÅÓV #Q´u< 

uÇ=V¡^c=Á© Sw~ SÖkU 

›L¨ku�U$ •¾}vK ÃkKÇM:: 

¾¨<Ü� ukÅU� ²S“� 

MUÉ ¾T>ÁÑ‟<u� ²È 

eLM’u^�¨< ŸU”U K=ËU\ 

Ã�LK<:: •† Ó” ¾HÑ^�”” 

}Úvß G<’@� S`U[” 

ŸT>eTT” ›W^`“ MUÉ Ò` 

›k“Ï}” ¾�¨<’}†¨<” Ç=V¡^c= 

SW[� S×M ›Kw”:: u¨[k� 

LÃ ¾}²[²\ Sw�� ›K<& Ó” 

¾¨[k� ’w` “�¨<:: 

›ÃðìUU ¨ÃU Ãh^K< ÃI” 

KSY^� Ó” ³_ SW[� 

KS×M K^d�” x• (space) 

cØ}” S”kdke ÁeðMÒM& 

ÓMê’�“ }ÖÁm’� ÁKu� 

Y`¯� Kc¨< QÃ¨� ªÒ 

¾T>cØu�& ¾¾c¨< ›e}dcw 

¾T>ÅSØu� Yõ^ KSÉ[e 

¾T>Ÿ}K<� ¾ÓÉ ¾T>ÁeðMÑ< 

ÃSeK†M:: 

 

G. u}Óv` ¾T>}[ÔU QÑ 

S”ÓY� 

 

QÑ S”ÓY� ›Ç=e S”ÓY� 

uS× lØ` ¾T>kÁ¾[¨<& 

¾T>ð`c¨<“ ¾T>c[²¨< K²=Á¨< 

Y`¯� }wKA eKT>¨× ’¨<& 

}sT© TeðìT>Á� ÁK<� 

Ÿ�¨<MÉ �¨<MÉ (u=ÁeðMÓ 

�¾}ÚS[u�“ uc< LÃ 

�¾}Ñ’v) ¾T>kØM u›e}TT‡ 

SW[� LÃ ¾qS QÑ S”Óe� 

ÁeðMÒM:: ¾}²[²\� Sw�� 

uT”U u=×c< u=g^[ñ Á”” 

Ñ<ÇÃ u’í“ uÑKM}‡’� 

¾T>Á×^ }sU ßU` S_� 

LÃ Td[õ ÁeðMÒM:: 

 

K. ŸT“�¨<U }î°„“ Ý“ 

’í ¾J’ ¾Ç‡’� Y`¯� 

 

QÑ S”ÓY� LÃ ’õe 

¾T>²\� ¾QÓ ¾uLÃ’�” 

u}Óv` ¾T>}[Ñ<S<� ’í 

õ/u?�� “�¨<:: ÃIU eK}S‟

’¨< ›ÃS×U:: u¨_ ¾T>S× 

u=J’ „a w²< v¾” ’u`:: ÃIU 

þK+"© Ñî� Ãµ S”ÓY� 

u}k¾[ lØ` ¾T>K¨Ø 

SÖkT>Á SX]Á U”Ñ>²?U 

SJ” ¾Ku�U:: u¨<eØ 

u›Å[ÍË~ Ÿ¨<Ü Ÿ3† ¨Ñ” 

}î°„ ’í "MJ’ Ñ<ÇÃ ›eðíT> 

ÃSeM ¾�²²¨<” ¾T>c^ ŸJ’ 

¾^c<”U QM¨<“ SÖup 

›Ã�K¨<U:: K²=I ÅÓV uQÓ 

›eðíT> uQÓ ›¨<Ü¨<“ uQÓ 

}`ÕT>¨< (õ/u?��) SHŸM 

T>³” SÖup“ •`e u`e 

lØØ` TuË� ¾ÓÉ ’¨<:: Á’@ 

G<K<U x�¨<” Á¨<nM:: 

õ/u?�� ŸþK+" Ò` "M}ÁÁ²< 

ŸS×¨< Y`¯� Ò` 

›Ãð`c<U& u›õ]" �”"D” 

¾õ�I Y`¯~ ŸS”ÓY� Ò` 

›Ãk¾`U:: Ñ<É ÁK¨< •†¨< 

›Ñ` ’¨<:: 

 

N. �¨<’}† ’í“ ÓMî U`Ý 

 

¾’í Ç‡’�” õ_ KT¾� ’í“ 

�¨<’}† U`Ý S"H@É 

›T^ß ¾K¨<U:: YM×” 

ŸQÓ ›Óvw ¨<Ü ŸS×& 

U`Ý ¾ÃeS<L ŸJ’ ¾QÓ 

›¨<Ü¨< ›"M ›pSu=e ÃJ“M 

}S[Ø” wK¨< uQÓ ›¨<Ü¨< 

u` Ñw}¨< ¨Å QÓ ›eðíT>¨< 

¾T>H@Æ ›"L� ðLß q^ß 

¾J’<v�¨< G<’@�� Ÿ›õ]n 
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w� UdK? �Á×kc< w²< TK� 

Ã�LM:: ’í ÓMØ“ �¨<’}† 

U`Ý KTÉ[Ó ¾}KÁ¿ 

›T^ß ¾T>Ák`u< û`+� 

ÁeðMÒK<& ¾SÅ^Ë�& �dv� <̈” 

¾SÓKØ Q´u< SHM 

KSe^�“ S”kdke eò Sw� 

ŸK?L�¨< U`Ý U`Ý 

›ÃJ”U:: 

 

S. ŸþK+" }î°„ ’í ¾J’< 

c=y=M TIu^� 

 

uðnÅ‡’�“ u^d�¨< õLÔ�“ 

}’di’� ¾}Å^Ì ¾c=y=M 

TIu^� Ÿ%EL�¨< Q´u<” ŸÁ²< 

ke uke ¾¾^d�¨<” x• 

(space) Ãc^K<:: ¾S<Á 

TIu^�”U ÚUa (ŸLÃ 

¾Öuq� TIu`” SØkc?” Mw 

ÃLDM) K?KA�U u=Å^Ì“ 

¾}Å^Ì� ÅÓV p”Ï� u=ðØ\ 

¾TÃ“p �ÃM ÃJ“K<:: uK?KA� 

GÑ^� c=y=M TIu^� w²< 

}^UÅªM:: Q´w” Ãµ 

uS’d� K¨<Ø ›UØ}ªM:: 

 

W. ¾SÑ“† w²<H” 

 

›=”ö`T@i” �ÃM ’¨<& uõ_ 

Ñ<ÇÄ� LÃ ¾}Sc[} 

›=”ö`T@i” KTp[w ›pU 

ÁK¨< ¾SÑ“† w²<H” ›”Æ 

¾Ç=V¡^c=Á© Y`¯� SÑKÝ 

’¨<:: Gdw T”g^g]Á& 

›T^ß Tp[u=Á w� dÃJ” 

¾ÔÅK¨<” ¾T>ÖlU& u×U 

›eðLÑ> SX]Á ’¨<:: ¾SÑ“† 

w²<H” �ÃM KØó�U ¾T>¨<M 

’¨<& KSØö Y^ ŸvÉ Øó� 

KTU×� ¾T>�M SX]Á KuÔ 

}Óv` K¨<Ø �”Ç=ÁS× 

G<’@�� u=S�� U” ÁIM 

S^SÉ �”ÅT>�M KSÑS� 

›ÁÇÓ�U:: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TÖnKÁ 

 

G. ŸLÃ ¾}vK<�” G<K< 

�eŸT>cK�” É[e Ÿ}KÁ¿ 

c�“ u<É„� cU}“�ªM& 

Ã’Ñ^K< ÃvLK< �”Í= u}Óv` 

u›w³†¨< ¾K<U& S_~ LÃ 

›M}}ŸK<U:: nL~ Ó” 

}ÖMð¨< u¾x�¨< }u�’ªM& 

uvÊ }eó c¨<” ›T[ªM& Ó” 

K?L nL� eKK?K<” �’c<” Ã²” 

u}Ñu=¨< S”ÑÉ QÃ¨� 

ŸcÖ“�¨<& ¾T”’ÒÑ`u� `°e 

¾T“e}"¡K¨< É`Ñ>� ›Ã„`U& 

Á’@ MT�U }eóU Ã„^M:: 

 

K. �’²=I ŸLÃ u›ß\ 

¾}²[²\� Ñ<ÇÄ� p” Mx“¨< 

"K T”†¨<U u<É” (›G<” ÁKU 

J’ ¨Åò� ¾T>S×) }Óv^© 

K=ÁÅ`Ò�¨< Ã�LM:: }Óv^© 

�”Ç=J’< ÁKS�Ÿ� Se^� Ó” 

¾²?Ô� G<K< ÓÈ�U �Lò’�U 

’¨<:: 
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Law of nature/ natural 

law 

 

bxè _§h#N tëm {/#F §Y yqrb xStÃyT¿  

 

¬M„ wNDM xgßh# 
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Rules of Human 

conduct ) 

 

Social 

contract) 
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career) 

tqMõ lmNGST màgT 

ktjmr 

Judge & jury in ones 

own case ''  
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ሇሌሳነ ኤኮኖሚክስ አዘጋጆች 
አዱስ አበባ 
 
6 ቁ 3 (January 2004) የሆነውን 
እትማችሁን አይቸዋሇሁ፡፡ ሽፋኑ ሊይ 
“ርዕይ 2020“ ስሊሊችሁ እሱን 
በሚመሇከት ይህችን ዯብዲቤ 
ሌጽፍሊችሁ ወሰንኩ፡፡ በቀዯሙት 
ሕትመቶቻችሁ ውስጥ “ራእይ“ 
የሚሇውን ቃሌ ስትጠቀሙ ነበር፡፡  
አሁን ግን ወዯ “ርዕይ“ ቀየራችሁት፡፡  
በኔ በኩሌ አንዳ “ራእይ“ ን ላሊ ጊዜ 
ዯግሞ “ርዕይ“ ን መጠቀም 
አንባቢዎችን የሚያዯናግር ይመስሇኛሌ፡፡ 
ማህበራችሁ እጅግ የተከበረ የሙያ 
ተቋም በመሆኑ የምታወጧቸው 
ጥናታዊ ጽሁፎችና አስተያየቶች 
በታሊቅ ግምት ይታያለ፡፡  በዚህ የተነሳ 
አንባቢዎቻችሁ መዯናገር ስሇላሇባቸው 
ከሁሇት አንደን እንዴትመርጡ ይረዲሌ 
በሚሌ ግምት   የሚከተሇውን 
አስተያየቴን አቀርብሊችሁዋሇሁ፡፡ 
 
“ርዕይ“ የሚሇውን ቃሌ መጠቀም 
አግባብ አይመስሇኝም፡፡ ምክንያቶቹም 
አያላ ናቸው፡-  
 
1. ሶስቱን የታወቁትን የአማርኛ 
መዝገበ ቃሊቶች አገሊብጬ ነበር፡፡  
እነሱም በተሰማ ሀብተሚካኤሌ ግጽው 
የተዘጋጀው፣ ከሣቴ ብርሃን ተሰማ፡፡ 
የዏማርኛ መዝገበ ቃሊት (አዱስ አባባ፣ 
1951)፤ የዯስታ ተክሇ ወሌዴ፣ ዏዱስ 
ያማርኛ መዝገበ ቃሊት (አዱስ አባበ፣ 
1962 ዓ.ም.)፣ እና የኢትዮጵያ 
ቋንቋዎች ጥናትና ምርምር ማእከሌ 
በ1993 ዓ.ም. ያሳተመው አማርኛ 
መዝገበ ቃሊት ናቸው፡፡ 

 
እነዚህ መዝገበ ቃሊቶች “ርዕይ“ 
የሚሇውን ቃሌ ሇፍቺ አያቀርቡም፡፡ 
ሶስቱም የሚፈቱት “ራእይ“ን ብቻ 
ነው፡፡  
 
ተጠቃሚው ሕዝብስ? 
 
2. እኔም እስካሁን ባካባቢዬ 
ስመሇከት “ርዕይ“ ን የሚጠቀም ሰው 
ወይም የመንግሥት      መ/ቤት 
አሊጋጠመኝም፡፡ መገናኛ ብዙሀንም 
በስራ ሊይ አውሇውት አሊስተዋሌኩም፡፡ 
ይሁንና በፍጹም አሌተጠቀሙበትም 
ብዬ ሇመናገር አሌዯፍርም፤ ምክንያቱም 
ጋዜጦችን ሁለ ማገሊበጥ፣ ሬዴዮኖችን 
ሁለ መስማት፤ ሁለንም የቴላቪዢን 
ፕሮግራምቸ ማየት ይጠይቃሌና፡፡ አፍ 
ሞሌቶ መናገር የሚቻሇው ግን “ርዕይ“ 
ቢያንስ የተሇመዯ የአማርኛ ቃሌ 
አሇመሆኑን ነው፡፡ 
 

3. በአንጻሩ ግን “ራእይ“ በሰፊው 
ሥራ ሊይ እየዋሇ ያሇ ቃሌ ነው፡፡ 
የመንግሥት መ/ቤቶች፣ መገናኛ 
ብዙሀን፣ መንግሥታዊ ያሌሆኑ 
ዴርጅቶች፣ ምሁራን በብቸኝነት 
ይጠቀሙበታሌ፡፡ 
 
4. ከሊይ የጠቀስኳቸው ሶስት 
መዝገበ ቃሊቶችም እንዱሁ በተመሣሣይ 
መንገዴ ይፈቱታሌ፡፡ ፍቺያቸውን 
ሇአንባቢያን ማቅረብ ተገቢ 
ይመስሇኛሌ፡፡ ምንም እንኳን አቀራረቡ 
ዘመናዊ ባይሆንም ከሶስቱ ዘርዘር ያሇ 
ፍቺ የሚሰጠው የከሣቴ ብርሃን ተሰማ 
መዝገበ ቃሊት ስሇሆነ ከሱ መጥቀስ 
እፈሌጋሇሁ፡፡ 
 
ራዕይ፤ በአዕምሮ ውስጥ ትዝታ ፦ 
ረቂቅ ነገር፦ በነፍስ ዓሇም ኹነታ 
የሚታየው የማይጨበጥ፦ 
የማይዲሰስ፦ አካሊዊነት የላሇው 
የአዕምሮ ትዝታ በሐሳብ ውስጥ 
የሚፈጠር  የሚሳሌ ሌዩ ሌዩ 
ራዕይ፡፡ 

 
ራዕይ፤ ላሉት በሕሌም በነፍስ 
ባሕርይ መውነትንም መስል 
ሐሰትንም አስመስል ላሉት 
የሚታይ፦ ሉነገርም የማይቻሌ 
ሇአዕምሮ የረቀቀ፦ የማይዲሰስ፦ 
የማይጨበጥ፦ ኹኔታውን የሰው 
አዕምሮ የማይገምተው--- በዏሇመ 
ነፍስ የሚታይ ራዕይ ይባሊሌ 

(ገጽ 219 አምዴ ሀ) 
 
5. የፈረንጅ ምሁራን ካዘጋጁዋቸው 
ስራዎች ማህሌ ከአማርኛ ወዯ 
ፈርንሣይኛ፣ ከአማርኛ ወዯ ጣሌያንኛ፣ 
ከአማርኛ ወዯ እንግሉዝኛ የሚመሌሱ 
አራት መዝገበ ቃሊቶችንም ስናገሊብጥ 
የምናገኘው ሁኔታ አንዴ አይነት ነው፡፡ 
“ራእይ“ን የሚፈቱት በተመሳሳይ 
መንገዴ ነው፡፡ ሊንባቢ ግንዛቤ እንዱረዲ 
ያየሁት የመጀመሪያው መዝገበ ቃሊት 
ከአማርኛ ወዯ ፈረንሣይኛ ሲሆን 
(የአንቷን ዲባዱ መዝገበ ቃሊት ነው፡፡) 
እሱም የታተመው እ.አ.አ. በ1881 
ዓ.ም፣ ነበር፡፡ ሁሇተኛው የጉይዱ ሲሆን 
ከአማርኛ ወዯ ጣሌያንኛ የሚመሌስ 
እ.አ.አ. በ1901 የታተመ፣ ሶስተኛው 
በቤትማን የተዘጋጀው የአማርኛ 
ፈረንሣይኛ መዝገበ ቃሊት ሲሆን 
እ.አ.አ. በ1929 ዓ.ም. የታተመ እና 
የመጨረሻው በላፐር ኬን የተዘጋጀው 
ከአማርኛ ወዯ እንግሉዝኛ የሚመሌስ 
እ.አ.አ. በ1990 ዓ.ም. የወጣው ነበር፡፡ 
ስሇዚህ እነዚህ መጻሕፍት የአንዴ 
ምዕተ ዓመት ያህሌ እዴሜ የሸፈኑ 
መሆናቸውን ስናጤን በማህሊቸው 
የትርጉም ሌዩነት አሇመኖሩ 
ሳያስገርመን አያሌፍም፡፡ 

የመጨረሻው መዝገበ ቃሊት የሚሰጠንን 
ትርጉም ብንወስዴ ይበቃሌ፦ 
ራእይ- vision (sth. seen, power 
of sight), revelation, dream, 
apparition, s.th. conceived in 
the imagination.  

  (ገጽ 398 አምዴ ሇ) 
 
በአንጻሩ፣ እነዚህ አራቱም መዝገበ 
ቃሊቶች “ርዕይ“ የሚሇውን ቃሌ 
አያውቁትም፡፡ ይህም እሊይ ቁጥር 1 
እና 2 መዯምዯሚያ ሊይ 
ያቀረብኳቸውን ሀሳቦች ያጠናክራሌ፡፡ 
 
6. ራእይ የሚሇው ቃሌ ምንጩ 
የግዕዙ ግሥ “ርእየ“ ነው፡፡  ወዯግዕዙ 
መዞር አስፈሊጊ የሚሆነው ምንጩን 
ስንረዲው የአማርኛውን “ራእይ“ 
ሇመረዲት ስሇሚረዲ ነው፡፡   
 
“ርእየ“ ግሥ ሲሆን “ራእይ“ ከሱ 
የሚመነጭ ስም ነው፡፡ ዎሌፍ ላስሊው 
ያዘጋጀው የግዕዝ አማርኛ መዝገበ 
ቃሊት (Concise Dictionary of Geez 
Wiesbaden, 1989) እንዯሚከተሇው 
“ራእይ“ን ይፈተዋሌ፡- 
 
Vision, image, likeness, form, 
aspect, sight, revelation, 
appearance, apocalypse 

(ገጽ 61 አምዴ ሀ)   
 
የታወቀው የኪዲነ ወሌዴ ክፍላ የግዕዝ 
አማርኛ መዝገበ ቃሊትም የዚሁ 
ተመሳሳይ የሆነ ፍቺ ይሰጣሌ፡፡  
 
7. እሰካሁን ከተዯረዯሩት ጥቅሶችና 
አስተያየቶች የሚከተሇው መዯምዯሚያ 
ይመነጫሌ፡፡ ቃለ የተሇያየ ትርጉም 
ያሇው ቢሆንም እናንተ 
እንዱያስተሊሌፍሊችሁ የምትፈሌጉትን 
vision የሚሇውን የእንግሉዝኛ ቃሌ 
የሚተካ መሆኑ ግሌጽ ነው፡፡ ባንጻሩ 
“ርዕይ“ የሚሇው ቃሌ በአማርኛ ቋንቋ 
ውስጥ (ቢያንስ) ያሌተሇመዯ መሆኑን 
አስረግጦ መናገር ይቻሊሌ፡፡   
 
በዚህ መሠረት ከሽፋናችሁ ሊየ “ርዕይ“ 
የሚሇውን ቃሌ አንስታችሁ በ“ራእይ“ 
ትተኩታሊችሁ ብዬ ተስፋ አዯርጋሇሁ፡፡ 
 
በመጨረሻም የኤኮኖሚክስ ሀሳቦችን 
ማስተናገዴ የሚገባቸውን ውዴ 
ገጾቻችሁን ሇዚህ ቋንቋ ነክ ሇሆነ 
ዯብዲቤ በመስጠታችሁ በቅዴሚያ ከሌብ 
ሊመሰግናችሁ እወዲሇሁ፡፡ 
 

አክባሪያችሁ 
 

ሺፈራው በቀሇ 
የታሪክ ክፍሌ (አአዮ) 


